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The Solar Power Satellite (SPS) is a. viable alternative energy source to replace fossile
fuel dependent systems. Its large solar energy collector is a source of electrical
pottier which is aonvexted to micrmkave etexgy and relayed from the collection site in
geosynchroaous orbit to the ground receiving system. The feasibility of the relay l.irzl:
depends on the ,capability of keeping each transmitting plantar ar3:ay antenna with its
beam center.. pointed at the ;round receivit antenna (rectenna), and the .phase. error
over the apert^uxe small enough so that of aienoy is high. Pointing error and phase.
error should also be small to minimize incidence of stray energy peaks outside of the
rectenna aperture. This study was performed to evaluate the tolerance va lations W
the . structure of the 1NIPTS, and their contribution to slope error of the 'antenna axray.
Each SPS has two power t3masmitting antennas. The general chaxaoteristics of each
antenna are shown in Table 1. On the basis of most parameters except frequency, the
MPTS represents a major advancement in the state of the art for Iax-e microwave
antennas. For comparison. purposes, the gains of several large wdsting antennas are
shown in Figure 1. The MPTS has over 10 times the aperture area of the laxgest
(Arecibo), and approximately 20 times the gain at 2.45 GHz.
Fipure 2 shows the elements of the IVxPTS
 that function to achieve performance of this
ma-gnitude. Puxe mechanical pointing and surface figure control over the 1-=km. aper-
ture cannot be expected to achieve the necessary beam characteristics. The antenna
system is .a hybrid design of a coarse mechanical pointing and surface control system
and an electronic phasing system for fine wavefront adjustment.
A .tower is used to attach the antenna primary .:truct=e to the SPS solar collector. A
360-degree pivot allows the antenna to rotate once per day to track the rectenua. In
the baseline approach for this study, a constant angular rate pivot is used, with the
fine pointing accomplished at the antenna interface. This simplifies the 360--degree
pivot design where rotating contacts are needed to transfer power from the solar col-
lector to the tower. A + 10 degree pivot on two axes is used at the antenna. Fle_xdines
carry power around this junction. There are a number of viable approaches for atti-
tude control. Because of the inherent rigidity of the primary structure, distributed
control actuators do not appear necessary.
The antenna system operates in an Environment which causes structural deformations
and beam pointing error (see Figure a). These must be ndnimized so that the dis-
torted wavefront can be corrected electronically. The antenna points at a rectema
which is probably not located on the equator. The resulting elevation pointing angle
causes. gravity grmieat and dynamic unbalance torques on the antenna. The accelera-
tion of the antenna towara the cg of the SPS is appreciable because of the large sepa-
ration. Transient forces and torques are also transmitted through the support toner.
The effects of these acceleration loads have been found to be very small.
_l'3ii
Table 1. MPTS parameters.
Type of antenna . .. . .. ........... . ... Planar array
Diameter of aperture ................ 1000 m (3251 ft)
Antenn mass ....................... 3.58 ^ (18.92 x 10 6 	 lb)
Power transmitted (CW) .............. 5 Gw (67 dBW)
F requency...... ..... ........ .. . . ... 2.45 GHz
Directivity .......................... 86 dB
Benmwidth (3-dB) ................... 31.4 arc see
Mount — Azimuth range .............. 360 degrees
Elevation range .............	 10 degrees
Slewing rates (mawmum) ............. 1 arc sec/sec
Mechanical pointing accuracy.. . . .	 2 arc minutes
Electronic pointing accuracy.......... 6 arc sec
Illumination ta per. .................. 10 dB
Bandwidth — modulation ............. Not applicable
Thermal distortions, primarily caused by the waste heat rejection of the rf system,
are controlled by the use of low thermal expansion composites in the primary and
secondary structures.
The basic alignment requirement for the structure of the subarray surface is 3 arc min.
ma.^mum slope error in the operating environment. This encompasses all manufac-
turing errors, thermal distortions, static structural loads, and dynamic movement
resulting from transient loads. Slope error (tilt errors of the subarr^ ys with respect
to the line of sight to the rectenna) has two effects on performance. It results in loss
of directivity, and in pointing error. The rms slope error over the aperture is a
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Existing materials measurement, manufacturing, assembly and alignment tech-
niques can be used to build the IMPTS antenna structure, orders of magnitude
larger than current space systems.
a Manufacturing tolerance oan be critical to rms slope error. Study results show
that the slope error budget can be mot with a passive system. As a backup
approach, initial active ali gnment can be used to correct the interface between
the structures. Tolerance then is limited by measurement accuracy and actuator
resolution.
a Because of the inherent long term dimensional stability of graphite/epo..V sftuc-
iure raider light loading conditions, the structures are expected to remain, in
alignment if adjusted accurately initially. The 30-ye:w service life does lower
confidence in long term creep predictions. Test data is needed for candidate
f1bar/matrik systems.
1.1anufacturing tolerance does not contribute appreciably to pointing accuracy. A
pointing bias caused by manufacturing error can be corrected by the attitude
control system.
Joints without free play are preferable in the assembly of the large truss struc-
tures. Joint "slop, " as contrasted to joint tolerance, can be eliminated by bond-
Ing or welding. Joint tolerance is a small part of overall strut length, and makes
a minor contribution to slope error,
a The material properties of GY- 7 0/1-30 pseudoisotropic graphite/epoxy composite
were used as representative of strength, modulus and coefficient of thermal expan-
sion (see Table 3). Variation in material properties, particularly for CT C, from
part to part is more significant than the actual value. The design can accommodate
predictable length changes and still achieve the required flatness. ': lie uncertainty
in CTE leads to the thermal distortion that degrades performance. Jowever,
thermal distortion is small over the range of operating temperatures, and material
properties not as well regulated as those of GY-70/1-30 will meet requirements.
.s Two configurations of the secondary structure were considered. The first has 61
separate hexagonal structural elements. The second has the same elements joined
to form a continuous secondary structure over the entire aperture. There is not a
significant difference in parts count or performance. The continuous secondary
behaves as a homogeneous plate attached at 75 nodes of the primary interface.
Since it carries bending stress, it can distort the primary or conversely smooth
out pr1UL",Cy distortions. It tends to transfer distortions to the outer edge whore
slope error has less effect on performance. The 61 separate secondary structures
are easier to simulate and analyze.
P Active control during operation is not warranted. Initial alignment of the primary
structure, and secondary structural elements is considered as an alternative to
'Mul.er toy" assembly of accurately "trimmed" truss elements. The initial
.viii
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Units
Standard
Mean	 Devild 1011C haracLerisLlc
0.7
4.03E7 (5.85)
6.76E9 (0.98)
1.61E7 (2.34)
6.14E9 (0.89)
percent
g/cc (lb/cu ill. )
N/in 2 (ksi)
N/ni2 (msi)
N/m` (ksi)
N/m2 (msi)
cc
GZ
N/m2 (lcsi)
N/m2 (msi)
	
0.072 (0.040)	 E/C (E /F)
	
0.001 (0.00 =1;	 Cal/gm-C (Btu/lb--F)
Cal/cm-sec-C (Btu/f(.-hr-F)
ohm-m (olun-in. )
U
Table 3. Pseudoisotropic GY-70/X-30 is a representative dimensionally stable composite.
z
Fiber volume
Density
Tensile strength, FTU
Elastic modulus, ET
Poisson's ratio, PT
Compressive strength, -i' CU
Elastic modulus, EC
Poisson's ratio, IiC
Ultimate shear stress, FSU
Rigidity, G
Thermal coefficient, CTE
Specific heat
Thermal conductivity
Resistivity .
Solar absorptance,oc
Thermal emittance, E
62
1.80 (0.065)
2.61E8 (37.8)
1.081;11 (15.7)
0.32
2.43E8 (35.2)
9.65E10 (1.1.0)
0. `s 0
1.5E8 (22.3)
3.5E10 (5.04)
-0.038 (-O 021)
0.20 (31.9)
0.132 (31.9)
2.8E-5 (1. ].E-3)
0.91
0.81
L
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alignment system could be used periodically if necessary to realign during the
service life, but active figure control to compensate for dynamic and thermal
distortion is not necessary. 	 H;.„
M The improvement in efficiency with active control is small compared to the
potential improvement of a slight increase in system sire at the same appro4mate
cost.
Distributed attitude control is not necessary for the AMPTS. The truss structures
are stiff enough so t`.?at even with the large nonstructural weights supported, the
antenna behaves essentially as a rigid body. An alternative combined use of CMG
packages to sense and darap oscillations within the stricture as well as to provide
steering torques can be used if larger than anticipated disturbances are generated
by the SPS solar collector, e.g. those resulting from an aluminum SPS structure.
The preferred attitude control a pproach is direct drive, i.e.: steering the antenna
by applying torques at the interface to the solar collector. System weight and
comple_%ity increases for momentum exchange devices, and jet systems are im-
practical for the 30-,year operational life because of fuel requirements.
An increase in secondary subarraf size reduces the strut count in the structure,
increases depth anti stiffness, and improves the structural accuracy. A suggested
reduction in subarray count from 7554 to 6932 can be accommodated by a 10--bay
primary (with the secondary supported on the larger face), and a 12--bay secondary
structure.
The basic objective of this study has been to determine the achievable flatness for the
MPTS structure. The study shows feasibility, even for a passive structure. The
rear, objective of the study then becomes the idiutUication of new technology areas
requiring effort to ensure the success of the 11?rS antenna concept.
Attitude control of the MPTS requires definition. The effectiveness of a 'direct drive"
control system is not certain until the entire SPS is modeled And the interaction of the
solar collector and MPTS structures have been examined. A study is proposed for
preliminary design of direct drive variations and analysis of the control system
performance.
Material properties are areas of uncertainty. Although the required IMPTS perform-
ance can be achieved with existing composites, considerable improvement is antici-
pated before actual construction of the SPS begins. Materials and processes are
interrelated. A new technology area of considerable scope is represented by the
optimization of materia's and processes for IMPTS fabrication. Two study areas are
suggested for continuing work. The first has as its objective, to develop an ideal
graphite/resin system for VI PTS application, considering the necessary processes
for in-space fabrication. The second is a comprehensive materials test program
for a representative pitch fiber/ polyinaide composite system. The latter program's
NU:
objective is to provide a materials properties data base N'vith emphasis on statistical
distribution for continuing analysis of MPTS performance.
Other areas are suggested for investigation, including laser measurement systems
and reliable, space-,qualified linear actuators for the active control and attitude
ooiatrol options. Zero tolerance joints, that can be made reliably* in space are
needed. Al ueh of the new technology required for the M, PT S, e.g., beam builders
For laree space structures, is already iaa development.
In short, the MPTS structure represents a reasonable extension of the present state
of the :art. Furthermore, the probability is high that the accuracy requirements
can be achieved with a passive system.
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1. x OBSECTTVES AND SCOPE
The study objective was to determine achievable flatness for the microwave power
transmission system (MPTS) antenna array. The support structure of the array
achieves this flatness while interacting with the larger solar array structure, its own
attitude control system, its payload of rf transmitting subsystems and antenna
arrays, and the space environment.
The scope of the study is depicted in Figure 1--1, which shows the five basic tasks and
their interactions:
e Task 1: Preliminary Design and Analysis of the Passive Configurations. Two
configurations, A and B, were analyzed in detail and evaluated as to their net
potential misalignment. Manufacturing, joint slack, assembly, alignment and
environmental effects were considered. Approaches to each aspect were analyzed
to minimize their contributions to distortion.
s Task 2: Environmental Effects. Orbital effects, including thermal, solar pres-
sure and gravity gradient perturbations, were evaluated. Heating effects of the
operational element, were also evaluated. Distortions were derived using finite
element computer modeling techniques.
• Task 3: Figure and Pointing Control Methods. The effects of the control system,
and its design integration into the structure, on structures' distortion were
evaluated. Combined effects from Tasks 1, 2 and 3 provided the basis for making
a baseline system recommendation.
0 Task 4: Technology Plan. In the course of each study element new development
requirements were identified. They were collected in Task 4 in an overall
Technology Plan.
e Task 5: Material Properties. Basic material. properties (such as E and CTE)
were evaluated to determine their contributions to distortion.
Results of the individual tasks, and overall study activities, are presented in Chapters
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 1-1. MPTS flatness study task flow.
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1.2 REQUIREMENTS
The basic requirement specified in the Statement of Worm is 3 are minutes of slope
accuracy during a',1 phases of operation.
Operational and environmental loadings must be accommodated within this array
surface limitation. Other system requirements include:
2.45 GI-Iz
485K (maximum)
10 dB (Gaussian)
1 Km
Per SOW Table 11
10mx10m
5 gigawatt
2 are see
s Operating Frequency
• Allowable Wavegni.de Temperature
s Microwave Transmission Beam Taper
• Antenna Aperture Diameter
e Nonstructural Mass Distribution
a Subarray Size (for evaluation in this study)
• Grid Power
a Retrodirective/Electronic Control System Accuracy
(signal originates at center of rectenna complex)
1.3 STUDY GUIDELINES
The structural configuration has evolved in previous studies conducted by JSC. The
structure is based on regular tetrahedral truss elements joined to form a primary
space frame. A similar structure, but usin smaller truss elements forms a second-
ary surface which spans the primary structure, and forms a surface for support of the
individual transmitting antenna subarrays.
The basic configuration is shown in Figure 1-2. Each tetrahedral element is con-
sidered a "bay" in the structure. The primary structure has 10 bays on a major
diagonal. The hexagonal elements of the secondary structure are 14-bay structures.
Alternatively these are designated as 5 and 7 ring structures respectively. The
study did not deviate from this basic georuetry except to investigate the impact of
variation in subarray size.
The environment for operation is a synchronous equatorial orbit with small allowable
inclination and eccentricity. The preferred orientation of the major satellite axis is
perpendicular to the orbital plane. This leaves the MPTS in a relatively static posi-
tion and orientation with respect to the ground receiving antenna in the earth-fixed
rotating reference system.
Two configurations are considered for the secondary structure. In the first, there
are 61 separate hexagonal "flats. 11 Each can be oriented independently on its three
primary structure supports. In the second approach, a continuous secondary struc-
ture is used. Throughout the study, both configurations are considered to see if
either has an inherent advantage.
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Figure 1-2. Basic configuration.
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The material properties of graphite fiber reinforced epox-j composites are used in
the structural analysis. A specific fiber/resin system to meet stiffbess, stability
and the operating temperature regWrements can only be selected after considerations
of availability, cost, energy balance and other factors beyond the scope of this study.
The properties of GY-70 .,'- ,30 pseudoisotropic lamiuste have been used as representa-
tive of thermally stable composite materials.
A contributing factor in the dimensional accuracy of complex structures lime
3-dimensional trusses is fit tolerance in joints. The effect, joint slop, is difficult
to simulate using linear analysis techniques. The approach agreed upon iu the SWdy
has been to eliminate or minimize the problem in joint design rather than try to
simulate and analyze loose connections in the indeterminate truss structure. The
zero slop joint implies welding, bonding, or mechanical force fit that precludes
looseness.
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TASK 1
BASELINE CONFIGURAT ► ONS
PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
The major steps of Task 1 (Figure 2-1) were:
1. Preliminary design of the antenna structure.
2. Modeling of the primary and secondary structures.
3. Computer structural analysis of the models,
a. Postprocessing to determine slope errors, maximum deflections, maximum.
internal loads, and provide graphic displays of outputs.
5. Analysis and interpretation of results.
PGSTPROCESSING
STRUCTURAL	 CONFIGURATION A
ANALYSIS	 SURFACE
	
PRIMARY
MODEL C> SLOPE
PRIMARY	 (FLATS)	 ERROR
DEFLECTIONS	 CONFIGURATION B
SURFACEPRIMARY
MODEL	 MODEL	 ^^ SLOPE	 PASSIVEENT
10-SAY	 (CONTINUOUS)	 ERROR	 POTENTIAL OF
PRIMARY	 MODAL	 CONFIGURATIONS C*TASK 2
STRUCTURE	 ANALYSIS	 PEAY AMPLITUDE
	
A & 8 & SLOPE
& CONTOUR PI.OTS 	 ERROR BUDGET
MODEL	 SUBARRAY	 TYPICAL
TYPICALTYPICAL	 SURFACE	 SECONDARY
14-BAY	 SECONDARY	 MODEL ^ SLOPE(FLATS)	 ERRORSECONDARY	 DEFLECTIONS 
STRUCTURE	 TRUSS
MAXIMUM	
STRUCTURE
CONCEPTUAL4 TAPE5EARCH^ LEVELS & 	 DESIGN	 C-,> TASK 2LL11	 1f	 DEFLECTIONS	 STRUTS
JOINTS
GENERALIZED	
MATERIAL	 JUNCTIONSBASELINE	 LOADING
	
PROPERTIESCONFIGURATIONS	 C ON DI T IONS	 <	 (AVERAGE &
MANUFACTURING	 STANDARD
MANEUVERING	 DEVIATIONS)	 TECHNOLOGY
THERMAL
	 E,CTE , ale
	 PROBLEMS	 v TASK 4
1	 (TASK 5)
Figure 2--1. Task 3 — study task flow,
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A single 10-bay primary structure was -modeled for use with configurations A and B
secondary structure. Its geometry was based on regular tetrahedron structural
elements. In similar manner, a single 14-bay secondary structure was modeled. It
represents a typical configuration A secondary structure and an equivalent area with-
in the larger configuration B secondary structure. It is not practical to model the
80, 000•-strut complete configuration B on a strut-by-strut basis.
Ia the computer analysis, 20 loading conditions were used to simulate manufacturing
tolerance and variations in temperature, coefficient of thermal empausion, and mode--
bas of elasticity. With the secondary and nonstructural weight added, the lowest
modal frequencies were determined in the primary structure. A variety of postpro-
cessiag programs were then used to translate structural deflections into slope error.
Contour plots were generated of deflections and slope errors for configurations A and
B. iVIxdmum stress levels were found for input into the strut design activity and
mwdmum deflections established requirements for actuator control range.
2.1 BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS
The baseline configurations were estabtshed by Reference 2--1 and baseline develop-
ment was not included in the study tasks. There were two configurations, denoted by
'CA 11 and "B". Both A and B consisted of a two-tier construction comprised of a pri-
mary structure which provides the basic structural strength and stiffness, and a
secondary structure whiob bridges the relatively coarse spaced primary structural
joints so as to provide for mounting of the subarrays. Configuration A is character-
ized by a secondary structure made up of 61 individual truss sections whereas con-
figuration B has a continuous tetrahedral structure for the secondar y. Figure 2-2
shows the general arrangement for configuration A and the dimensions of the primary
structure. The differences between the two configurations are depicted in Figure 2-3.
Table 2--1 presents the quantity and typical lengths for the primary and secondary
members. Since the secondary structure is used for providing a place to mount the
subarrays rather than contribute overall strength, it aus been included in the non-
structural weight baseline as shown in Table 2--2. References 2-2 and 2--3 (the Green
Book and the Red Book) were used for additional interface and baseline data such as
power dissipation anal orbital character? 3tics.
For purposes of determining flatness a subarray support plane was established. The
support plane is define . I by the tree subarray support points as indicated in Figure
2-4. As shown in the figure, each subarray is 10,746 m by 9.306 to which gives a
transmission area of 100 square meters.
Reference 2-1. NAS/JSC Request for Proposal No. 9--BC73-37-7-113P.
Reference 2-2. Initial Technical, Environmental and Economic Evaluation of Space
Solar Power Concepts, Volume II —• Detailed Report, J'SC 11569, 9--3I-76.
Reference 2--3. Solar Power Satellite Concept Evaluation, Activities Report, July
1976 to June 1977, Vol. 1 -- Detailed Report. JSC-12973, July 1977.
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Figure 2-0. Configurations A and B.
Table 2-1. Baseline planar truss data (reproduced
from Reference 2-1).
STRUCTURE
HUMBER	 NUMBER OF
n	 OF NODES	 MEMBERS
TYP MEMBER
LENGTH (M)
NU'MEER
REQUIRED
PRIMARY 5	 166	 660 130.284 1
CONFIGURATION A 7	 316
	
1,302 10.7456 61SECONDARY
CONFIGURATION B 63	 24,004	 106,974 10.7456 1SECONDARY
n = number or hexa g onal rings
number of nodes
symmetrical side =	 3n (n + 1) + 1
asymmetrical side =	 3n2
total	 =	 3n (2n - 1) + 1
- number of members = 3n (9n - 1)
OgSG
60y-
2-4
'fable 2-2. UPTS nonstructural mass distribution
(reproduced from Reference 2-1),
MASS POINTS/	 RING RADIUS	 MASS
RING NO.	 RING	 (METERS)	 (kg)	 MASSMING
1	 6	 60.	 256,714	 1,540,294 ^
2	 6	 130.526	 214,357	 1,256,142
3	 12	 252,157	 150,177	 1,302,124
4	 1s	 375,835	 100,119	 1,802,142
5	 24	 500,	 70,596	 1,694,304'
A{ncludes secondary stricture,	 r 5,124,996 kg
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Figure 2-4. Subarray support geometry (reproduced
from Reference 2-1).
2.2 &\S1 LNi E L^ESIC^N
Our study examined the multiplicity of elements that contribute to distorting the
operation zA flatness of the micro-wave power transmission system (1CT'1"51 auteuun.
in deternituing the magnitude and relationship of the critical tolerance components in
the antenna, and avoiding aontolerance related details of the system, we made soiree
simplifying assuinptIons:
1. We assumed availability of elements to be assembled into the truss in GEO
without concern for the pac t .e^; i i} and boost phase problems.
2-5
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2. We assume that the power system has been built and initiated our flatness
study assuming a stable hub. Pogo-type motion of the hub was not considered,
at this time, though there may be a problem when the entire system is
evaluated.
The strvotura.l configurations used in this study are evolved froth previous studies by
JSC bused on regular tetrahedral truss elements that are joined to form a space--
frame.
In the baseline design the entire 1 ,IPTS is supported at three nodes of the primary
structure (see Figure 2--5). There are variations iQ the design depending on the
location and type of pivots used, but all use the 3-- point support. .
2.2.:1 BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS ---- Two baseline configurations 'A ll and "S"
were evaluated to determine their relative merits in meeting the various structural
requirements. Of primary concern was the structure's ability to maintain the slope
of the subarrays within the accuracy budget.
A brief description of each structural candidate follows.
2.2.1.1 Baseline Configuration "A" -- Configuration A of the RFP is shown in
Figure 2--3. It is a two--tier structure consisting of one large (10-bayl primary and
61 smaller (14-bay) secondary tetrahedral trusses. The primary truss structure. is
made from equal length truss struts joined at 60-degree surface angles at each node
to form a flat structure. The secondary truss structures ai-a attached to the primary
structure at three points as shown in Figure 29-6. The construction of the secondary
structure is similar to the primary except smaller.
2.2.1.2 Baseline Configuration I'D" — As requested, in configuration B the primary
struc*turs is exactly the same as described for configuration A, but the secondary
structure is continuous, forming a 126-bay tetrahedral truss structure (see Figure
2-3) .
The secondary structure is attached to the primary structure at only one attach point
zit each primary node. An advantage of this configuration is to lower the relative
motion between subarrays versus the inotian of the intersection of the two separate
14-bay structures in configuration A. 'Mille configuration A is a deflection oriented
approach, configuinition B is a load oriented system. The construction of the configu-
ration B secondary structure mould be similar to configuration A except that the outer
interconnecting truss members would not be installed — instead the partially complete
14-bay hetagons would be assembled into a continuous structure.
2.2.2 DETAIL DESIGN TR:1DE STUDIES -- During this phase of the study, a single
10-bay primary structure was modeled for use with configurations A and B secondary
structure. Its geometry was based on regular tetrahedron structural elements. In a
similar manner, a single 14-bay secondary structure was modeled. It represents a
typical configuration A secondary structure and an equivalent area within the larger
caxhguration B secondary structure.
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Figure 2-6. A ssembly of configuration. A secondary to primary.
In the computer analysis %f Task Y, 20 loading conditions were used to simulate 
manu-facturing tolerance and variations in temperature, coefficient of thermal expansion,and modulus of elasticity. In Task 2, 31 additional thermal conditions were simulatedrepresenting the synchronous orbit environment.
 Maximum stress levels and mumum deflections were found by Postproeessing routines.
The strut and joint design activity produced information relative to quantitative dataon manufacturing tolerance buildup, and joint and actuator tolerances.
These studies are covered more :6x11y in the following sections.
2 . 2 .2.1- Mechanical Loads -- For the geo-truss in the assembled configuration thePrincipal loading conditions will be thermal and inertia loads due to rigid body accel-
eration and rotations. The SOLID SAP finite element model of the geo-truss was
used for the analysis. The load conditions are based on a geo-synchronous 
equatorialorbit. The acceleration loading conditions are shown in Table 2-3.
Six unit rigid body accelerations and rotations were analyzed for resulting surfacedistortions and internal loads. The actual accelerations due to rigid body torques andforces were computed showing that only the rotation about the.^-x axis was 
significant.To find the resulting Maximum strut loads the actual accelera x axi was multipliedby the uz+it conditions shown below, Again the actual strut loads are very small. The
general conclusion that can be reached is that the loads in the struts of the geo-trussin the assembly configuration are very small.
M, V ^
t a V00R
z—= x
Y
RESULTS OF MAX-MIN SEARCH OF 660 STRUTS
LOAD CONDITION TENSION COMPRESSION
1.0-G	 --x 14.02x106N -14.02x106N
1.0-G	 --Y 8.57x106N -16.19x106N
1.0-G	 -- Z 9.41 x 10 6 N -13.25 x 10 6
 N
1.0 RAD/SEC Z -- xX 56.76 x 10 6 N -113.51 x 10 6 N
1.0 RAD/SECZ _ YY 98.30 x 10 6 N -98.30 x 10 6 N
1.0 RAD/SEC Z - ZZ 65.83 x 10 6 N -65.33 x 10 6 N
Table 2--3. Primary structure acceleration loads.
LOADING aYX (RAD/SECZ) NY (RAD/SEC2) 'ZZ (RAD/SECZ)
DYNAMIC UNBALANCE -1.333 x 10 -9 	1 0.0	 1 0.0
GRAVITY GRADIENT
TRACIUNG
-3.999 -,10 -9
-0.187 x 10'9 si wt
0.0
	
/
 
0.2647 x 10-9 Coy mt
0.0
0.0
-5.519 x 10-9 0.2647 (10-9TOTAL 0.0
The worst case loading condition of -5.519 x 10- 9 rad/sec3
on the % mds, leads to an insignificant compression load in a
strut of:
'Z
PCmax - (-113.51s 10 6 N/rad/sect) i (-5.510 L 10-9 rad/sect}
Y	 SOLAR
= G.3 v (1.4 lb)
ARRAY
The 31 theninal cases analyzed in Task 2 crave temperature
histories for each strut of the primary structure. We com-
puted a temperature dependent random CTE for each strut based on the measured CTE
distribution for GY--70/1-30. The temperatures and CTE values were input for each
of 660 struts, and the structural deformations calculated. A postprocessing routine
was used to find the worst case stress levels. Table 2-4: shows the results.
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C onneots 1014 1061 2037
Nodes 1022 1070 2046
Load Condition 17 17 17
(End of Shadow)
Tainperature (F) -257.5 -290.0 -262.7
CTE (,ttClr) 0.086 -0.298 0.152
CTE x T (uE) -12.9 107.3 -51.0
Length (in.) 5150.9 5130.9 51.30.9
Area (sq. in.) 0.88 0.35 0. SS
E (nisi) 15.7 15.7 15. 7
Force (lb) -722.7 329.6 625.6
Strain (in. ) --0.334 0.425 0.019
Strut number 38 had the largest force — 3210 (-722:7 1',:!. The strut itself lifts a
low thertua.l coefficient, and the n 7orst case load is the result of distortion in adjacent
structure more than the result of thermal coL ,.raction of .strut.
Strut number 172 is unique in that it has the hir-gest magnitude for CTE. It is rela-
tively unconstrained in the randoml y modeled struct.=e ;uid displays a lama Change
in length, but a relatively low stress level.
The third case is strut 568. It is unique in that it has a ralativeky, lame CTE and is
almost fully
 constrained in the niodeal. It has high force applied and almost no elon-
-ation.
These represent conditions that were computed for one random arrangement of CTE.
Other arrangements would lead to larger thermal lauds. One ether consideration is
that E can be correlated ^%,ith CTE. This could farther incre,",se tlae loads.
During the assembly of the struts into the geo-truss, a configuration is reached that
becomes rigid before all the struts are in place. At this point in the assembly, if the
additional struts are not of perfect length or there is not a length adjustment mechan-
ism, or thermal distortion has occurred, (see Figure 2-7), the remaining struts
must be either stretched or shortened to tit, thus inducing loads into the structure.
This analysis was done by a computer finite element solution as descrited earlier by
introducing random length errors into the 660 struts of the primary.
Load P - AE '` -
 
Area x Modulus x Axial Distortion
-e	 Leno-th
For Primary Baseline: P = s"'" ii_ 10" 1) (10".	 10`0)4103,3 	 1.48 x 10 116 NT (10306 Lb)
2-,10
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Figure 2--7. Thermal distortion of partially assembled structure.
Another approach is to consider only an individual strut. The load versus deflection
curve for the baseline primary strut is plotted (see Figure 2--8), to show the mad,
mum allowable axial shortening using linear theory and the induced strut load due to
the anticipated length error in a strut. The actual loads in the fully assembled geo--
truss would be lower due to the elasticity of the adjoining struts which were determined
in the finite element solution.
2.2.2.2 Structural Material — The selection of the proper materials of construction
for the lPTS is dependent upon specified design criteria. For an orbital structure
this, in general, requires a thermally stable structure of low weight and mass mom-
eat of inertia, coupled with high stiffness, strength and natural frequency. The inter-
action of these factors and their influence on spacecraft performance are shown in
Figure 2-9.
Key factors in the selection of the MPTS material of construction are a low coefficient
of expansion (a) and specific weight (p), and high Youngs modulus (E) and ultimate
tensile strength Ftu. These factors vary from material to material and typical values,
of candidate materials, are presented in Table 2-5. The structural efficiency of a
material is commonly measured by means of a merit function number obtained by
dividing the material's modulus by the product of its specific weight and expansion co-
efficient. Thus, a high merit function characterizes a material with high stiffness and
low weight, that is thermally stable. The merit functions of various materials havetD
been computed and are compared in Figure 2-10. An examination of this chart will
show that, for our application, graphite/epoxy is far superior to the other materials
(by a factor of ten when in a unidirectional configuration; and, by a factor of eight in
an isotropic form).
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Figure 2-8. Built-in loads in primary.
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Table 2--5. 1Taterial comparison.
MATERIAL P N 3 EIS 2 K 10 6 Fiu	2 X 103 a	 .^F X 10-6
G/E (UNI) 0.064 40.0 80 --0.51
G/E (ISO) 0.064 15.0 28 -0.03
MAGNESIUM 0.064 6.5 15 14.00
BERYLLIUM 0.066 43.5 69 6.00
BORON AL, 0.096 18.0 76 3.20
ALUMINUM 0.100 10.0 77 13.00
TITANIUM 0.160 16.0 134 5.30
CRES.STEEL 0.286 29.0 30 8.80
INVAR 0.295 21.0 32 0.70
5100	 1000	 1500	 2000
L/P(CTE) x 1012
Figure 2--10. iVFerit function. comparison.
The strength to weight ratio of the candidate materials has also been computed. This
data is illustrated in Figure 2-11 and unidirectional graphite/epoxy again is shown to
be the better material. The strength to weight ratio of isotropic graphite/epcmy is
about twice that of magnesium and about half that of aluminum, The MPTS structure
is stiffness, not strength, critical. In those areas where high loading is encountered,
such as support points, adequate strength may he achieved by adding unidirectional
material as required,
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The pexfnrmance characteristics of the structure under consideration in this study
are such that the use of graphite/resin composite materials is essential. The above
	 = ^'
merit function comparisons, shown in Figures 2-10 and 2-11, substantiate its selec-
tion over conventional aerospace materials.	 y
Convair selected Fiberite's GY--70/Z-30 from the available ;raphite composites as
a representative composite system for structural applications in this study. GY-PTO/
X-30 provides extremely high stiffness properties and exhibits excellent thermal di-
mensional stability,
 when arranged in a cross-plied laminate. A merit function coin-
parison of candidate fiber systems is shown in Figure 2-12, and substantiates the
selection of GY-70 over the other fiber materials.
2.2.2.3 Strut Configuration Trades -- The primary consideration ica the beams of the
antenna geo-truss structure are stiffness and light weight. For che ye. reasons a tubi-
lar, triangular beam was selected as a baseline configuration. Vario:as configuratio>sfi
of diagonal struts were considered -- two of these are shown in. Figure 2-13. The
	
F	 1
single stiffened diagonal or barber pole configuration showed promise because of fewer
diagonal struts and fewer joints. Internally the beam has balanced forces, but it was
found that at each end there was all unbalanced torque, Since the torque on each end
	 = i
was in opposite directions, the result was a twisting momeni on the beam. This was
discovered by deflecting a computer model,
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Figure 2-13. Basic beam configuration.
The double ,stiffened diagonal configuration (also see Figure 2- 13) was more compli-
cated since it required the second diagonal plus a joint at the intersection of the two
diagonals. The diagonals were sized using only one diagonal and then adding the other
redundantly. This resulted in a heavier structure than actually needed. We are pre-
sently working on a redundant solution to size these diagonals. This configuration
does not require pretensioning.
2-1.5
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A double cord diagonal configuration is less complicated its that the diagonal to apex
tube intersection is less difficult and there is no joint required at the cord diagonal
intersections. The beam configuration is totally balanced and readil, r analyzed.
Some pretensioaing of the cords would be required since the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the cords would not match that of the apex tubes.
In sizing the beams of the tetra-truss, it was noted that the basic geometry varied
little regardless of the boara configuration chosen. The light loading on the beans
usually resulted in minimum gages and cap tube diameters ranging from about 2 to 3
inches. The post edameters were smaller and the diagonal diameters larger, but
they still held to minimum gages and varied little in diameter. Bay lengths and beam
heights also showed reasonable consistency. This indicates that general size, con-
figuration and weight are reasonably predictable even without a completely defined
design. The largest un,1mown mould be in the inefficient structure such as joints and
connec ions.
The sizing shown in Table 2-6 is for a double-cord diagonal beam configuration.
Table 2--6. Basic beans geometry (double cord diagonal).
2,102 in (82.74 IN.) —I
ITEM LENGTH
METERS	 INCHES
^	 DIAMETER
kIETERS
	 INCHES
^
	 AREA
SQAIETERS	 SQ.INCHES
CAP 2.102	 (82,74, 0.0476	 C_874) 7.540 x 10- 5
	(0.11771
POST 2.552	 (100,411 0.0286	 (1,124) 4.555x10'5	 ;0,4706
DIA60NAL 2. ; 22
	 1107.20} 0.003b
	 (0.142? 1.0238 x 10' 5
 10,01587`
2.2.2.3.1 Tetra.-Tmtss Beane Intersections — In cotisidering methods of connecting
the beams of the tetra- truss, various methods were considered. Some tapered the
beams down to a single point and others left the '.seam constant and allowed the indi-
vidual members of the beam to intersect. The resulting figure in this second method
was named a space polygon (see Figure 2-14). This space polygon proved to be a
very intoresting and promising design concept.
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they form, a hexagon with each side of the hemgon equal ia length to one side of the
triangular beam (see Figure 2--15),
SINGLE
Figure 2--15. Standard deck beaux intersection
(upper portion of space polygon).
Struts were placed in the resulting shape to define the hips, valleys and square attach-
ing places (gables) for each beam, thus mat ing a $;tire to resemble a roof with six
gables.
This shape was used as the upper portion of the space polygon design.
The lower portion of the space polygon presented a design challenge in that when one
ape. of the beam was placed up one polygon resulted at the upper deck and a different
one at the lower dock. if the centroids of the beams all coincided, the ends of tho
beam did not attach at natural intersections of the upper portion of the polygon a-
either deck. Allowing a sli ght shift in centroid intersection resulted in a veiy natural
and simplified lower portion of the polygon at the upper deck.
This concept allowed the utilization of existing intersection points on the hexagon to
connect to the upper apexes of the diagonal beams. As the lower two flat side apexes
coupe together they form an equilateral triangle. With the addition of three struts to
connect each corner of the equilateral triangle to the three remaining corners of the
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Figure 2-16. Upper spider space polygon.
DARK TRIANGLES AF
BEAM ATTACH POIN'
LOWERIDECK
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TOP i VIEW
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hexagon a very sturdy and simplo lower portion of the upper polygon resulted (see
Figure 2-16).
DARK TRIANGLES ARE
/--1 BEAM ATTACH POINTS.
Using the standardized length beams from the upper and loser deck, the three upper
apexes of the diagonal beams are brought together at the loner deck to form the com-
pleted tetrahedron.
With the apexes still up on the three diagonal struts and utilizing the standardized
beam length, the three apexes come together at a point above the intersection of the
sit lower deck beams (see Figure 2-17). The lower two flat side apexes form an un-
equal sided hexagon when these struts are added to connect their outer corners to-
gether. Three sides are equal in length to the length of the side of the beam and the
Figure 2-17. Lower spider space polygon.
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other three are shorter. The corners of this tnbalanDed lloxalgon fall on the sides of
the 11e..%mg'on of the tipper portion of the polygon (turned upside do«}u here but un-
Cha nged).
If these corners connected diveot>v` to the regular hemngon there would be no vertical
support and an addltioaal si:x vertical st -uta would need to be added for support of
those points. Also the controids of the diagonal beams gl;eatiy miss that of the deal.
beats. This ooncept was not user' '^)r shown.
The lower deci: waas then lowered to a paint where the aentroids of the diagonals aetwly
aoincaided with those of the deck beams. This separated the regular huxav- and the
unbalanced hexagon enough for struts to be added to colueat the apexes of the two
hexngous.
The addition of these 13 struts completed the lower spade polygon, mtaldng it a rigid
structure but different from the upper.
The three additional strut:, in the upper and 15 additional struts in the lower pobgon
resulted in as total of 14 additional struts for this design.
2. µ, 2. 3.3 C amnion Spaact, Polygon -- In this design it wag s assumed that the dingonaal
beams would btu rotated to tl position where the ends of tall threes of the apexes of each
diagonal would hall on the surfaces of a sphere. Thais was found to be true.
The standard length of beam from the upper and lower ducks vitas used and the eentroids
of the diaayouals passed emaatly through the intersection of the dock: beam centroids.
This then nxaade a theoreticalky
 perfect tetrahaedral and used the staudard baaam-,.
None Of the diagonal beam &per ends however fell on existing intersection points of
the upper part of the space po^vgon. It was therefore . necessary to tadd 1S struts per
pol^vpn to support the ands of these beams.ra
Both the tipper and lower space polYgcns would bey the saauae configuraatiou for this
design (see Figure 2 -»1 8).
The common spider design concept wns modeled on they
 comptitear. This allowed us to
chock the structure for contlnuitti and also rotnte it to better v1sualize it (seen Figure
w""^id)•
The six upper deck beains were held fixed turd loads applied to the diagonal beams to
Lost they staability of thv space polygon spider. It was found to be stable.
Comparison of Ca ndtdate Strut Configurations -- There ire Several
potential configurations for the strut artenabers of the m g rs geo-truss structure,
Three represeuatative3 configurations were compared, they
 triangular cross section
with tubular caps, the cylindrioul cross suction with geodetic erring-enaent of solid
rods, rind they tritmg-ullr crass section with open caps based on the 5C.1FEDS concept
devulopvd by Convaair for T%,,C under Contract No. .NAS9-15310 (soe Figure 2 -21U).
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Figure 2 .18. Comi"lon space polygon.
Fio re 2-19. Computer model of common spider polygon.
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Figure 2-20. Comirarison of candidate strut configurations.
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The column critical load of 15568N (3500 lb) was used as the comparison load for
com,anience and was not intended to be the design final load. The 350040 load is the
critical column load for the open cap triangular cross section strut. This load was
derived by using the SCAPE cap cross section torsional buckling allowable and opti-
mizing the overall geometry of the strut as a column ratifier than as a beaus in bending
which was the case for the SCAFE concept. The other two concepts were then sized
for the same load. , The geodetic strut was sized using the code developed by NASA
personnel.
Even though the 3500-1b load was used for sizing, the weight of the struts of the pri-
mary structure does not change the results and conclusions of the flatness study. The
structural weight of the antenna is small compared to the nonstructural weight.
Therefore sizing a strut to an exact design load is not critical.
The factors that do affect flatness are variations of strut properties, particularly cross
section area, and the material properties of elastic modulus and coefficient of thermal
expansion. These factors led to the choice of the triangular cross section with tubular
caps as the baseline because it can be analyzed using the properties of the well
characterized GY-70/1-30 material and can be programmed for optimization easily.
At the time of actual design of the strut, one factor will be the practical limit on how
small the members of the strut can be. The loads in the struts in the assembled geo--
truss are very low -- on the order of 1000 or 20001N. But if these loads were used to
size the strut as a column, the struts would be very fra gile and may be difficult to
build and assemble. So there might be other factors that mill ultimately design the
strut size other than actual operating loads.
To substantiate the argument that the results of the flatness are independent of the
absolute values of a strut design, a series of weight calculations using struts with
varying mdal load capabilities were made using the General Dynamics/Convair Tetra-
hedral Truss Structure Synthesis (GDTTSS) program. The program has several strut
configurations available as options, but for this study the triangular cross section
with tubular caps was used.
Figure 2--21 is a plot of total strut weight which includes an estimate for end Eltting
weight versus column critical load. This curve shows that there is a significant
effect on strut weight for changes in design load. Although this curve was generated
using the triangular cross section with tubular caps, the curve is representative of
other strut configurations.
The effect of varying the strut weight as a function of critical column load on the over-
all mass of the antenna is shown in Figure 2-22. For this curve the mass of the
secondary structure and nonstructural mass are held constant.
These two curves show that the total antenna wei ght varios from S. 549 x 10 6 WG
(13.35 x 10 6 lb) to S. 613 x 106 KG (19.00 x 10 6 1b) or a 0. S15, increase for a change
in design strut column load from 100ON (225 lb) to 17925N (4000 lb). The conclusion
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Figure 2-21. Primary strut weight versus column critical load.
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Fig 	 2-22. Total antenna weight versus strut column critical load.
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is that for the flatness study the actual critical column design load for the struts of the
primary structure do not significantly affect the total mass and mass moments of in-
eatia and further these values are used only for load conditions involving accelerations.
As can be seen by reviewing the results of the comparison in Figure 2-20, there
isn't a significant difference in the results that effect the flatness study. The overall
height or diameter of the three axe very -similar. The weight variation between the
three does vary but when considering that the structure of the antenna is only 13% of
the total weight and the total weight does not directly affect the flatness of the antenna,
the variation is not critical in the choice of strut configuration.
The material used is a function of the configuration. The triangular cross section
with tubular caps uses pseudoisotropic GY-70/1--30, the cylindrical geodetic strut
used a hybrid of GY--70 and boron fibers to achieve an average CTE of zero, and the
SCAFE strut used a hybrid of pitch/glass fabric and glass fabric. Only the GY-70 is
well characterized statistically, in terms of variations of properties, at this time and
is the main. reason for choosing the triangular cross section with tubular caps. For the
flatness study it is the variation of the properties that is important rather than the
absolute average values.
One of the considerations in choosing a strut size or Pcr that sizes the strut is the
practicality of the configuration, such as the tube size or height of the strut. For
e.Nample, the resulting diameter of tubular cap for Pcr = 15568N is 4.76 cm (1.374
inches) with a wall thickness of 0.0508 cm (0.020 inch). This size is a reasonable
one when considering the overall geometry of a strut that is 130 in long and possible
astronaut handling requirements.
To support the flatness study, baseline strut configurations for the primary and
secondary structures were needed. The goal of the selection process was to pick con-
figurations that were representative of possible choices but not necessarily the final
design of the strut.
The trade study of three potential strut configurations showed a triangular strut with
tubular caps with cords as diagonals to be the lighest and to use a material best
characterized at this time. A computer code was written to optimize this configura-
tion for minimum weight. The sizing of the diagonals is based on Timoshenko's
(Theory of Elastic Stability) analysis of latticed struts which accounts for the effects of
shear deflection on the critical buckling load (see Figure 2-23).
For the secondary structure the geodetic cylinder is baselined (see Figure 2-2.1).
Due to the much shorter length of the secondary struts and lower anticipated loads,
the triangular configuration used in the primary would not be practical. The geodetic
strut was sized using the computer optimization code developed by NASA-JSC person-
nel. The minimum weight configuration is not necessarily practical from a manu-
facturing standpoint. A more practical design would use fewer longitudinals and as a
result be slightly heavier for the same strength.
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PRIMARY -- TUBULAR CAPS/CORD DIAGONALS
P CR = 15568N (3500 LB)
L = 130.284 m (5129.29 IN.)
H = 2.210 m ( 87.02 IN.)
ACAP = 7.59 x 10-5 m2 (0.1177 IN.2)
R CAF = 0.0238 m (0.937 IN.)
E CAP = 107.5 GN/m2 (15.7 MSI)
A DIAG. = 1.026 x 10 -5 m2 (0.0159 IN. 2)
E DIAG. = 68.95 GN/m 2 (10.0 MSD	 T
W = 0.843 KG/m (0.566 LB/FT)
aAVG = -0.0378 Wm/C (-0.021 PIN./IN./F) (GY-70/X-30)
f
Figure 2-23. Baseline strut configuration. for the primary structure.
SECONDARY - CYLINDRICAL GEODETIC	 ^^
P CR	 = 1334.4N (300 LB)
L	 = 10.746 m (423.07 IN.)	 0.248 m
D	 = 0.248 m (9.78 IN.)	 (9.78 lid.)
N	 = 54 (NO. OF LONGITUDINALS) 	 t
E	 = 298.54 GN/m 2 (43.3 MSI)
W	 = 0.036 KG/m (0.024 LB /FT)
aAVG	 0.0 (USED GY-70/X-30 VALUES FOR ANALYSIS)
Figure 2--24. Baseline strut configuration for the secondary structure.
Each of the three concepts uses for its material a graphite fiber composite, either ex-
clusively or in a hybrid of boron or glass (see Table 2--7). Graphite composites are
best suited for large space structures such as the microwave antenna under study be-
cause they offer high stiffness, near zero coefficient of thermal expansion, and low
density.
Table 2-7. Average material properties for candidate configurations.
TUBULAR MEMBERS
PSEUD01SOTROPIC GY-70(+45°, 90 0/00)
t	 = 0.0508 cm(0,020 IN.)
GEODETIC
GY-70BORON HYBRID
UNIDIRECTIONAL
b	 = 0.168 cm (0.066 IN.)
(b x b SQUARE)
SCAFE
GRAPHITE PITCH/GLASS HYBRID(120/W-7043/120)
t	 = 0.0775 cm (0.0305 IN.)
EX = 108.2 GN/m2 (15.7 MSI) EX = 298.5 BN/m2 (43.4 MSD EX = 143.1 GN/m 2 (20.76 MSI)
ax = -0.0378,u/m/C
	 ax = 0.0	 CtA = -0.380 P/m/C
(-0.021,aIN.AN.1F)	 (-0.211 P IN./1N.117)
POOR
The baseline configuration for the flatness study utilizes pseudoisotropie GY-70 laid
up to form tubes. The GY-70 in the pseudoisotropic configuration (+ 45, 90-deg,
0-deg) results in the lowest achievable CTE in the graphite fiber family and thus is
used when thermally stable structures are required such as optical benches, micro--
wave antennas, etc. Considerable test data edsts for pseudoisotropic GY-•70 allowing
for a statistical analysis of a variation of material properties. These variations are
input randomly into the finite element model to determine their effects on the surface
slope error.
For the cylindrical geodetic strut, the basic structural element is a rod of either a
circular or square cross section made of unidirectional fibers. In order to achieve a
zero coefficient of thermal expansion a theoretical combination of GY-70 and boron
fibers was devised. This approach looks very attractive with the zero CTE and high
stiffness but must be verified by tests.
The SCAPE material is a hybrid of pitch woven cloth W-704 and 120 glass fabric.
The rationale for this configuration, in the SCATE program was that the laminate ex-
hibited relatively high modulus, low CTE, low ener gy required duringforming and is
low in cost.
2. 2.2. 4 Joints at Strut Junctions — 1-Iultijointed structures, similar to the tetra-
hedral trusses considered in the FIATS antenna study, are subject to potential surface
misalignments caused by joint slack and manufacturing tolerance buildups. Structures
with joint free-play or slack do not respond to typical thermal, static or dynamic load
conditions in a linear manner. The joints contribute to exa,z4erated deflections which
do not agree with those predicted based on linear elastic theory. In some cases joint
free-play may completely alter load paths and hence structural response. This re-
quires that some form of "zero tolerance' , (no slop) joint be used to attach the struts
at their intersections.
Various attachment methods could fit this category; for instance: welding, explosive
joining, and variotiz mechanical attachments.
Each of the joining methods has its merits, but for this stuay it was decided to con-
centrate on explosive joints as they require the least complex machinery to operate
in space and can be accomplished quickly. a representative explosive joint Method is
shown in Fi lres 2-25 through 2-27. This method would be easy to do in sprite and
require very little power or equipment to perform. By using an ovarcenter spring
opeimting• latching mechanism the struts can be semipermanently assembled to the
spider. Later, after all the other struts are assembled, the explosive can be ignited
to form a permanent tight joint.
Figures 2-25 through 2-27 show typical secondary structure struts and spiders but
the same attachment method is applicable to the primary struts by putting an end fit-
ting with explosive shear pins on each of the three tubes used for caps on the primary
triangular beam.
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DIAGONAL STRUT
4CESTRUT
DIAGONAL
STRUT
FLANGE
E^^
0
S IN SPIDERS
'rFPT S;WPAR PINS
EXPANDING: EXPLOSIVE
SHEAR PINS \STRUTSPRING LOADED CATCH
(SEE FIGURE 2-31 FOR
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE) SPACE FOR ELECTRONICS 
f
(LASER POSITION FINDER, ETC.)
Fi ure 2--25. Typical secondary node joint.
cNin CiTTIR7/`
Fiure 2--26. Typical secondary structure strut.
The explosive joint design was not developed into a working concept since it was not
within the scope of this study to do so. Rather it is only to demonstrate that a zero
tolerance (no slop) joint can be assumed for the bnseline design and be used wben
calculating the tolerance buildup.
The attachment of the secondary structure to the primary structure and the subarrays
to the secondary structure may best be accomplished with a joint that would allots'
some adjustment. A mechanism similar to a screw jack (see Ftgure 2-28), could be
used to perform this adjustment.
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1
U,
MANEUVER STRUT
INTO ALIGNMENT
SPIDER	
WITH HOLES IN
SPIDER
Q	 STRUT	 y^
MANEUVER STRUT SHEAR PINS INTO
SPIDER
	
HOLES IN SPIDER —ALLOW SPRING
LOCK TO ACTIVATE
3	 STRUT	 14 A
r	 -
SPIDER	
OVER CENTER SPRING
HOLDS STRUT IN
PLACE UNTIL EXPLOSIVE
SPRING LOADED CATCH	 JOINT 1S EXPANDED
STRUT
/SPIDER	
rig.
EXPLOSIVE SHEAR
PINS EXPAND INTO
SPIDER SOCKETS
Figure 2--27. Explosive johA assembly structure.
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ZE1N JACKS.
	 SECONDARY
PRIMARY
n
BALL JOINT
SCREW ,TACK
IF RF ELEMENTS STAY
IN PHASE, DISTORTION BUDGET
FOR SUBSTRATES CAN BE LARGE
RIMARY
i	 i	 ..	 .. .
 1.	 . I.	 I	 " I	 - 1'	 I	 I	 1	 i	
.1 .:..I	
I _ : ,i	 t,<=L-	 „ wtl ^j	 1 - I	 _ U
O
PRIMARY NODE WITH
	 y^
THREE SCREW JACKS
(TYPICAL INTERIOR NODE)
TYPICAL 3 PLACES
@ EACH SECONDARY STRUCTURE
(OR SUBARRAY)
TWO SCREW JACKS
ON EDGE NODE
ONE SCREW JACK ON EDGE NODE
Figure 2-28. Assembly adjustment points.
Variations in both the secondary and primary structure can be compensated for by
this adjustment mechanism. As shown in Figure 2-29, the basic requirements are
relative alignment and phase of the rf elements.
7SECONDARY
Figure 2-29. Distortion of primary and secondary can be allowed
if sufficient adjustment capability is available.
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A suuall amount of joint slop could occur in a - adjustment moohaanisua aaud therefore
will be carried its part of our tolerance budget and is shown. in Table 2-8.
Table 2-8. Flatness study baseline manufacturing
tolerance budget (tall tolerances tare + ),
(A) (G) (l)
PRWAR, SECONDARY
STRUCTURE STRUCTURE SUGARRAY
FUNCTION TOLERANCE TOLERANCE TOLERANCE: REMARKS
SPIDER (NODE) 0,070 CM 0.045 N/A MrGe"TOOLING
FABRICATION (0,030	 IN,) (0.010) ERROR
STRUT 0.331 0.051 N;'A M FG,'TOOLING
LENGTII (0.1501 (0,020) ERROR
ALIGNMENT 0,070 0.025 0.025(STRAIGIITNESS) (0.030) (0.0101 (0.010)
STRUT TO SPIDER
JOINT SLAP .'.ERO ZERO HERO :CPO TOL, .10INT
ACTUATOR 0.003 01 003 N,A AT GALL JOINT AN 1)
IOENT SLOP (0.001) (0.001) OR SCREW THREADS
MEASUREMENT NEGL NEGL NEGL VE(:l' SNIALL IF
EQUIPMENT KEPT CALIGR'1TED
NIISCELU\NEOUS 0,1 .1 7 0,025 01 025(ASSEMBLY 10L,) (().050) (0,010) ( 0. 010)
RSS SUBTOTAL ifi 1 (1, 0.3 c,
—
(0.1 6•1) (U,0';:) ( 0.01-1)
RSS TOTAL 2 Chi
(A, B, & C) r t),1 ttic+ IN , r
^ ^f^ ^	
W
EQUIVALENT FLATNESS AT SUBARU'(
(WITHOUT SGREWIAGK ADJUSTERS) 11,1.1•) ARC AIIN,
.
E=QUIVALENT FEA NESS AT SURARRAY
(WITH PASSIVE SGRMI.IACKS) 0.-7',' ARC AIIN,
3.5.3 ai%SI 1 LNE DESTCiV --This section sattaamari-es the results of tht, trade
studies of the Previous soctiou into one basalino design. This is not nocessarily the
finial optimal dest +1, Howevor, it is as structure that is charatctoristic of a typical
aructuro to hilill this requirements of the y N-IM'S antenna.
2. 2. S.1 Vaseline ConfIguratiou — t: oufiguration A (til so patraate 14-bale second ar\
structures) was picked for the batisellnc., design, not bunaause of tai ilataerent sloe
accuracy aadvantage, but rather for its simplicity of analysis (sues Tiguro 2--30).
'The baseline primary structuro is composod of the double cor gi diagonal strut boams
joined at common spider polygons using zero toloratact, oxlxlosive joints (Ftl;uro 2-31).
The baseline suoondar^y structures would bo at'taachad to the prilmar^v structures using
passive atdjustinetit. sorew jacks at Hiroo corners (soe Figure 2-32). A idnenaaatic
mounting systom would bo used to allow dtfforontiaal t%xpnnsion betwoon the strtwturos
(see riguro 3-33),
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l U Nt-----^	 ^` ^, a ^v ti x, v<< i(32.88
 FD) ! r-8.8 M(28.8 FT)	 ^SUBARRAY
10 SPACES 1 12. 8 M =(370.8 FT)
1128.2 M(3701.7 FT)
+Z
I
9 SPACES cu 112.3
(370.8
i	 1015.5 N1(3331.6 FT
Z = 0.0 il-
1.2 M
(4.0 FT)
106.4 M(349,1 FT)
L t--
5EC0WUARY TRUSS
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
PRIMARY TRUSS
30.2 M = 521.1 M (TYP)
7.4 FT) (1709.8 FT)
-+)(
*^- 130.2 M = 651.4 FA (TYP)(427.4 FT) (2137.2 FT)
t 112.3 M (368.4 FT)
Figure 2--30. Baseline structural geometry (configuration A).
QF PdOOR QUALM
j	 SEC TION A-A -C-^
Figure 2-31. Baseline primary structure.
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Figure 2-32. Assembly adjustment points.
BOLT
 
SHEAR 	 SLOTTED	 OVERSIZED
TIE;HOLEHOLE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE
(OR SUBARRAY)
IF	 T	 T
SCREW JACK
POLYGON	 FPOLYGON	 i POLYGON
SECTION A-A	 SECTION B•B	 SECTION C•C
Figure 2-33. Kinematic mount opt
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(OR SUBARRAY)
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The seoondary struotUJ.'e would be made up of oylindrioal oross seotion geodetio 
struts ending at spiders with zero toleranoe explosive joints (see Figure 2-34). 
KINEMATIC ADJUSTMENT 
SCREW (TV?) _..,-SUIRF!ICE STRUTS 
POINTS ON 
PRIMARY 
KINEMATIC 
SUPPORT 
POINTS 
SECTION A-A 
01 SECONOARY TRUSSES IN PLACE 
Figure 2-34. Assembly of baseline seoondary structure. 
The subarrays themselves are not a part of this toleranoe study but the meohan-
ism (or struoture) to attach them Is included in the baseline tolerance budget. 
The method antiCipated Is another passive adjustable sorew jaclt similar to that 
used between the primary and seoondary structures. 
As explained earlier, the purpose of projecting a representative baseline design was 
to aid us In establishing reasonable tolerance budget ammmts to be used In estab-
lishing the total structure distortion and thus determining the surface flatness that 
cO\\ld be expected. 
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Table 2--8 summarizes the budget amount allocations making up the total budget
for manufacturing tolerance flatness error category. The total that can be allotted
to this category and still meet the three arc minute flatness requirement was 1.5
arc minutes. The individual tolerance amounts are all plus and minus and un-
related, therefore, it is logical to combine them using the root sum of squares
(rss) method.
If no passive adjustment screw jack is used between the primary and secondary
structures, the tolerances combine to give an rss total deflection at an individual
subarray of 0.442 cm (0.166 inch). This amount is approximately equivalent to a
1.49 are minute flatness error (goal 1.5 arc minute).
Assuming that passive (i.e., no active control during operation) screw jack adjusters
are used between the primary and secondary structures and the secondary structure
to the subarrays, the primary and secondary tolerances are replaced by one toler-
ance amount covering the accuracy to which the actuators can be adjusted and
measured. Each actuator tolerance is estimated to be + 0.152 cm (0.060 inch), and
combining this with the subarray budget gives an equivalent flatness of 0.77 are
minutes.
2.2.3.2 Mass Properties Summary -- The General Dynamic s/C onvair Tetrahedral
Truss Structure Synthesis (GDTTSS) program was used to support the study effort.
The program computes the nodal geometry, member connectivity, tube thickness,
member: diameter from input length over radius of gyration of tube, and member
thickness from diameter over thickness input. The mass properties of each
member are computed and summed from input tune density and point design fitting
weights. The nodal mass distributions are derived by distributing tube and fitting
weight to the two connecting nodes. The program develops a complete math model
input deck for the General Dynamics Structural Analysis Program (Solid SAP) and
Dynamics diode Analysis. The mass properties as used in the finite element
models for the trade study were derived by the use of the GDTTSS program, for
the primary and secondary truss, a weight allocation for the interface mechanism,
and for the nonstructural mass. Results are summarized in Table 2-9.
2.2.4 MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY TECIUNTQUES -- In both configuration
A and B designs, the secondary structure is used to support individual transmit-
ting antenna subarrays. In plauform (see Figure 2--30) these structures are
characterized by a hexagonal shape measuring 1,128 meters across the corners.
Their overall depth, from subarray to the back of the primary structure, is
116.4 meters. Typical member lengths are 130 meters for the primary structure
and 10.75 meters for the secondary structure. The selected material of construc-
tion, for both the primary and secondary, is GY-70 graphite/epoy arranged in a
four-ply pseudoisotropic layup. In order to estimate the magnitude of the fabri-
cation task, a parts count of the major structural components was undertaken.
The results of this study are presented in Table 2-10. Alternative methods of
manufacture of these structural elements were considered.
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Table 2-9. Mass properties summary.
NONSTRUCTURAL
MASS SECONDARY
JINTERFACE
MECHANISM PRIMARY
(SUBARRAYS , ETC) TRUSS & STRUCTURE TRUSS TOTAL
WEIGHT KILOGRAMS ( LS)j 7.32 x 10 6 0 . 804 x 10 6 l 0.137 x 10 6 0.316 x 10 6 8.58 x 106(16.1 x 10 6)i (1.77 %106) l (0.302 x 10 6 1 (0.698 x 10 6) (18,92 x 106)
1
CENTER OF GRAVITY
X METERS (FT)
Y METERS (FT)
Z METERS (FT)
0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0, 0)
0.0 (0.0) j 0.0 (0.0)
1.0 (3.3) -4.1 (-13.4)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
-9.4 (-30.8)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
-67.9(-219.6)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
-2.15 (-7.1)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
lxxKg(vl2
(S LUG-FT2)
IyyKgM 2
(SLUG-FT2)
IZZKgM2
(SLUG-FT2}
369 x 109(272 x 109)
369x109(272 x 109)
739 x 109(545 x 109)
58 x 109(43 x 109)
58 x 109(43 x 109)
116 x 109
85 x 109)
0.505 x 10 9(0.372 x 109 )	 i 28"(109(20,8 x 109)
0.505 x 10 9 28 x 109(0.372 x 10 9 ) (20.8 x 109)
1.012x10 9(0.746 x 10 9 ) 55x10'(40.8 x 109)
458 x 109
1337 x 109)
458 .109(337 x 109)
912 x 109(672 x 109)
Table 2 -10. Structural parts count.
Primary
Structure
SecondaryStructure
Config. A Confi g . B
Number Bays 10 14 126
No. Structural Elements 1 61 1
Spider Assemblies 166 19,276 24,004
Upper Surface Struts 240 25,182 35,910
Lower Surface Struts 195 24,339 35,343
Diagonals 225 26,901 35,721
2.2.4.1 Triangular Beam Builder -- The ultra-large size of the structural members
and the number of parts required preclude detail fabrication on earth and transporta-
tion to orbit for assembly. A machine capable of rapidly building extremely long truss
members has recently been developed by Convair for Johnson Space Center, Houston.
The automatic beam--builder, shown in Figure 2-35, was designed for use with the
Space Shuttle. The device operates as a cyclic feed fabricator, i.e. the machine is
programmed to extend the beam one bay, then pause to permit :i ssembly and joining
of the beam component members before proceeding. The beans caps are continuously
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Figure  2-35. Convair beam-builder.
processed from GY-70 graphite/epox-y flat strip stock. Appro.ximately 1, 050 meters
of material is coiled in the storage canister. The material passes from the canister
through a heating area and into a forming section. The material then passes into a
cooling section where it is contact-cooled by aluminum platens. The cooling platens
cool one bay length of cap during the pause period. A drive system is incorporated in
the beam-builder to provide the necessary force to each cap to drive the material
from the storage canisters through the various processing sections and also to pro-
vide the force required to advance the beam out of the beam--builder. A beam cutoff
mechanism is provided to shear each cup and thus separate the completed beam, from
the beam-builder.
A subsystem for deploying and tensioning the diagonal chord members, has also been
developed. A chord tension force is applied to each chord during assembly. This pre-
loads the chords sufficiently to preclude any slackening or over-tensioning due to
thermal and dynamic deflection effects.
The cross-member strut is constructed from preformed graphite/epoxy material cut
to size and stored in bins on each side of the beam--builder exterior surface. A
positioner/handler mechanism transports the cross members, one at a time, from
their respective storage bins to their proper position along the beam where they are
ultrasonically welded.
The beam welding mechanism has sitx ultrasonic weld head assemblies, which are
driven in pairs by a redundant motor drive for each pair. The three tiveld head
positions are: 1) fully retracted to allow the cross members to be positioned by the
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cross member positioners; 2) pierce position, where the piercing pin on each weld
horn has penetrated the cross member and cap; and 3) the weld position, where the
weld horn is engaged and properly loaded to enable the welds to be accomplished.
Each weld horn is equipped to perform two dimple spot welds and one special cord
capturing weld simultaneously.
2.2.4.2 Geodetic Beam Builder — An alternative "geodetic" beam concept for large
space structures has been developed. This beam is characterized by a circular
cross section formed by an open grid system of continuous elements arranged longi-
tudinally and in couuterwouud spirals.
This grid is similar to the 0-deg/+ 60-deg pattern, shown in Figure 2-36, which
illustrates three metallic mesh tube specimens produced and evaluated in a 1968
Convair lightweight structures program. The 0-deg/+ 60-deg pattern was adopted in
the current assessment since elements in all three "directions" are continuous and
can, therefore, be fed from either rolled or coiled compact-storage equipment into
an automated fabrication maclune capable of producing a continuous member of great
length.
The baseline graphite/epoxy geodetic beam configuration, shown in Figure 2-37, con-
sists of twelve axial members sandwiched between twelve (6 right and 6 left hand)
helical members. The axial members are equally spaced about the beam circumfer-
ence and joined at their intersection points with the helical member by ultrasonic
welds.
Figure 2-36. Mesh tube concepts.
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Figure 2--37. Cylindrical geodetic beam.
The geodetic beam fabrication machine, shown in Figure 2-38, is a nonoptimized,
feasible, point design concept in which Beat forming was avoided to eliminate fiber
breakage and buckling associated with forming, bends in graphite/epoiy material.
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Figure 2--38. Beam fabricator concept.
The precured, aerial members are stored in two canisters, each of which can accom-
modate six, 1, 050 meter long, coils of materiaL The counter spiraling helical
members require a different storage approach because of their greater length and
the necessity of achieving a stress-free form when integrated into the beam. The
helical elements are preformed and cured to their deployed configuration and then
compressed solid in coil-spring fashion, for storage. This compression incurs very
little stress within the members since the unia.:dal material is torsionally fle.dble.
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However, due to the total quantity of material involved (six helical elements in each
direction), it is necessary to concentrically stack these compressed coils in radial
disposition (i. e. , two layers of three parallel right-hand wound elements over two
layers of three parallel left:--hand wound elements), with suitable support sleeves for
layer separation.
The following paragraphs describe, sequentially, the various operations necessary to
fabricate the geodetic beam.
Material Feed. Motor-driven spools containing a ,.,ial material are activated by micro-
switch sensors positioned at the member loop area.. Helical material is peel ring fed
when activated by microswitch sensors within the transition chamber.
Prefeed Orientation. Helical material enters the transition chamber from the peel
rings and contracts into respective internal and external contact with axial members
preparatory to entering the preweld feed unit.
Beam Feed. Two powered beam feed units (one each side of the weld station) initiate
linear extension of beam. Because uniformity of the beam is dependent upon close
repetitive tolerance between intersectional nodes, a simple friction drive of elements
is not practical. Therefore, the feed system is composed of a series of axially re-
ciprocating intersection-grasping jaws. Element intersections are grasped prior to,
during, and after joining. Jaw feed prior to welding aligns only the intersection of the
helical elements along the path of the axial elements. Jaw alignment hold at the weld-
ing head is positioned relative to the postweld feed jaws to maintain correct node pitch
sequencing. Postweld feed jaws provide linear expulsion of beam, by driving the now
rigidly fixed intersections.
Weld. Six ultrasonic weld heads, supported on a ring, reciprocating through 30-deg
about the beam axis to cover all twelve axial members, grasp the node intersections
for alignment during weld. A segmented weld anvil is internally expanded by a
spreader sleeve in sequence with the weld operation.
Ultrasonic welding was selected for element joining since it does not degrade the ele-
ment interfaces, require contour deviation for added cross section, nor require addi-
tional components or complicated manipulation. The element fibers, bo.`:1 axial and
helical, remain continuous with joining accomplished by fusion of the resin matrix
without the production of debris, nor fiber displacement or breakage.
Beam Straightness. An external alignment sleeve is provided for beam stabilization
beyond the postweld feed unit.
Beam Cutoff. Six ultrasonic guillotines, oriented similar to weld units, perform cut-
off of beam members midway between the circumferentially staggered nodal inter-
sections. Cutoff in this manner provides element material beyond each welded inter-
section for attachment to a closure ring and does not produce waste or debris.
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2.2.4.3 Spider Fabrication — Two spider designs are required; one for the primary,
the other for the secondary. The secondary spider is a hexagonal structure spanning
approximately five feet across its corners. This component will comfortably fit with-
in the Space Shuttle cargo bay and may therefore be fabricated on earth and transport-
ed into orbit for assembly. The primary spiders, however, are trussed, hexagonal,
space frames, illustrated in Figure 2-16, which measure approximately 17 feet
across their corners. The individual truss elements, making up the spider are iden-
tical to the primary surface and diagonal beams, differing only in their lengths. The
overall size of the primary spider's structure will necessitate assembly in orbit.
2.2.4.4 Orbital Construction Base — The Convair-developed system of space con-
straction, using automatic fabrication methods, is shown in Figure 2-39, and was
used as the basic concept in dev:;ioping an orbital construction base. In this design,
a beam builder, similar to that described in Section 2.2.4.1 above, moves to succes-
sive pusitions along a Shuttle-attached assembly jig and automatically fabricates tri-
angular beams, each 130 meters long. The retention of the completed beams is pro-
vided by the assembly jig. The beam-builder then move!:, to the position shown and
fabricates the first of a series of shorter, but otherwise identical, cross beams.
After the first cross beam is mated to the kngitudinal beams, the assembly is auto-
matically transported across the jig face to the next cross beam location, where the
second cross beam is fabricated and installed. This process is repeated until a raft-
like platform is complete. The cross beams will later be assembled to form a primary
spider truss structure and are only temporarily attached to the longitudinal beams.
Figure 2-39. Space construction system concept.
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in this way, a stock pile of component parts could be manufactured and conveniently
stored in orbit until such time as assembly of the primary structure required their
use.
Realization that the use of as orbiter to support a longterm construction project is
expensive and that several shuttle loads of hardware and ratio materials may be re-
quired to complete the task, led to the concept of a construction capsule. In essence,
the capsule shown in Figure 2--40 is a cargo bay within a cargo bay, removable cylin--
irical structure in which are mounted a beam fabricator and all fixtures and equipment
necessary for structures fabrication. A construction system designed along these
lines has an initial ability to operate out of the orbiter cargo bay. It can subsequently
be parked in orbit and attached to a power module. It can be closed up for servicing
in a shirtsleeve environmcnv or be returned to earth for servicing and updating of
equipment.
Figure 2-40. Space construction capsule.
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The beaux fabricator within the construction capsule is capable of building siDgle
beams which are sequentially joined to form a large subassembly. Such a structure
consisting of two primary spiders And six surface beams is illustrated In Figure
2-41. During assembly with its mating goo--truss structure, small thrusters will be
required to maneuver this structure into its proper position. Dynamic stability is
achieved by installing a removable gyro pack. Should the subassembly be fabricated
in long earth orbit, a removable rocket engine may be installed to propel the structure
to geosynchronous earth orbit.
2.2.4.5 Structural Assembly A primary program objective is to fabricate a
which,ich  while in orbit, will exhibit a maximum slope error of three arr
seconds for each subarray. Of this allowable error, one and a half are seconds is
budgeted for manufacturing distortion, the balance being reserved for thermal and
dynamic deformation. This stringent requirement led to the identification of possible
sources of manufacturing error and to the realization of the necessity of maintaining
tight dimensional control during detail fabrication and final assembly. Specific error
sources and manufacturing tolerances are treated in Section 2.3 below while struc-
tural member alignment and measuring systems are discussed in Section 2.4.
Early in the assembly of the geo-truss, a stable configuration is reached. After this
pohat, if additional struts are not of perfect length they must be stretched or shortened
to fit the available space and thus induce fabrications loads into the stricture. Pre-
liminary analysis indicates that the greatest load due to strut length error is in the
neighborhood of 1222N (277 pounds). The magnitude of this load greatly exceeds the
capability of a EVA crew member and will require the use of a jack-like tool to apply
the installation force.
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2.3 PERFORIMANCE ERROR ANALYSIS
Two performance parameters of the IMPTS system are critical to this study. These ax
the linear phase errors over the antenna subarray panels, and the mechanical line-of--
sight error of the array beam. .Both errors result from slope error in the orientation
of the individual planar subarrays w'.^$h respect to the aperture plane. The former
places an upper bound on antenna efficiency since subarrays with slope error deliver
less than pear energy to the rectenna. The latter also causes a loss of efficiency, if
the beam moves out of alignment with the rectenna. Line--of--sight (LOS) error is cor-
rectable electronically by generating a phase correction for each subarray, or ;roue of
subarrays depending on the LOS error magnitude. Generally, the linear phase errors
resulting from tilt of the subarray cannot be corrected practically by electronic means.
Slope error of the subarray panels, then, contributes to two mechanisms that cause
loss of power transmission efficiency. Random tilt of individual subarrays causes bean:
broadening with loss of efficiency, and general tilt°ng of the whole structure causes the
beam to be displaced with resulting loss of efficiency unless corrected electronically.
In the first case, it is the rms slope error (after systematic tilt of the structure has
been accounted for) that must be minimized. We use a 2 arc min. rms slope error as
the performance goal of the random contribution. The second case is the systematic
tilt, which should be minimized to keep electronic phasing requirements within practi-
cal limits. We use 2 are thin. maximum as the performance goal for mechanical LOS
accuracy.
2.3.1 R1IS SLOPE ERROR RELATIONSHIP TO BEAM EFFICIENCY -- The potential
field of a single subarray, normalized to unity on axis, is appro,dmated by:
g (u)) - sin u)
, u =
;r17 sine
u	 X
D is the effective diameter, 11.28 m (-x44.1 inches)
,% is the wavelength, 12.24 cm (4.82 inches)
A is the slope error of the subarray
The power density of angle 9 is (g(u)) 9 relative to unity at the beam center Dads. A
requirement is that power density should not fall below D. PS of maximum as a result of
slope error of the subarray. Salving for B, the 3 are minute slope error is generated.
The 98 percent efficiency can be met for the entire yIPTS with sonic subarrays tilted
more than 3 arc minute slope if others are less than 3 are minute.
Many contributing factors lead to displacement of the support points of the subarrays.
These factors tend to give a normally distributed displacement error. This error leads
to a bivariate normal distribution of slope on two orthogonal axes in the subarray sur-
face. Total slope error can. then be expected to have a Rayleigh distribution. This
distribution gives an indication of the probability of different values of slope error, s,
a	 for a root-mean-square slope error,. rms. The relationship of rnis slope error and
beaf.-i efficiency is shown in Figure 2-42.
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Figure 2-42. RIHIS slope error relationship to efficiency.
Combining the power density, and its probability of occurring, the efficiency is then
computed for any rugs slope error. An rms slope error of 2.9 arc min. can be expected
to give a 98 percent beau. efficiency. For one ,
 design goal «+e have used 2 are minutes,
equivalent to 99 percent beam efficiency.
This is a conservative estimate because the largest distortions usually occur at the
edge of the structures. For the primary structure, the major errors will occur where
illumination is reduced and the overall efficiency of the INIPTS antenna should be higher
than that predicted above.
2.3.2 COMBINATION OF RIMS SLOPE ERRORS —Slope over the subarray surface is
a random variable. Each subarray panel has a slope with respect to the principal axis
of the antenna. The efficiency of the antenna is relatable to the root mean square (RMS)
slope of all the panels.
The runs slope of a surface A is the square root of the expectation of A2:
1 [
RIMS (A) = E (A2)	
n	
A2
i
RMS slope error is one figure of merit for rating str etural performance in this study.
We compute the slope error for surface A by combLiing the tilt of the surface on two
taxes. These are also random variables: C and D (figure 2-43). Using the small angle
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Figure 2--43. Combination of rms slope errors.
appra^mation runs (A) is equal to the root sum square (RSS) of rms (C) and rms (D)
R (MS (C) + MS (D)). We wish to be able to combine the slope error of surfaces A & B
by the same process rms (A+B) = R (MS (A) + MS (B)), where A and B are two error
sources that contribute to total slope error (e.g., manufacturing tolerance and thermal
distortion).
We know that the individual tilt errors on the same a.,ds are additive (e. g. , C and E).
We could combine n values of C and E and then calculate rms (E+E). Fortunately if
error sources A and B are independent then the expectation of CE is zero and we can
get the same result by combining the squares of 'rms (C) and (E). Now rms (C+E) and
rms (D+F) are combined (RSS) to get rms (A, B). Rearranging the right hand terms, the
final result is obtained:
RIMS (A+B) = R (MS (A) + MS (B))
This equation permits the direct combination of overall rms slope errors from various
sources and from the primary and secondary structures.
2.3.3 L7`^TE-OF-SIGHT (LOS) AND RMS SLOPE ERROR CALCULATION FROM
SURFACE DEFLECTIONS -- The second .figure of merit for evaluating structural per-
formance is LOS accuracy. If all subarrays of the transmitting system are driven is
phase, the beam will deviate from the lime-of-si ght to the rectenna because of the com-
bined effects of attitude control error and array surface distortion. This structural
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LOS error is corrected electronically by differential phasing of the subarrays, since
the difficulty of making the electronic correction increases with structural pointing
error magnitude. The general requirement for 3 arc min. maximum slope error for
the entire antenna limits pointing error to 3 arc min. With a, number of statistically
distributed error sources causing slope error, it is not possible to guarantee that some
individual subarrays will not exceed 3 are min. slope error. The distribution of slope
error has little effect on pointing accuracy. Rather, it is the systematic slope error
over the surface which causes the beam to be displaced. We have used 2 arc min.
maximum as our study goal for the beam displacement resulting from the various dis-
tributions of slope error encountered.
LOS accuracy is the angle through which the antenna structure would be rotated to maxi-
mize the received energy at the rectenna. Rigorous calculation of this angle would re-
quire an approach equivalent to calculation of the far field pattern of the aperture
represented by the distorted array surface. This pattern would be projected on the
rectenna using the geometry of the earth/orbit model. A linear phase distribution over
the aperture would then be calculated to center the beam on the rectenna in a way to
maximize energy transfer. The equivalent angle of the linear phase distribution is the
theoretical LOS error.
Practically, with many distortion cases being considered in this parametric analysis,
a few assumptions must be made to simplify LOS accuracy calculations. We assume
that the beam is symmetric, maximum energy is received when the beam is centered
on the rectenna, and the beam center is deflected by the average slope of the surface.
Slope on an axis was defined in Figure 2-43. LOS accuracy is the rms of the average
slope error on the x and y axes. The equivalent in optics is tilt about 2 axes which
determines beam displacement of a planar reflector.
Slope error is computed from the surface displacements parallel to the LOS. The dis-
tribution of these surface errors is a random variable z. The Variance of z is:
	
Var (z) = E (z - µ - ax - by) 2	(l.)
where: FL is the expectation of z, E (z)
a and b are tilt of the surface on two axes
x and y are the coordinates of error z
Expanding (1):
Var (z) = E (z2) - µ2 + a2 E (.-r2) y b2 E (y2) - 2a E (.xz) - 2b E (yz) (2)
The remaining terms are zero because E (x) = E (;yr) = E (xy) = 0 for the symmetrical
structures considered.
For Var (z) to be a minimum:	 Varz)	 BVar z8a	 -	 8b	 - 0	 (3)
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Differentiating (2) and solving for a and b yields:
a
	
'
c
z	 b = rl
^
 vz^	 (4)
[l
	
' (:i2)	 _' (Y2}
Finally:
Var (z) 
= E (zy) _ ^^ _	 ^) _ l3 	 (5)
E (^ 2}	 E (yam)
Interpreting (5), Var (z) is a measure of surface distortion after corrections have been
made for average displacement (^i) which contributes only group phase error and is not
significant to this study, and for tip and tilt. The new variable
z' - z - 1A-ax-by
	
(6)
is used to compute rms slope error which influences beam efficiency but not LOS
accuracy. For these values of z i , u, v, and w, tilt of a single panel is:
panel tilt
	 60 tan-1 1 (u - mr + V -^ vsv w^ - wu) 3 	 (7)(arc min. } ^	 930.6
RMS slope error is the root mean square of all panel, slope errors.
Equations (4) gives average slope oa the x and y axes. Since these slopes are small,
the absolute value of LOS angular accuracy is: 
^LOS (arc min.) = 10500 (a2 + b2)
2.3.4 ERROR SOURCES
Slope error is a function of deflections of the WIPTS supporting truss structures. Speci-
fically, deflections normal to the flat subarray surface at the interface nodes between
the primary and secondary structures, and at the support nodes of the subarrays on the
secondary structure determine the slope error contribution of the truss structures.
There are three basic categories of error sources (Figure 2-44). They are: manufac-
turing, maneuvering and thermal. In the first, we have included all error sources that
contribute to variation in assembled node--to-node strut length evaluated in an arbitrary
standard environment. Taneuvering error sources result from e --ternal forces and
moments applied to the support structure by attitude control maneuvers, stationkeeping
and other environmental perturbing forces. Thermal expansion encompasses all error
sources that influence slope error as a result of temperature change from the standard
environment to the operational environment.
(3)
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Figure 2--44. Slope error Sources.
Maneuvering accelerations are error sources that exist regardless of the design para-
meters. Slope error can be minimized by distributing control forces, increasing struc-
tural stiffness, and designing the structure so that slope error is less sensitive to the
anticipated accelerations.
Manufacturing and thermal error sources are primarily the result of uncertainties in
measurement, material properties and the environment. We can design to generate a
flat structure in the operational environment if CTE, temperature, E, and strut dimen-
sions are known. It is the uncertainties in these values that lead to the operational
slope error in the passive system.
2.3.5 CALCULATION OF DISTORTION FROM KNOWN ERROR SOURCES — We have
identified the error sources, and discussed the relationship of the resulting surface
distortions to slope error and to beam efficiency and LOS accuracy. A process of
finite element modeling and analysis is used to complete the sequence from error source
to structural figure of merit.
Two major programs are used in the modeling and analysis. The first is the truss
structure synthesizer, and the second is the structural analysis prograrn. The syn-
thesizer generates the arrays of nodes representing the structure, and the connectivity.
A variety of algorithms are available to establish the strut weight depending on type,
/o, minimum gage material, and design load. The model generated is compatible with
the Convair Structural Analysis Program, and NASTRAN.
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2.4 MODAL SURVEY/NATURAL I'MEQUENCIES
Investigations of natural frequency characteristics were carried out for the baseline
design considering the file ring primaa'y structure as the only fle.:ible portion of theZP
system.. The secondary structure and rf systems were carried as nonstructural
weight on the forward surface of the primary array.
The structure is treated as a pin-ended truss system, free in space and thus will ex-
hibit si:x rigid body modes as well as elastic dynamic characteristics. A mathemati-
cal simulation of the structure was developed and analyzed by finite element methods
with NASTRAN.
Due to the topological similarity of this structure with Convair's geo-truss. antenna
structures, it was possible to use automated methods developed for those systems in
the formulation of the MPTS modal study. The GDC tetrahedral truss structure sya-
thesizer program. (GDTTSS) formulated the necessary geometric data for the 1VIPTS
using an infinite focal length and the proper diameter. This program establishes
truss joint locations in space and defines the appropriate connectivity for a tetrahedral
truss system. Member stiffness and mass properties are also defined, along with
contribution of nonstructural mass to front surface model grid points. All mass items
were represented by lumped mass simulation.
Frequencies and modal characteristics for the baseline primary structure are sum-
marized in Table 2--11. Mode shapes for modes 7 -- 10 are illustrated in Figures 2-45
through 2--45. These are the first elastic body modes, whereas modes 1 through 6
are rigid body, zero frequency modes. Modes 7 and 8 display asti gmatic bending;
mode 9 is a basic defocus mode; and mode 10 is a trefoil bending distortion.
Table 2--11. Natural frequencies, baseline primary structure.
	
Mode	 Frequency	 Description
	
No.	 Hz
1 0.. Rigid Body
2 0. Rigid Body
3 0. Rigid Body
4 0. Rigid Body
5 0. Rigid Body
6 0. Rigid Body
7 0.034776 Astigmatism
5 0.084776 Astigmatism
9 0.141367 Defocus
10 0.145123 Trefoil Bending
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Figure 2-45. Baseline design, Mode 7, f = 0.0848 Hz,
Figure 2-46. Baseline design, Mode 8, f = 0.0848 Hz.
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Figure 2-47. Baseline design, Mode 5, f = 0.1414 Hz.
Figure 2--48. Baseline design, Mode 10, f = 0.1481 Hz.
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Of the various material properties, only the modulus of elasticity, E, has an influ-
ence on structural frequency. As this parameter is varied, the natural frequencies
will change as the square root (f fE). Geometric changes can produce significant
changes in frequency: changing the array depth results in directly proportional fre-
quency changes. Increasing the number of rings of the truss structure for a given
diameter decreases the depth and rv:duces the frequency. It is not anticipated, how--
eve that structural frequencies will control such fundamental design parameters as
number of rings or depth, since the frequency range is so low that the usual frequency
sensitivities, e.g., control system considerations, are not present.
2.5 GENERALIZED FLATNESS STUDY
In Task 1, a generalized slope error study was performed. This approach is a con-
venient starting point as it provides a means of calculating representative slope errors
associated with probable values of error sources. It makes use of unit material para-
meters and loading conditions. With derivation of scaling laws, the slope errors cor-
responding to unit disturbances can be scaled to examine the effects of the various
error sources. This analysis can be accomplished before the detailed thermal
environment (Task 2), and the actual acceleration environment (Tasks 2 and 3) have
been established.
A common figure of merit, in this case rms slope error, is used to get combined
slope error from uncorrelated error sources, e.g. manufacturing tolerance and
thermal. Line-of-sight error is also computed for unit accelerations.
This process minimizes computer time expended. As an example, random tempera-
tures are introduced in each strut in the primary structure. Processing the resulting
distortions for unit CTE yields data that can be interpreted as the effects of:
1. Random temperature resulting from variation in the absorptivity/emissivity
ratio.
2. Random distribution of CTE.
3. Manufacturing tolerance in strut length.
Generalized results were obtained for:
1. Lineur and angular accelerations.
2. Manufacturing tolerance buildup.
3. Variation in CTE.
s. Uniform and Gaussian temperature distribution.
5. Variation in modulus and strut cross section.
2.5.1 RIMS SLOPE ERROR RESULTL G FROM MANEUVERLNG ACCELERATIONS —
Sil standard loading conditions corresponding to linear acceleration on three ortho-
gonal axes, and angular accelerations about the ales are incorporated in the typical
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finite--element structural deflection analysis. Postprocessing of the deflections then
yields rms slope error for the MPTS flat surfaces represented by the structure.
The resulting slope error has been scaled to correspond to one thousandth of a rtg"
linear, and to 1 axe sec/sec t angular accelerations. While these accelerations are
small, they are relatively large compared to those anticipated for the MPTS structure
in its operational environment. For example, the MPTS rotates once per day to re-
main pointed at the ground receiver antenna. An angular deceleration of 1 are see/
see2 would stop this rotational rate in 15 seconds elapsed time. Typical maneuvering
will not approach these acceleration levels.
The primary structure is supported at three back surface nodes at the corners of an
equilateral triangle of sides 391 m (1, 283 feet). These nodes are grounded in the
structural analysis. This represents a typical mounting condition. For thermal dis-
tortion minimization, a kinematic mount would be better. It would allow uniform
growth without distortion and make the antenna structure insensitive to dimensional
changes in the supports. It would, however, increase distortion resulting from forces
transmitted through the support interface. If either thermal distortion or acceleration
distortions is critical the situation could probably be improved by redesign of the sup-
port system..
The rms slope error in are minutes in given in Table 2-12 for the <x standard load-
ing conditions. Distortion and resulting slope error is not as severe in the primary
Table 2-12. Generalized rms slope error (arc thin)
resulting from maneuvering accelerations.
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PRIMARY STRUCTURE SECONDARY OFFSET CG TOTAL RIv1S
ACCELERATION CONFIG. A CONFIG. B STRUCTURE ALLOWANCE SLOPE ERROR
10 -3 G	 X 0.668 0.653 0.349 0,754
10- 3 G	 Y 0.663 0.653 0.349 0.754
10-3 G	 Z 0.576 0.574 1.697 1.792
1 ARC SEC/SEC2 X 0.302 0.295 0.055 0.409 0.511
1 ARC SEC/SEC 2 Y 0.302 0.295 0.055 0.409 0.511
1 ARC SEC/SEC 2 Z 0.019 0.017 0.003 0.059 0.062
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structure for disturbances on the Z axis as for the in-plane axes. The secondary
structure is supported at three added back surface nodes at corners of the hexagonal
planform. It is particularly si asitive to Z axis acceleration because of the large
span, heavy no,,.J _uctural mass loading, and relatively small depth.
A slightly different rms slope error is given for the primary structures of configura-
tions A and B. The primary deflections are essentially the same, but , the slope error
distributed over tie secondary is somewhat different for the individual flat plates of
configuration A, and the continuous secondary surface of configuration B. The larger
value is used in the estimation of total rms slope error. The differences will be dis-
cussed iii the Section 2.8 comparison of the inherent flatness of A and B configurations.
The slope errors shown for the secondary structure are small for angular rotations
_	
about the center of the structure. If the secondary structure segment is located at
some radius, R, from the center of the primary, an additional linear acceleration is
computed. The radius of gyration is used as the representative radius of the second-
ary structures. The resulting distortions are listed as the offset allowance.
The final total rms slope error is estimated to be the RSS of the contributing slope
errors of the primary and secondary structures.
2.5.2 TOLERANCE BUILDUP EFFECTS ON RMS SLOPE ERROR — Manufacturing
tolerance in strut length results in internal loads in the assembled structure, and
initial deformation of the flat surfaces. The easiest way to simulate strut length
variation is to enter varying temperatures for each strut in the structure. These
temperatures, in conjunction with a constant nonzero CTE, simulate a dimensional
distribution. The finite-element analysis then computes the induced loads as a result
of the strut length variation. finally, with the stiffness matrix, the equilibrium de-
flections and residual stresses are computed.
For this analysis, a temperature distribution. Yvith a standard deviation of 16.7C (30F)
and a CTE of 1.8 p /m/C (1 p in.. /in. /F) were used. For the primary structure, the
normally distributed temperatures were computed for each of 660 struts. For the
secondary structure (one re presentative hexagonal element) temperatures were com-
puted for 1302 regular struts and 9 supporting tripod struts. Six separate cases were
constructed for both the primary and typical secondary structure for a minimum size
Monte Carlo-type analysis. The worst case results are reported in Figure 2--49.
The reference error size is 1 part in 10, 000 (16). This is equivalent to a L 3.9 cm
(1.5 inch) tolerance on primary struts. This allowance covers the node-to--node path
so must include strut length variation, joint tolerances and junction fitting tolerances.
Secondary strut tolerance is essentially 3.2 mn (0.13 inch).
The dominant error source is the secondary strut distortion. This appears to result
from the somewhat greater diameter to thickness ratio of the secondary. The final
numerical value of rms slope error would be unacceptably large, however, the actual
I
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Figure 2-49. Generalized tolerance buildup effects
rms slope error (arc min).
manufacturing and assembly tolerances should be less than 1 part in 10,000. At any
rate, tolerance buildup is a critical area, suggesting that initial alignment and ad-
justment may be necessary at time of a ,: sembly.
2.5.3 EFFECT OF CTE AND TEMPERATURE CHANGE —The properties of GY--70/
Y-30 pseudoisotropic material were used to represent the anticipated CTE. A normal
distribution of CTE is used with a mean value of -0. 038 µ/m/C (-0.021 µin. /in. /F),
and a standard deviation of 0.072 (0.040). For a temperature environment, a uniform
temperature rise of 1000 (180F) and an additional gaussian distributed 1000 (180F)
gradient across the entire structure are used.
A constant nonzero CTE coupled with a uniform rise in temperature results in uniform
growth (or shrinkage) for the structure except for the distortion introduced by the con-
straints imposed at the mounting points. Variation in CTE or temperature over the
structure results in distortion which causes slope error. The total estimated slope
error for a 1000 (180F) temperature rise is 0.186 arc Hain rms. The distortion of
the secondary structure predominates, probably because it has a larger diameter to
depth ratio. The effects of 
°-CTE were simulated by generation of random CTE x Tproducts for each element of the structure. The results are shown in Figure 2-50.
In calculation of the effects of the gaussian temperature distribution, both uCTE and
6CTE are significant. To calculate the distortion resulting from HCTE, one simula-
tion was conducted with a CTE of -0.038 (--0.021) for all elements and temperatures
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Figure 2-50. Generalized rms slope error (arc min)
resulting from temperature change.
computed for each element based on its radial position in the primary structure. The
secondary structure does not have a significant gradient over each hexagonal element,
and therefore has no contributing slope error. The CTE x T product for each str-uc-
tural element of the primary was computed for the rar-'om normally distributed CTE,
;`
	
	 = 0.072 (0, 040) and the gaussia.n temperature. The response of the secondary
structure is computed by rms calculation of the individual secondary structures each
t	 with a uniform temperature rise corresponding to its position on the primary. The
A . combined effects result in a predicted 0.130 arc min rms slope error.
The overall total is taken as the sum of the uniform and gaussian slope errors because
the two would be expected to be correlated since the type of distortion is similar for
both. The overall total rms slope error is 0.316 arc min. In Task 2 (refer to Section
3.2), the actual temperature distributions are computed for different positions in
orbit, and the slope errors examined in detail.
2.5.4 RMS SLOPE ERROR RESULTING FROM VARIATION N Et --- In the manufac-
ture of graphite/epoxy tubes, the diameter is determined by tooling and is relatively
constant from part to part. The thickness, t, of the laminate (tube wall) varies with
material thickness and variation in cure. The properties of the laminate are mea-
sured for specimens that vary in thickness. Frequently, the variation in E measured
will be greater than for the product Et because the thicker specimens result from a
surplus of resin matrix which does not contribute significantly to eLastic modulus. The
E x area product for the truss strut is proportional to Et. Deflections of the flat
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xsurface depend on the variation in E x area from strut to strut. This analysis was
conducted to establish the magnitude of slope error resulting from a nominal variation
in Et.
The Et product can be vax.ed by distributing either E or t. Variation in t is easier to
implement, so inputs were prepared for each of the 660 struts. The area used for the
primary strut had a normal distribution with ^t = 5, 692 sq. cm (0.8823 sq. in.) and
cr
 = 0.3555 sq. cm (0.0551 sq. in.). These numbers were selected to correspond to
a measured variation in E for GY--7C/Y--30 of 6.24 percent of C • mean value standard
deviation. To complete the model, E was set at 108 GN/1+I 2 (16.7 NISI}, and the CTE
at -0.028./m/C (--0.021p.in./i.a./F).
Distortion results from variation in Et and an applied load. The loading was provided
by a uniform temperature rise of 1000 (180F) above the stress--free reference 22.20
(70F), and a gaussian 10 dB tapered gradient of 1000 (180F).
Because the magnitude of the errors is small, the simulation was not extended to the
secondary structure. The secondary distortion was estimated from the ratio L.r
secondary slope err.,r to primary slope error for the effect of CTE variation. The
results are shown in Figure 2-51. Variation in elastic modulus is not a significant
error source.
STRUT 	 5.692 SQ.CM
"REA	 ^u	 (0.8823 SQ.IN .)
0.3555 SQ.CM
v (0.0551 SUN.)
E = 108 GNlM2
(15.7 M5O
100C (180F) UNIFORM RISE IN TEMPERATURE
PRIMARY STRUCTUi'Z
CONFIG. A CONFIG. 8
0.0082	 0.0083
1000 (18OF) EXPONENTIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
T	 Uh,FORM
17
looCe-2.3A
18OF
PRIMARY
SECONDARY	 TOTAL RMS
STRUCTURE	 SLOPE ERROR
0.0156 =	0.0176
PRIMARY STRUCTURE
CONFt G. A CONFIG. 6
0.0055	 0.0056
ESTIMATED FROM EFFECT OF CTE
*	 SECONDARY-TO-PRIMARY RATIO
SEC GARY	 TOTAL RMS
STRUCTURE
	
S LOPE ERROR
0.0106*	 0.0120
OVERALL TOTAL	 0.030
Figure 2--51„ Generalized rms slope error (arc min) resulting from variation
in Et (modulus x lan-Ante thickness).
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2.5.5 POINTNi G ACCURACY ANALYSIS -- Three points at the rear of the primary
truss have been used throughout the analysis to establish a reference coordinate sys-
tem. These are nodes 1034, 1037, and 1066, located at 120-degree intervals on a
circle of radius 225.7 meters (8857 inches) around the geometric center of the rear
surface. All six degrees of freedom are constrained for these three points. All
slope errors computed in this study are with respect to a plane through these points.
Pointing accuracy can be separated into ttvo parts. The first relates to the accuracy
of the attitude control system in maintaining this plane normal to the optical axis from
the transmitting antenna to the rectenna. This is the pointing accuracy for a rigid
body antenna structure. The second relates to the nonrigid body behavior of the
antenna under a--celeration and as a result of thermal distortion. This deformation
causes the beam center to be displaced from the a&s normal to the reference plane.
The generalized beam displacements for unit linear and singular accelerations are
shown in Table 2-13. The linear accelerations at 1 cm/sec t are larger than pre-
dicted for worst case expansion of the solar collector. The 0.55 1 10-3 acceleration
reported at midterm has been used as the step function excitation for dynamic analysis.
This linear acceleration generates a beam displacement of less than 0.2 arc minute
from the principal ads. The angular acceleration effect is even less significant.
This magnitude of angular acceleration also results in beam displacement from the
optical a:,-.,:s of less than 0.2 arc minute.
Table 2-13. Beam displacements for linear
and angLdar accelerations.
LINEAR ACCELERATION (-1 CM/SEC2)
AXIS
X
Y'
ANGULAR ACCELERATION (-1 ARC SEC/SEC Z ) '
ROTATION ABOUT
X
Y
BEAM POINTING ERROR (ARC MIN)
X AXIS ROTATION	 Y AXIS ROTATION TOTAL ANGLE
0.000	 -0.319	 0.314
0.319
	
0.000	 0.319
n nnn	 n nnn	 n nnn
BEAM POINTING ERROR (ARC MIN)
X AXIS ROTATION	 Y AXIS ROTATION	 TOTAL ANGLE
0.141	 0.000	 0.141
0.000	 0.141	 0.141
0.000	 0.000	 0,000Z
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2. G TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES FOR PREDICTING (AND 1+ IN11 (ZING)
AUSALIGNMENT
Alisalignment in the structures is the result of all manufacturing, assembly and adjust-
ment tolerances. It causes the subarray surface in the noirinal operational environ-
ment to deviate from an ideal flat. It results in LOS error and a loss in power trans-
mission efficiency.
Fortunately, the LOS error is a fixed boresight error which can be corrected by a
small bias in the attitude control pointing commands. The rms slope error remaining
after the correction for LOS error is relatively random over the surface. It repre-
sents a loss of efficiency in power transmission which will exist for the life of the sat-
ellite. It is necessary then to predict the magnitude of the .misalignment, and tale
steps to ensure that it is within tolerable limits. Because of the long term stability of
graphite/epoxy structures (i.e. creep and microstrain less than a few parts per million
length), control of misalignment is an initial manufacturing, assembly and alignmem
problem. If active control of the surface figure were required to accommodate therm__:
and acceleration loads from the nominal operational condition, then correction for
initial misalignment would be automatic.. Since active figure control is not warranted,
minimization of misalignment is important.
In Section 2. G, the generalized distortions and resulting rms slope error rvere com-
puted for a random strut length variation of 1 part (lc-) in 10, 000. The result is 2.6
are min. rms. The budget for the contribution of manufacturing tolerance is 1.5 arc
min. rms, or nominally t'_1 _ rin1 (IT) variation in node-to-nods distance in the primary
and secondary structure. The largest part of the slope error budget is allocated to
misalignment, and study results have sho:lrn that it is the most difficult error source to
control within budget.
Table 2-14 lists the potential error sources and their orders of magnitude in ppm of the
node-to-node distance. In the following subsections we describe the manufacturing
process, and the steps taken to minimize the misalignment loss. The RSS total is
equivalent to 0.5 arc min. rms total manufacturing error. This should be acceptable
without further improt;'ement.
Table 2-14. 11aaufacturing and ali gnment error sources.
Error	 Primary, 2pm (I r) Secondary, 22111 (tor)
Length Determination in Strut 	 10	 10
Joint Tolerance	 1	 2
junction Fitting Tolerance	 1	 1
Thermal Distortion	 13	 13
Mastic 1lodulus Effect	 2	 2
RSS Total	 16.6	 16.7
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2. 1 1LA1NU7, ACTU L •G ENVM01MMENT -- The most probable site for manufacture
c; f ,.tie structural elements of the primary and secondary structure is in low earth orbit.
The feasibility of the MPTS antenna does not depend on the site however, and most of
the fabrication may occur on earth, and final assembly of major components may most
effeotively be done in synchronous orbit. The environment in each case will have a
bearing on the accuracy of the assembled structure. The major environmental con,-
siderntions are;
1. Zero-g or 0110-b-
2. Vacuum or atmosphere
3. Temperature
4. Humidity
The fundamental stop in the manufacturing process that most affects structur -.11 align-
meat is measurement of the critical dimensions of each structural element. Whether
the manufacturing process for an individual strut makes use of a beam builder, or con-
sists of assembly of finished detail parts, or relies on a single-cure integral beam, at
some point the beam must be "trimmed" to its finished length. Trimming can be equi-
valent to drilling a tooling hole or bonding an end fitting; -- whatever establishes the
final effective length of the part.
Gravity Effects -- Handling and measurement of ultr.r-lightweight struts would be facili-
tated In the zero or low-g environment of an orbital manufacturing site. At one-g, it
would be difficult to support a strut so that its stress-free length could be determined.
Supported vertically, from one end, the 130-m (5118-in.) primary strut mould stretch
2.5 min ( 0.1 in.) or 20 ppm. Using; zero-g simulating supports along the length, this
elongation could probable be reduced to 2 ppm with high confidence. In a zero-g en-
viroument, the true length could be measured.
Pressure Environment -- There are no major effects of atmospheric pressure in the
manufacturing environment on the achievable structural accuracy. If a shirtsleeve
environment is provided for crew, thei%a are important considerations related co main-
taining a suitable et^virounient in an enclosed space where graphite fibers and various
resin systems and adhesives are being used.
One possible effect on measurement in air atmosphere relates to use of velocity of
light in the leug'tb determination. If a laser interferometer is used to generate a stand-
ard length for coordinating the length of struts, the measurement will fluctuate N^gth the
velocity= of light in the path. A ranging system such as the Kern 1lel.ometer ( Section
3.4) uses au internal cavity as the length reference. It is also sensitive to the velocity
of light. For this application, the variation in measurement due to atmospheric density
is negligible.
Temperature Environment --- The temperature at which the length of a structural ele-
ment is fl;xed is very important. If a primar y
 strut is fabricated and trim. irned at room
temperature and then brought to operating temperature, the stress--free length can
cluinge considerably. Using typical values for CTE and operational temperature, a
structural element (graphite/epoxy) at the center of the primary sl y-acture will shorten
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an average of 7 ppm in length. More significantly, because of the distribution in CTE,
the actual length change could vary from -47 to +34 ppm. This variation at 33 ppm (1(-)
is 26 percent of the overall budget for node-to-node distance variation. It suggests
that temperature control is advisable at the time of dimensioning of structural elements.
Humidity_ — The effect of humidity on isotropic GY-70/1-30 is a microstrain at equil-
ibrium approximately equal to the relative humidity in percent. The process is revers-
ible, and for the thin gages considered for the MPTS, the struotures would dry to a
stable length within a few weeps at operational temperatures in space. If the structural
element is fabricated on earth or in a space facility that has a shirtsleeve environment,
a minimum of 20 percent RH is acceptable for operator comfort. Thin wall tubes,
panels and other G/E detail parts would be expected to grow to a ma dmum of 20 ppm in
length after about 6 months exposure at normal temperature. The estimated distribu-
tion in this growth is 5 ppm (IT).
This effect is minimized or eliminated by:
x. Fabrication and trimming in a dry or vacuum environment.
2. Manufacturing in a 20% RH environment. Trimming after equilibri^im growth has
been reached, with allowance made for mean hygroscopic expansion.
S. Using accelerated drying (and thermal cycling) to stabilize str uricte and then
trimming.
Mechanical Stress -- Generally the strut or fitting should be stress free at time of
trimming. There may be exceptions. A strut with nominal E and F values would have
a microstrain of 1000 at ultimate loading conditions. If we know that it will be loaded
because of gravity gradient or rotational accelerations in the operational environment,
we can predict the nominal length change. The options are:
1. Trim under nominal operational stress level.
2. Bias trim to compensate for known load.
3. Trim to standard iengh.
The third option is probably valid. Although the deflections under"load may be hundreds
of ppm, this only occurs at a few stunts near the hub, and the result is a rigid body
rotation of the antenna. This leads to mechanical pointing error which is corrected by
attitude control.
2. 6.2 1IATERLaL PROPERTIES -- Thermal distortion results from variations in the
coefficient of thermal expansion, and the elastic modulus. The latter causes thermal
distorting because of the redundant load paths in the three dimensional structures. If
the structure is aligned at one temperature, and operated at another, variation in E
will cause misalignment even though uniform growth would be expected for a constant
CTE. Since the misalignments from these sources are the result of manufacturing and
initial alignment, they are core ect.tble or can be minimized in the manufacturing pro-
cess.
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If uncorrected, the mmdmum random strut length variation for CTE effects and E
effects are 13 and 2 ppm respectively for the structures. This assumes that the pro-
perties of GY--70%X--30 are achieved by the selected G/E composite. We can eliminate
E as an error source. It may be advantageous to use materials with greater variation
in E as a cost saving or logistics benefit. Unfortunately, CTE for graphite fiber is
correlated with E so that close tolerance on CTE which is necessary will probably
automatically keep E within limits to make its effect negligible.
Control of CTE will be facilitated by automated processes wbich will increase the uni-
formity of fibers, matrix composition, fiber volume, lamina thi.cluiess, ply angles, and
cure and posteure processes.
2.6.3 ASSEMBLY PROCESSES -- In the node--to-node structural path, there are two
major joints in either the primary or secondary configurations. These are at the
junctions of the struts and the junction fitting. The designs considered are based on a
"zero slop" joint. This means that once joined, length through the joint does not vary
because of looseness in the joint. In the initial assembly, there is tolerance, however,
and this contributes to misalignment. With the low loads involved, the joint can be
made with a small pin in coordinated tooling holes. Joint tolerance can be made arbi-
trarily small. If we include the drilling of the holes, after the correct length has been
established as part of the joint tolerance, the result is a conservative } 2504 (+ 10 roils)
tolerance for the primary joint and + 50µ (+ 2 rails) for the secondary. This is equi-
valent to a standard deviation of 118µ (4.64 mils) for two joints in the primary strut,
and 23.5µ (0. 93 mils) in the secondary. These are equivalent to I ppm, and 2ppm for
the respective strut lengths.
Joint tolerance, if minimized by good engineering practice, does not contribute signifi-
cantly to misalignment of the assembled structure.
2. G.4 MEASUREMENT OF LE, NGTH -- Final assembly of the truss junction fittings
can take place in accurate jigs and fixWres. Trimming, spot facing , drilling, etc. at
interface points, if accomplished using typical engineering practices will lead to negli-
gible contribution to misalignment.
The strut itself, because of its length contributes most to uncertainty in node-to-node
distance. In Section 3.4, the sensor options are discussed. The present state-of--the-
art is 0.5 ppm for optical ranging. This means that master tooling for trimming struts
could be held to at least a fete ppm if necessary by an active system. Conservatively,
an allowance of 10 ppm is made. Actually a small bias error in the master tool for
trimming the primary struts would not lead to misalignment of the total structure, but
only to uniform growth or shrinkage from the design point. This growth would have no
measureable effect on system performance.
If a single stable filture was used for trimming of all primary struts, and one of a
number of fixtures was used for all secondary struts in a sin gle hexagonal secondary
structure panel there would be little if any measureable effect. Some adjustment
would be required in joining the configuration B secondary panels to account for size
variation.
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2.7 CONFIGURATION A AND B PASSIVE ALIGNMENT POTENTIAL
In configuration A, the secondary structure is divided into 61 separate, hexagonal,
3-dimensional, truss elements. In our model, 9 additional struts form, tripods at
three corners for attachment of the secondary element to the supports on the primary
nodes. Configuration B has a continuous 3-dimensional truss secondary structure.
Three struts are used at each interface location to connect back nodes of the second-
axy to the support point on the primary. Structurally, there is little difference be-
tweert the configurations. But, because of the discontinuities in configuration A
secondary structure and the continuous nature of confta -Exation B, the two will respond
differently to the disturbing conditions that influence fla;.,tess.
Aa objective of this study has been to determine whether either configuration has an
inherent advantage in providing a stable, flat, platform for support of the antenna
array components. The study conclusion is that-
1. On the basis of slope error, neither approach has a clearcut advantage.
2. Configuration A is the least complicated for simulation and analysis.
In Task 2, deflections were computed for orbital thermal conditions. In this more
detailed analysis, a 10 dB illumination taper was used to establish a weighting function
in the determination of rms slope error. This equivalent field strength distribution
weights the outer edge at only 1/3 the value of the antenna center. Since configuration
B tends to transfer distortions out to the edge, it showed a consistently lower rms
slope error than configuration A.
Configuration B is difficult to analyze because the secondary structure is a homogea-
eous plate attached at 75 nodes of the primary. Since it carries bending stress it can
cause distortion in the primary. The secondary structure was approximated by a
28-term polynomial surface. It is equivalent to a continuous plate supported on stiff
springs at 75 primary nodes. It tends to smooth out primary distortions.
2.7.1 MODELS OF THE SECONDARY STRUCTURE SURFACE — The secondary
structure is supported on 75 interface nodes on the primary structure. The surface
represented by 10.309 front surface nodes of the secondary structure has different
characteristics for configurations A and B. In particular, the continuous surface of
configuration B responds differently than the separate flat hex2gonal plates of contigu-
ration. A when distortion exists in the primary structure (see Figure 2.-52).
The procedure of computing rms slope error resulting froth primary structure deflec-
tion was as follows:
1. Use finite element analysis to determine the displacement of interface surface
nodes of the primary structure.
2. Model the two secondary surface configurations as functions of primary node
displacements.
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CONFIGURATION A
V
FLAT PLATES
alx + bly + clz	 = 1
a2x + b2Y + c2z	 = 1
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 sin 68
28 COEFFICIENTS
Figure 2 .52. Surface models for configurations A and B. .
3. Compute slope error over the two surfaces.
4. Compute rm.s slope error for each conAguration.
To model configuration A, each hexagonal element of secondary structure is a flat
plate. The three coefficients of each plane surface are computed from the three
points supporting the surface. A total of 183 coefficients are required. The slope for
small angles is (a2 + b2 ) /(a2 = b2 = c2).
Configuration B has a continuous surface. A continuous function with 75 coefficients
can be defined that passes through all primary nodes exactly. As in any curve fitting
operation, the resulting surface can be erratic between nodes. Use of less coefficients
gives a smoother curve, with some compromise in the fit to the support nodes. In
this analysis, 28 terms are used in the polynomial fit. In the cylindrical coordinates,
all terms to p 6 and 68 are included. To find the coefficients, each set of 75 nodal
deflections gives 75 equations in 28 unknowns. These are reduced to 28 equations for
a "best fit" solution, and then the coefficients are determined. Once the coefficients
are determined, the slope at any point can be computed. The rms slope over the
entire surface is computed by numerical integration.
2. 17.2 INHERENT SLOPE ACCURACIES Or CONFIGURATIONS A AND B --- A primary
objective of Task 3 was to determine whether configuration A or B has an iahereat
advantage in minimizing slope error. There are other considerations such as ease of
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assembly analysis, comple.dty of supports, etc. which are also important. Purely
from a slope error standpoint, neither configuration demonstrates a conclusive
advantage.
The approach taken has been to compute the distortion of the secondary surface as a
result of primary structure deflections. In each case, the simulation xms designed to
answer some other question about the relationship of slope error to structural or en-
vironmental factors but slope error was computed with the two alternative secondary
surface models.
There are 52 loading conditions considered of which 32 are urbital temperature con-
ditions. In most of these cases the distortions are low order and the continuous sur-
face of configuration B complies readily. It then gives a sli ghtly higher slope error
for the same primary distortions. Results are listed in Table 2--15.
For 6 acceleration cases, coaflguration B gives slightly lower slope errors and for
the 12 random temperature cases, B is considerably lower. These loading conditions,
particularly the random cases, result in an irregular•
 higher order surface. The con-
tinuous surface of B in the model tends to smooth the small irregularities and indicate
lower slope error.
While B shows an advantage, it does so by sharing primary structure loads. Practi-
cally, if the B secondary surface is rigid enough to begin to smooth primary deflec-
tions, it can also introduce deflections into the primary, and any advantage is
probably lost.
Table 2--15. Comparison of slope error for configurations A and B.
NUMBER	 RMS {8}
OF CASES	 LOADING CONDITION	 SIMULATION	 RMS (A)
3	 LINEAR ACCELERATIONS
3	 ROTATIONAL ACCELERATIONS
6	 RANDOM TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTIONS
1	 GAUSSIAN 10-DB TEMPERATURE
GRADIENT
6	 RANDOM & 10-R6 TAPER
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
23	 STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES
9	 TRANSIEPtiT TEMPERATURES
1	 UNIFORM TEMPERATURE
TOTAL 52
ENVIRONMENTAL & CONTROL	 0,9842
FORCES
ENVIRONMENTAL& CONTROL
	
0.9548
MOMENTS
MANUFACTURING TOLERANCE
	 0.8930
RANDOM CTE x TEMPERATURE
AVERAGE CTE EFFECT	 1.0203
RANDOM CTE & TEMPERATURE	 0.8?53
TAPER
NONECLIPSE ORBITAL CONDITIONS	 1.0112
ECLIPSE ORBITAL CONDITIONS	 1.00n3
RAN0010 E x X-SECTION
	 1,01-12
AVERAGE	 0,0701
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The conclusion is that B does not show a clearcut advantage and A remains the toast
complicated approach for simulation and analysis.
Configuration A secondary structure hexagonal elements deflect with primary support
moron. There is no residual stress after the structure reaches equilibrium. Con--
-	 figuration B, however, eibits both internal stress and deflections under deflection
loading by the primary structure. Configuration B tends to haire larger residual
stress levels toward the center of the antenna, and larger deflections toward the edge
in response to primary structure deflections. The calculated rms slope error over
the surface is reduced for configuration B if an illumination taper weighting function
is used.
In Task. 2, the orbital temperature cases were rerun using a 4-coefficient CTE. Dis--
tortiors were converted to slope error and a tapered weighting function was used to
compute rms slope error. The 23 steady state temperatures gave a ratio of rms of
the B configuration to rms of the A of 0.745 (comparable to 1.011 in Table 2-<15).
The 9 transient cases gave a ratio of 0.886 (compared to 1.007 before),
2.7.3 CONTOUR PLOTS — The difference in behavior of configurations A and B can
be seen from the distortion contour plots and slope error plots. In the following
figures distortion of the secondary surface, as the result of deflections in the primary,
are illustrated. This sequence of contour plots is prepared for each loading condition
as part of the postprocessing slope error computation.
In the first plot, Figure 2-53, the ed ge of each hetagon flat element is not necessarily
continuous with the adjacent segments. Each flat segment is supported on three pri-
mary structure nodes. In each he.--;.^on, the supporting nodes are at 2:00, 6:00, and
10:00 o'clock.
Figure 2 .54 shows the equivalent contours for the continuous surface of configuration
B.
Figure 2-55 is the slope error for configuration A. Since the hexagonal elements are
flat, primary deflections result is constant slope error over the individual surfaces.
Contours all fall at the intersections of the hexagonal elements. As a result, the
slope error is just printed in each hexagon. A conversion factor of 0. 166 converts the
,,lopes which are based on radian measure and unit structure radius to arc minute.
Figure 2-56 is the equivalent slope error of the continuous surface.
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Figure 2-53. Configuration A deflections simulated manufacturing tolerance.
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Figure 2--54. Coafiguxation B deflections simulated manufacturing tolerances.
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OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT (ORBITAL)
EFFECTS AND FIGURE CONTROL
Forces and torques applied to the structure as a result of attitude control and miscel-
laneous environmental disturbances have been computed along with their affect on sur-
face flatness. The tasic flow for this analysis is presented in Figure 3-1. When com-
pared to the potential solar collector thermal transients, all other environmental
forces and torques have been found to be insignificant in regard to their adverse effects
on antenna flatness.
TI'drty-two thermal cases have been prepared for an orbit which includes occultation.
Equilibrium temperature distributions were prepared for various sum angles before and
after shadowing, and transient analysis was used to determine temperatures through
the shadow period. These temperatures were then used as loading conditions for the
struuctural, analysis program.
ORBITAL DISTORTIONEFFECTS OF;TASK I
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Figure 3--1, Task 2 — study flow.
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TASK 4
PASSIVE FIGURE CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS
In all cases, the distortions and associated rms slope error axe within the original
slope error budget. The most critical error source is manufacturing tolerance.
ACTIVE FIGURE CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS
The primary candidate is for initial alignment to correct for manufacturing tolerance.
Reduction of distortion resulting from maneuvering accelerations can readily be ac-
complished by increasing the depth of the structure or the elastic modulus of the
material more effectively than by going to an active system. However, maneuvering
distortions are small and well within budget. Ft, y active control would have applica-
tion for correcting thermal distortion, but slope error resulting from thermal dis-
tortion appears to be negligible.
In the subarray panel size tradeoff it was concluded that, if a size change is made, it
should be an increase. This results in reduction in comple.,ty of the support structure
and 'improvement in its accuracy.
The following sections develop the details of the study analyses and results.
3.1 OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS
In order to determine whether figure control is required at the individual subarray
level, it is necessary to define the disturbances acting on the antenna and evaluate their
contributions to distortion. All of the usual space environmental, effects such as gravity
gradient and solar pressure will be present in addition to several rather unique configu-
ration related disturbances.
3.1.1 SOLAR COLLECTOR THERIVIAL TRANSIENT —The most severe disturbance
will undoubtedly be the transient which arises fromthe thermal distortion of the solar
collector as it moves from full shadow to full sun at the equinoxes. Since a detailed
evaluation of solar collector thermal properties is beyond the scope of this study, some
assumptions were made in order to establish a worst case. The basic assumption was
that the solar collector mass per area will be sufficiently small that the thermal lag in
the structure will be negligible compared to the solar collector oscillatory bending
period. Time spent in the penumbra was also assumed negligible. Thus the net effect
on the antenna was modeled as a step of acceleration applied at the hub. Although the
step is somewhat unrealistic, it should provide a good indication of the worst case
disturbance.
The solar collector configuration assumed was Configuration 76R from the '`Green
Boob. T ' This configuration is 28 km long and a depth of 563 m was selected. The front
to back temperature differential was estimated to be 94.40 (I70F) and the temperature
increase was estimated to be 2200 (400F). A CTE of 9 P/m/C (5 u in. /in. /F) was
selected as representative for the solar collector support structure.
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RMS SLOPE ERROR
BENDING OSCILLATION
I	 30.49 ::10- G	 (321 FT)
T (SEC) ---	 900	 0	 T (SEC) ^-^-	 900
The front--to--back temperature difference will cause the collector to start to curve
such that the tips (top and bottom) axe accelerated away from the suu as indicated on
the right side of the sketch in Figure 3--2. Using the estimated data gives the distor-
tion distance of 147.9 m (485.2 ft) relative to the center of the collector. To obtain the
tip travel in an inertial frame, the center of mass shift relative to the center of the
collector must also be considered. This shift is 49.3 m (161.8 A) so the motion of the
tip is actually 98. 6 m (323. S ft). Estimates of collector bending period are 15 minutes
or longer. Sinusoidal motion of 98.6 m with a 15 minute period gives a ma&muna
acceleration of 0.49 L 10- 3g for the bending transient.
The rise in temperature of 2200 will cause the collector to lengthen by 27.7 m (90.9 ft)
from center to tip as indicated on the left in Figure 3-2. This longitudinal motion will
oscillate with a period estimated at 7.5 minutes and the ma dmum acceleration asso-
ciated with the oscillator Is 0.55 s 10-3g.
MPTS	 SOLAR COLLECTOR	 ~ MPTS
~^LONGITUDINALVIBRATION	 OSCILLATION 7-:'
i	 7.5-1411N. PERIOD	 15-MIN, PERIOD
1.0
LONGITUDINAL
VIBRATION	 HRC
hlIN.0,5
i
(74 FT)
	
0.55 x 10-3G
0	 450
T (SEC)
x 0.75 ARC MIN,
10 3 G
a.OL
0
x 1.79 ARC Mild`
10 -g G
Figure 3-2. RIFTS slope error after occultation.
3.1.2 POJ TNG AND TRACIMNG TORQUES -- If the SPS is in a perfect circular
equatorial orbit, the only motion of the antenna required for perfect pointing at the
	
.4	 earth-based rectenna is a smooth once--per-day rotation. However, since the orbit Rill
	
{	 be perturbed by earth oblateness, lunar and solar gravity, and solar pressure, the
orbit will not be ideal and additional antenna motions will be required to maintain point-
ing. These antenna motions were calculated in general terms using small angle as-
sumptions for inclination and eccentricity. In addition it was assumed that long term
longitude drift was negligible over any one orbit.
Yr^Gli t5
it 	 1 ^u L'try
^^C4	 s..7. W
The general e.%,pression for the pointing angles is given in Table 3--1 where AZ is azi-
muth (east-west motion) aad EL is elevation (north-south). Table 3--2 shown the worst
case pointing motions for a rectenna located along the western Canadian border (43.0
degrees North). The motion is indicated in the stretch where the beam ass must sweep
out an elipse once per day.
Table 3-1. Antenna pointing relative to orbit reference frame.
	POINTING	 RECTENNA	 ORBIT
	 ORBIT
ANGLE	 LOCATION	 ECCENTRICITY
	 INCLINATION
	
AZ tE -W)
	
_	
X Cos 40
	
+ 2 cos 0esin [w(t +T)]	 + sin q)Isin wt
r- Cos 0
	EL ( N - S ?	 _	 sin ¢ ( r - cos O	 - r sin ¢ e cos [w( t + T )j	 - ( r cos 10-1 ) I cos wt
C r - cos rk )Z
0 LATITUDE OF RECTENNA
X LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECTENNA & AVERAGE SPS POSITION
e ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY
w SPS ORBITAL ANGULAR FREQUENCY
t TIME FROM ASCENDING NODE
T TIME FROM ASCENDING NODE TO PERIGEE
I INCLINATION OF ORBIT
r EQUIVALENT CIRCULAR ORBIT RADIUS (IN EARTH RADII)
Table 3-2. Worst case antenna pointing conditions.
0 = 49 DEG e	 =	 0.04	 1	 =	 7.3 DEG T = 0
POSITION
AZ (DEG) = 0,110X
	
+ 1,43 sin wt RMS SLOPE ERROR
EL (DEG) = 7.26	 -	 1.01 Cos wt <2 x 10-4 ARC MIN
ANGULAR RATE -5(w = 7.29 x 10RAD/SEC )
AZ (DEG/SEC) = 1,04 x 10-4 Cos wt RMS SLOPE ERROR
EL (DEG/SEC) = 7.36 x 10--9 	wt <5 x 10 -7 ARC MIN
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
'	 AZ (DEG/SEC 2 ) _ -7.85 x 10 -cl sin wt RMS SLOPE ERROR
EL (DEG/SEC2 ) =	 5.37 x 10-9 cos wt <2 x 10 -5 ARC MIN
EL
1,01 DEC
	 1 REVOLUTION
j	 PER DAY
MPTS ANTENNA
BEAM AXIS	 AZ
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3,1.3 -MISCELLANEOUS FORCES AND TORQUES —When compared to the solar
collector thermal transient, all other environmental forces and torques have been
found to be insignificant insofar as they impact antenna flatness. These disturbances
can be insignificant insofar as flatness is concerned and still be quite significant to the
pointing control system. Table 3-3 lists these disturbances along with their contribu-
tion to slope error. Forces are produced by centrifugal force as the off-axis antenna
rotates once per day; by gravity gradient since the antenna is displaced far from the
center of mass of the total SPS; by solar pressure; and by rf and heat radiation.
Torques arise from renting about other than a principal ands and from conventional
gravity gradient.
Table 3--3. Miscellaneous forces and torques.
FORCES	 N	 LBF
OFF AXIS ROTATION	 (Fy)	 1.3
	
(Fz)	 10.0
GRAVITY GRADIENT 	 (Fy)	 582,1
	
(Fz)	 43.8
SOLAR PRESSURE 	 (Fz)	 90.0
	
RF & HEAT RADIATION (Fz) 	 23.0
TOTAL	 (Fy)	 583.4
TOTAL	 (Fz)	 166.8
TORQUES	 N - M
	
DYNAMIC UNBALANCE (Tx)	 261.7
GRAVITY GRADIENT	 (Tx)	 784,9
TOTAL	 (Tx)	 1046.6
0.3
2,3
130.9
9,9
20.2
5.2
131.2
37.5
X
Z
Y	 SOLAR
ARRAY
RMS
SLOPE ERROR(ARC MIN)
=> 0,006
0,404
LBF-FT
192.8
587.3
771,1	 0.001
TOTAL RMS SLOPE ERROR 	 0,01
3.2 THEETIVTAL ANALYSIS
The thermal model and the temperature predictions for the large microwave power
antenna primary structure are presented. The boundary conditions used in the analysis
including the orbit characteristics and the antenna operating conditions (radiated power
distribution and waste heat assumptions) are also discussed.
Transient temperature predictions were obtained for the 660 element primary structure
at 31 time points in the orbit. The predictions are based on cylindrical stmt type
structural elements of bare graphite/epoxy material with a solar absorptance (%) and
thermal emittance (E) of 0.91 and 0. 81 respectively. The resultant orbital tempera-
ture distributions and corresponding thermal distortion calculations show a maximum
slope error of about 0. 19 arc-minutes at the end of the earth rs shadow (a nonoperating
condition). During the illuminated (operating) portions of the orbit, the maximum slope
error is about 0.11 arc-minutes.
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ORBIT ALTITUDE: 19325 NMI
ORBIT PERIOD: -24.0 HR
MAXIMUM EARTH CCLIPSE TIME: =1,16 HR
TIME
13,0
TIVE
6.0
3.2.1 ORBIT AND ORIENTATION — antenna thermal gradients, temperature levels,
and associated antenna thermal distortions are influenced by the antenna's orientation
with respect to the sun and the earth albedo and earth thermal heating. For this large
1 km microwave power antenna, a geosynchronous orbit (altitude X19,325 nmi, orbit
period X24 hours) is specified. The antenna/solar array system orientation is such
that the solar array is normal to the solar flux (madmum power generation) whereas
the antenna is essentially pointing at the center of the earth (depending on receiver
antenna location). For the present thermal analysis, an angle of zero degrees between
the earth-sun vemor and the orbit plane is employed as shown in Figure 3-3. This case
yields maximum solar heating at the subsolar position and thus highest temperatures
for the subarray radiator panels. It also yields the maximum earth eclipse time of
about 1.16 hours. For the present analysis, a +Y flight direction is as-med as shown.
No attempt was made to optimize orientation for minimum distortion.
1P XGE 
1^	
-Z
ovLica's N1- IV,
oI` Y	 TIME 0.0'24.0
(SUBSOLAR POSITION)
t'f
5
.Figure 3-3. Orbit characteristics for thermal analysis.
3.2.2 ANTENNA OPERATING CONDITIONS — The subarrays attached to the antenna
structure include an rf radiating surface, equipment for converting do to rf power, and
a radiator surface for disposal of waste heat. The radiators face the antenna backup
structure and have a major influence on antenna structure temperatures.
The antenna radiated power distribution shown in Figure 3-4, and used in the present
analysis, employs a 10-step 10-dB Gaussian taper (Reference 1, Figure R". A.2-10).
The total of 6.5 s 10 9
 watts net radiated power for the 500 meter radius antenna ex-
cludes the power radiated but lost (not directed towards receiving antenna) due to
mechanical misalignment.
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Figure 3-4. Antenna radiated power distribution.
The overall antenna efficiency and the individual component efficiencies shown ill
Figure 3-5 are based on the data of Reference 1, Figure N. A.2-6. The typical waste
heat calculation shown in Figure 3-5 for the center of the antenna (r/R. ` 0.15) shows
an input of 25,500 w/m2 required to yield the output radiated power density of 20,880
w/m2 shown in the previous figure. The total waste heat (Q•194 w/m2 shown for the
antenna center) must be rejected from the subarrays. An even split of heat rejection
between the rf and radiator sides of the subarrays would yield low thermal gradients
across the subarrays and relatively low radiator temperatures. The rf/waveguide side
of the array acts as a thermal shield, however, and the majority of the heat will be
rejected by the radiator. The 90 - 10010 split (suggested in Reference 1) and shown in
Figure 3-5 is used in the present analysis.
Waste heat calculations at each step in the power distribution curve were used to obtain
the radiator temperature distribution shown in Figure 3-6. Radiator surface thermal
properties as and 6 of 0.08 and 0.81 respectively are employed.
At the center of the antenna, the waste heat rejection is highest, and the addition. of
solar heating has very little effect on temperature. Towards the edge, solar heating is
a higher percentage of the total, ?. ,-id daily temperature excursions (during illuminated
portions of the orbit) are somewhat greater.
Reference 1. 'Initial Technical Environmental Economic Evaluation of Space Solar
Power Concepts,' Vol. II, Aug. 31, 1976, Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas.
22.
2'0.
1s.
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TYPICAL. WASTE HEAT CALCULATION
r/R S 0.15
I.,
25500 W/M 2 INPUT
TRANSMIT ANT. 0.98 510 W/M2 3775 W/M2PWR DIST. REJECTED FROM
RADIATOR
24990 W/M2 SURFACE
l 90%
0.87 3249 W/M 2 4194 W/M2CONVERSION
21741 W/M2 10%^°
WAVEGUIDE	 0.981 2 R 1055 435 W/M 2 419 W/M2REJECTED FROM
RF SURFACE
21306 W/M2
I
MECHANICAL
0 . 98 426 W/M 2
POWER RADIATED BUT
MISALIGNMENT NOT RECEIVED BY
RECTENNA
20880 W/M 2 OUTPUT
500 M RADIUS ANTENNA
7.94 x 10 9W INPUT
ANTENNA 10L.82 ^^1.44X!09W
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6.5 x 109W OUTPUT
j. .
Figure 3--5. antenna efficiency and waste Feat assumptions.
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Figure 3--6. Radiator temperature distribution boundary conditions for thermal analysis.
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As the antenna/solar array system enters the earth's shadow, power output from the
solar array ceases, and all temperatures decrease rapidly. For the present analysis,
a radiator thermal inertia is used which yields a minimam temperature of about 135K
(-217P) after 1.16 hours In the earth's shadow.
The antenna backup structure temperature distribution is greatly influenced by the
antenna power and waste heat distribution and thus the results discussed in the follow-
ing sections are not necessarily applicable to other power distribution configurations.
3.3.3 THERAL1L DE."
	
-- Due to the low thermal expansion coefficient of the
graphite/epoxy composites used for the :antenna backup structure, relatively wide
temperature excursions and gradients can be tolerated and the required rf performance
obtained through the use of passive thermal control methods. For the present analysis,
typical surface thermal properties of the bare composite material (cxs = 0. 91, 6= 0. 81)
are employed. This method yields the simplest and lowest weight system.
S. 3.4 THERALAL ANALYTICAL TMODEL -- To provide temperature predictions for
distortion analyses, orbital temperature distributions are obtained. Ea.,h of the 660
elements of the primary structure is represented by a cylindrical tube. The depth of
the primary structure and its relationship to the subarray radiator surface is shown in
I figure 3-7. For each element, an average view factor is obtained to each of the 10
granular areas of the subarray surface representing the steps in the power distribution
curve. These view factors are used for determining hest input to the structural ele-
ments via the reflections of solar energy and the thermal radiation from the subarray
radiator surfaces. The thermal nodal schematics for the symmetrical face, diagonal
members, and assymetrieal face of the antenna primary structure are presented in
Figures 3-8 through 5-10 respectively. These figures also show the 500 m radius out-
line of the subarrays. Due to the long length of the structural elements, heat transfer
via conduction bet-ween elements via joints at the intersections is neglected.
+i	 10 M =	 0 5 M (1.6 PT)
(32,9 FT)
	 -S.S M(28.5 FT)
--^-2 = 0----	 ._ s	 /
1.2 Ili
(4.O FT)
106.4 M(349.1 FT)
S UBA R RAY
SECONDARY TRUSS
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
RIMARY TRUSS
Figure 3-7. Antenna geometry for thermal analysis.
A specialized computer program is employed to determine the direct solar heating rates
on the tubular elements throughout the orbit based on the nominal solar constant of
1353 «,/w3 (429 btu/hr_ft2). For the present coullguration and altitude, earth albedo
and earth thermal beating rites have very little effect on temperatures and are neglect-
ed. The computer prograua includes the necessary logic to account for sbado-Ang of
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Figure 3--8. Primary structure thermal model (symmetrical face).
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1
Figure 3--9. Primary structure thermal model (diagonal members).
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Figure 3-11. Incident solar heating rate and temperature
prediction for strut 552.
and 17.3 hours in the orbit but complete shadolving (by the subarray assembly) occurs
for only a short period as shown.
Temperature predictions were developed for each element of the thermal model, and
the -esulting temperature distributions at 31 time points in the orbit as shown in Table
3--4, were employed in determining predicted orbital thermal distortion.
3.2.5 RESULTS
3.2.5.1 Orbital Thermal Distortion — The orbital thermal distortion results in terms
of arc-minutes rms slope error are listed in Table 3--4 and plotted in Figure 3-13. The
raaximum slope error of 0.19 arc-minutes rms . occurs at the end of the earth's shadow
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Figure 3-10. Primary structure thermal model (asymmetrical face).
solar energy by the opaque 500 m radius subarray antenna surface. Shadowing by other
tubular elements was neglected, since the distance between struts to strut diameter
ratio is large and resulting shadows are not well defined (penumbra effects). Logic to
account for shadowing of solar energy by a parent vehicle, the solar arrays, and asso-
ciated equipment is also available but was not employed during the present study. The
indirect solar heating rates as a result of reflections from, the radiator surface when
it is illuminated by the sun are based on diffuse reflections using the view factors
mentioned above. These solar heating rates (direct and reflected) and the effects of
thermal heating from radiator waste heat rejection are employed to obtain temperatures
for each strut throughout the daily orbit cycle.
The heating rates and the resulting transient temperature predictions obtained for two
elements (struts 552 and 254) are shown in Figures 3-11 and 3-12 as examples. Strut
552 (Figure 3-11) is located near the center of the asyrr..netrical face. At the subsolar
position (0.0/24.0 hours) this strut is normal to the solar vector, has the highest view
factor to the subarray radiators, the highest reflected heating rate, and thus the high-
est temperature (481K (406F)). Between about t, 0 and 18.0 hours, strut 552 is com-
pletely shadowed by the subarray surface and its temperature remains constant except
for the large decrease during the earth's shadow period (11.42 to 12.58 hours) as
shown. Strut 254 (Figure 3-12) is a diagonal element near the -X edge of the antenna
(refer to Figure 3-9). It has the lowest temperature i289K (60F)) at the subsolar
position due to its relatively remote position from tb:: edge of the 500 m radius assembly
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Figure 3-»12. Incident solar Beating rate and temperature
prediction for strut 254.
where the antenna is not operating (no power output from the solar arrays) and the pri-
mary structure temperatures are low. During operational (illuminated) portions of the
orbait, the mmdmum slope error of 0.1.1. arc-minutes ruts occurs at the subsolar point
where primary structure temperatures are highest.
rigure.3-14 shows the average temperature of the 660 primary structural members
and rirq a 3-15 shows the difference in temperature between the average of the 1.00
higllest temperatures and the 100 lowest temperatures (an indication of the temperature
gradient) during, the orbit cycle. Except for the time during the earth's shadow, the
tempu,.n.Wre gradient parameter is relatively constant (125TH to INK). The decrease
in slope error between 0.0 and about 7.0 hours in the orbit shown in Figure 3-13 cor-
relates well with the decrease in the overall average temperature of the 660 primary
members of Figure 3--14. Between about 7.0 and 11.42 hours (just prior to the earth's
shadow) both slope error and average temperature remain relatively constant. Immed-
iately after entering the earth's shadow, the slope error initially increases slowly as
the average temperature passes through the reference temperatures assumed (294K(70F)).
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Figure 3-13. Primary structure orbital
thermal distortion.
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CASE ORBIT REMARKS SLOPE ERROR
No. TIME (HR) (Ve-M(N)
1 0.0/24.0 SUBSOLAR POSITION 0.103
2 1.0 0.099
3 2.0 0.094
4 3.0 0.088
5 4 .0 0.080
6 510 0.070
7 6,0 0.061
8 710 0.035
9 8.0 0,032
10 9.0 0.031
11 10.0 0.032
12 11.0 0.033
13 11.42 STARTOF EARTH SHADOW 0.033
14 11.6 EARTH SHADOW 0,038
15 12.0 " 0.122
16 12.3 " 0.162
17 12,58 END OF EARTH SHADOW 0.188
18 12.62 0.156
19 12,7 0.045
20 12,8 0.033
21 13.0 0.034
22 14.0 0.036
23 15.0 0.036
24 16.0 0.037
25 17,0 0,040
26 1810 4.061
27 1910 0,074
28 20,0 ).086
29 21.0 0.095
30 22,0 0.101
31 23.4 0.103
Table 3-4, Orbital thermal distortion
analysis cases.
As temperatures continue to decrease
(further removed from the reference
temperature), slope error increases
more rapidly and reaches a mazdmum
when temperatures are lowest. When
the antenna. emerges from the earth's
shadow, slope error decreases as the
antenna structure warms up to oper-
ating temperature. In summary, it
appears that the slope error is a
function of the difference between the
average temperature of the primary
structure and the reference tempera-
ture for the present coatiguration.
The temperature distribution obtained
at the subsolar position. (highest oper-
ational slope error) is presented for
the symmetrical face, diagonal mem-
bers, and asymmetrical face in
Figures 3-16 through 3--15 respectively.
Mm-dmum temperatures (481K (406F))
occur at the center of the asymmetrical
face Which is closest to the radiator
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Figure 3-16, Primary structure symmetrical face temperature distribution,
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surface. The diagonal members at the sisx corners of the hexagonal shape experience
the lowest temperatures (289K (6 OF)). The maximum and minimum temperatures of
the three sections of the primary structure at the subsolar position are summarized
below.
Maximum	 Minimum
Subsolar Position
Symmetrical Face Members
Diagonal Members
Asymmetrical race Members
Temperature Temperature
445K (3411) 328K (130F)
445K (341F) 289K (60F)
481K (406X') 312K (102F)
3.2.5.2 Cylindrical Element Temperature Distribution --- The slope error prediction
discussed in the previous section is based on strut average temperature displacement
from the reference temperature and resulti.no changes in strut length. The cylindrical
strut elements actually have a rather severe local circumferential temperature grad-
ient. A detailed thermal model was developed for atypical 7.62 cm (3.0 inch) dia-
meter, 0.0508 cm (0.020 inch) thick wall isotropic composite tube near the center of
the asymmetrical face (hottest location) of the primary back-up structure. The multi--
node model includes the internal radiant heat transfer, circumferential conduction heat
transfer, and external radiant heat exchange with the subarray radiator surface and
deep space.
Figure 3--19 shows a sketch of the model, the surface thermal properties employed,
the sun vector orientations examined, and the results. In Case I, the average tempera-
ture is highest but the thermal gradient (between locations A and B) is lowest (47K (8517))
since the tube is heated Irom both sides (radiator and reflected solar heating on side A
and direct solar heating an side B). For Case II the solar heating is 90 degrees to the
heating from the radiator and the temperature distribution is not symmetrical. The
thermal gradient for this case is about 57K (103x). Although the average temperature
is lowest for Case M, the thermal gradient is maximum (63K (113F)) since all heating
is on the radiator side of'the tube.
Although the maximum average strut temperature is about 480K (404F) as shown for
Case I of Figure 3-19, the side of the strut facing the radiator actually experiences a
peak temperature of about 506K (449x). Current graphite/epoxy materials have long
term maximum operating temperatures of about 39 .4K (250F) and would not tolerate the
high temperatures experienced by primary structural members towards the center of
the antenna. The polyimide resins can tolerate higher temperatures but further develop-
ment and testing is required to characterize properties over the wide temperature range.
3.2.5.3 Radiator Configuration Effects —The primary structural element temperature
predictions of Section 3.2.5.1 are based on a radiator surface with a s
 and E values of
0.08 and 0.81 respectively (typical of efficient radiator surface properties such as
silvered teflon). This type of surface reflects solar energy primarily in a specular
manner, but a diffuse analysis was assumed. Figures 3-20 and 3-21 show the effect of
radiator surface properties on the temperature of struts 552 and 254 respectively at the
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Figure 3-19. Cylindrical strut element circumferential temperature distribution..
STRUT 552 (2031-2040) AT SUBSOLAR POSITION
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Figure 3--20. Effect of radiator configuration on strut element 552 at subsolar position.
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Figure 3-21. Effect of radiator configuration on strut
element 25.1 at subsolar position.
subarray position. A less efficient coating with an as of 0 . 40 z'md 6 of 0.90 (typical of
degraded white paint) which reflects solar enez agy primarily in a diffuse manner was
also examined.
For the difilxsely reflecting radiator surface case, the less efficient coating yielded
strut temperature decreases of 1.OIC (I. Sr) or less. Although the effective radiator
temperature (function of radiator array temperature distribution and Ntiew factor be-
tween strut and radiator) is higher for the less of Icient radiator coatbag, reflected
solar heating is less and the result is slightly low er strut temperatures as shown.
A comparison betmen the diffuse and speoular oasas shows lower strut temperatures
for the latter. Strut 25 41, for example, -which is at some distance from the edge of the
sabarray assembly, reeeiv-- s no reflected heating at the subsolar position for the
speeular case as indicated in Figure 3--21. At other orientations, however, stz^it 25.1
would receive more reflected energy for the speoular case and somewhat higher temp-
eratures would be experienced.
In general, the radiator configuration effects examined yield strut temperatures which
are loner by only about 121a (32F) compared to the nominal case employed in the dis-
tortion analysts. It is believed that these temperature changes would have only a minor
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Section, 8.n. 5.1 axe based on a nominal solaa.,
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,Ll Properties as itattioated at the top of Figuxe S-22. The ost mated error iU the solar
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oulations. The summation of the 4Ts at the bottom of Vignxre 5-22 shows a Prudiatioat
error of about +',OIL L+ 10,
 ) or less for the two struts exa.nsined.
5.2.5.5 DC-11P Conversion. EMoienoy --- As shown,in Figure 5-6= a, nominal do- rf
aouversiou eMoienal►
 of 0. 87 is employed in waste heat amid radiator temperature oal
aealatious. The comparison of results for a. aha-ugo in afficieanoy from 0. 8 7
 to 0. SG(resulting in drone waste heat and Mcgher radiator tempav taare) is presented in Fig-u e
3-25. For strut 632 at the aeutor of the twtzmia, the Nriew .faotor to the array of radia-
tors is high (0.40) and ;a strut temperature luaxease of +4R 1K (+7. 4 ) is obtained.
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Slope sctro and poilit: LCIS accuracy budgets were established eaz^Iy in the study
toiroide guidance in 5electi0zz of materials and loading conditions, and development
of control concepts: The -design goal for slope acouvacy is 2 arc mill rms. This is
apportioned to.
	
thermal, and maneuvering error sourees. The design
gc:i3 for LGS 4 n zh aeci--^cg as 2 axc m uYa u^um {5 a }. This is apportioned to
thermal distox on, maueuNroxing distortion, and -the control system accuracy. Ixanu-
facturing t4 erance. does not contribute to pointing accuracy because it is a static mis-
alignmen tvhich-zs eorraotable b bio s pointing.
A budget; estai lishes guidelines, however, the overall goal can be met even if all
audividual. budgeted .goals are not met. If necessary, , the budget can be realised when
critical error sources axe discovered.
Wrauufacturiug tolerance is the most critical source in the generation of z ms slope
r'i'gor, For Material properties of GY--70/S:--50, thermal distortion contribution to
xms slope error is small., as is distortion resulting from environmental and control
system disturbances.
The attitude control system painting accuracy is the largest factor in LOS accuracy.
For the. thermal properties of GY-70/Z S0, thermal pointing error is small. Actually,
the control loop can be closed around the thermal distortion, so that relatively large
thermal pointing errors could be offset by suitable pointing correction.
3 S. I .R1r15 SLOPE ACCURACY 13 	 The initial slope accuracy budget was
as follows;
4	 Arc iXin	 Percent Efficiency ( Loss)^a
Required Slope accuracy	 3	 93.0 (2.0)
RIIS Slope 1-;cluj aletat 	 3	 93.0 (2.0
RIMS Slope Design God.	 2	 99.0 (1.0)
Wlanufacturing Tolerance	 1.	 99 .5 (0.5)
Maneavering Accelcratioas 1.1	 99.7 (0.8)
Thermal Distortions	 0.7	 99.8 (0.2)
In Section 26 S, an rms slope accuracy of 3 are min was shown to be equivalent in
enex y transmis sion efficiency to an snteu as having all array elements at 3 axe mia
slope error. The rms slope accuracy implies a. distribution tivith some panels havingQ!
	 than 3 arc min slope error, and the majority ha-; ng less. hi either case, the
efficiency equivalent is 98 percent. The rms slope design goal is 2 are min slope
error, which is equiralent to 99 percent efficiency.
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Tlae: :^3 x ttlloQ atiQ11 is -to aa,nuraQtuxing tolerance, ^Atlz lesser goals sat for ma aeaa-
vex ng :wd t)iewlilax' 4stordon, of 6atzA
llrtntzf actilviaa RMS Slope Enrol` nakse
;pxa ila u^* vais slopQ era; ox budget of 1, 5. axa nun NN Rs tissigiled fog: aotrtbiued
uafuaaxfantaving asserably exxo 4. Paean isiraulation, and,euab si.s zve hmre detewmizied the
sens to t lty of =5 slopa exr ov to ,lie standard deviation, in a4tical str acttar al
diiuvpsxoli^.	 -
Noy	 w critical DIMension,	 RWIS Slope Error Sensitivit^r
x	 node-Ito-node assembled primary 	 0.9SS arc mWom (a)
stx-tit length	 2.870 arc iniu/ita. (a)
2
	
primary front surface node to
secondary interface
S	 secondary rear surface anode to
pri.laa"Y interface
A	 node-to-node assembled secoadmmal
strait length
0.525 arc min/am (a)
1.S41 aro mi /in. (o')
0. 52 ,1 aro min/am (a)
1.341 aro min/" (a)
31.16 tare Mi.n/om. (o )
55.75 arc aailn/iu. (o )
5	 secondary fi-oat aarface node to	 6.40 arc twain/am. (q)
subarray interface	 Ia.26 zuo min/in. (a)
The error budget for each of these dimensions is as follows:
Strmd lid Deviation.	 r1,18 Slope Error
Qna)	 2n -	 (arc min)
0.68-1
	
01209	 0.688
0.100	 0.039	 0.055
0.050
	
01030	 0.026
0. 00	 0.035	 1.523
0:050	 0,030	 0.320
ItiSS Total >arrQr• 	1. 504
items x and 4 are the overall primary and secondary structural tolevwca respectively.
.Approa'^im tely double the error allowance was wade for the s econd wry structure l^a^-
ataatse preliminary aza.ly-sis sho,,ve l a. greater rms slope error sensitivity to dimeu-
sional error in the stimature. This is primarily because the secondary stitioture has
a larger diameter to depth ratio than the primar)F . With more hta3-s in a diagonal,
slope error toward the outer edge reaches higher magnitude. _a square Iavv relation-
slop could be expected and the ratio of 14 to 10 hays would give a. 2 to 1 slope error
ratio for the statue percentage variation, in node =to-mode length.
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The agreement of the distribution of 61 slope errors grouped in 0.5 arc min, steps is
very good c mpared to the theoretical Rayleigh distribution predicted in Section 2.3.
These experimental results confirm the assumpVions made early in the study.
Maneuvering Accelerations Slope Error Budget
These slope errors are computed after the prima7q structure has been pointed
correctly at the rectenna. They represent residual slope errcW-s after a rigid body
fit of the planar surface to the distorted primary surface.
The original budget for maneuvering slope error was 1.1 are min rms. During the
study, it was found that actual slope error as the result of farces and moments on the
structures are very small. This 1.1 are min allowance was allocated almost enti vely
to transient disturbances after shadowing. One are min rms slope error was estimated
for this disturbance. Uncorrelated minor disturbances of the environment and from
attitude control corrections were budgeted at 0.5 are min, however, none of these
exceeded 0.1 are min.
The first simulations of acceleration distortions showed that the secondary structure
is more susceptible to deflection resulting from accelerations than is the primary.
This results from the way each is supported; primary at three central points, and
secondary elements at corners of the hexagonal structures, and because the secondary
has a larger diameter to depth ratio, and finally because the secondary carries a
larger proportional nonstructural mass. In the most critical direction (acceleration
along the LOS), the rms slope error contribution of the primary is 0.6 arc min, while
the secondary contributes 1. 7 arc min rms for Configuration A, for an acceleration
ilf 1U-3g.
The allocation for primary maneuvering slope error is 0.4 arc min rms, and for the
secondary 0.9 are min. The assumption of noncorrelation between primary and
secondary contributions seems valid because of the differences in mounting. The
errors tend to cancel so an RSS combination is realistic.
Thermal Distortion RMS Slope Error Buket
The budget for all operational thermal distortions is 0.7 arc min rms slope error.
This includes all primary and secondary structural contributions that are not corrected
by the attitude control, The error sources are: temperature variation, variation in
CTE and also variation in E and cross-sectional areas of truss elements.
Thermal distortion of the secondary again is the more critical. The generalized
slope error for 1000 (180x) temperature rise and 1000 (180F) additional taper across
the aperture indicated a slope error of 0.12 and 0.29 arc min rms for the primary
and secondary contributions respectively. These are uncorrelated, so the budget was
established in that ratio: 0.3 arc min rms slope error for the primary, and 0.6 for
the secondary.
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3.3.2 LOS POINTING ACCURACY — Pointing accuracy is entirely a fumetion of the
distortion in the primary structure. If the primary structure interface is normal to
the LOS, and represents a close apprmdmation to a plane surface, then random and
even systematic tilt of the secondaxy surfaces, and subarrays will not result in
significant LOS pointing error.
There are two basic possibilities in the method of pointing. In the first, the control
system points the primary structure central hub along the line of sight. In this case,
pointing accuracy is a function of control system accuracy and structural pointing
accuracy. In the second case, the control system points the beam as it is generated
by the structure along the LOS. Pointing accuracy is only a function of the control
system. Since subarrays will be phased individually by electronic means, the infor-
mation required for control system error input is just the linear phase shift compon-
ents of the phase correction being made over the aperture. The control system would
continually drive the antenna to minimize the total angular phase shift required for
electronic pointing.
One problem, however, is that dynamic pointing errors resulting from transient dis--
turbances are apt to be at higher frequency than the equivalent response of the control
system.
The design goal of 2 arc minute madmum mechanical LOS pointing error has been ap-
portioned; 0.0 for ianufacturing contribution, 1.0 for maneuvering distortion, 1.. 0
for thermal, and finally 1.4 for the attitude control system error. Again, these con-
tributions should be uncorrelated and an RSS combination is used.
Manufacturing error does not contribute to LOS accuracy because bias corrections in
attitude can be made if static beam offset from boresight is detected.
The allocations for maneuvering and thermal deflections are conservative. From a
pointing control standpoint, the structure behaves essentially as a rigid body. Deflec-
tion amplitudes are small. The disturbances fp»iid in the probable environment, and
the thermal distortions were such that pointing error for either source is less than
0.2 are minutes mwdmum.
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3.4 SENSORS AND ACTUATORS
S. 4.1 SENSORS FOR KEAS1RDMENT OF FL.A\TNESS — Are are particula ly Interest-
ad in locating the positions of the 75 interface nodes between the primary and secondary
structures. Displacement of these nodes relative to each other along the LOS causes
beam pointing errorwhich can be partially corrected by bias pointing of the attitude
control system but ultimately must be accommodated by electronic phasing of the trans-
mitting elements.
These 75 primary nodes will have error in position normal to the antenna reference
plane as a result of residual fabrication error and distortion caused by the operational
environment, and attitude control nocelerntions.
The nodal position errors can be meastwed internally with respect to the coordinate
system of the structural Laub of the antenna. The ACS coordinate system is also related
to the structural hub. In this approach, the ACS system would require an e%terual
reference to determine the correct LOS to the reeteana.. Alternatively, the nodal
positions can be related to an external reference such as a beacon at the rectanna. In
thus case, the ACS is only required to minimize the measured nodal errors.
An internally generated reference approach is attractive since it does not depend on an
-gxte.nal source. The structure need not be oriented in a partioular direction during;
n-measurement and may be oriented to the sun to achieve a uniform thermal condition.
This alternative is usofiil daring initial assembly and allgniiieut as well as for sensing
distortion for input to an active figure control system during operation.
Laser Soanninp: Systerms
The reference can be generated by a scanning laser beam. A small loin-power laser,
typically helium-neon, is used to gonernte a pencil boon (Figure 3-26). This bear is
directed through a right-euigle Montag prism soeuinii g beam bonder. The result is a
references plane which can be soused by photodetoetors. This approach is used in
construction to le-,rol large ceilings and floors.
In the primary structure, oao such unit could be located at the htib offset slightly from
the center so that a visual path is available through the truss to each node at the pri-
mary secondary interface. a beans. of 0.5 to I cm diameter would provide a reference
to a split detector that «could yiold ver t3oa1 positioning resolution to 1 mm without dif-
floulty. Overall accuracy of the system would depend on stability of the reference
generator unit in the hub. primary uode3s ~mould be aligned to perhaps S am (equivalont
to x are minute pointing of the secondary structure supported at the node). The sys-»
teen should be easily capable of supporting this level of allgainent accuracy.
During initial assembly, the detector can be located at the node, and each node aligned
to the reference plane as its stxuetural elements are mated to the partially completed
primary structures. Foir active control, at each node, the sensor can be coupled to a
displacement actuator so that the prima y structure continually maintains a flat founda-
tion for the secondary and subarray antenna components.
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Figure 3--26. Laser reference plane generator.
Since the study has not shown a need for active control after initial assembly and align-
ment, another version of the laser scamer can be considered which has all the active
elements located at the hub. Figure 3--27 shows this scanning laser system. In this
case, the laser is used to provide a light source with illuminated small corner reflec-
tors located at each node. The detector is an imaging system which scans the array of
corner reflectors, and determines in turn, the out-of-plane displacement of the assoei-
aced node.
The laser beacon and detector array scan one time per second and measure the primary
figure as located by 75 individual retroreflectors. This arrangement is reasonably
straightforward electronically and keeps the instrumentation relatively simple and com-
pact. To attain the desired accuracy imposes a stringent mechanical requirement of
2 • 10-6
 radian wobble in the shaft which turns the assembly at one revolution per second.
The rotation rate was selected so that modal frequencies to 0.1 Hz could be measured.
A linear array of 500 elements would provide 1 mm resolution at the edge nodes. The
detectors, 0.1 mm wide, form a 5 cm long linear array. Detectors of this type are
currently available for use at 0. 6328p. with a helium/neon laser. Rise time of these
detectors is 10-7 to 10-10
 seconds. At one revolution per second, the return signal
has a minimum dwell of 3 • 10-7 seconds as it sweeps over the array.
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External Reference :approach
The external reference (for e..,rnmple, an rf beacon on earth) will generate a plane wave
at the synchronous :altitude that is curved less than ± 4 mm over the diameter of the
antenna. If the curvature were a problem, an allowance could be mde for the known
value.
In the case, if uncorrected, the curvature would cause the hiPTS beam to focus at the
reeteana rather than at infinity, so we can assume that the curved wavefront Is an ideal
refereoce.
The beacon for this purpose could operate in a number of frequency bands. If a fre-
quency near the 2.45 GH— ., • :,tem frequency is used, the wavelengnla is about 12 cm.
Simple phase comparison circuits would give accuracy to :about + 3 mm in the alignment
of a node to a reference node at the hub. Some provision would be required to resolve
ambiguity since the primary structure nodes could easily be more than one wavelength
or 12 cm in error during the alignment process.
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The ambiguity can be resolved by using a second beacon at lower frequency, e. g. 0.3
GI-Iz. Alternatively, a pulsed laser could be used to get resolution to a few centimeters.
There is also a possibility that the phase data generated in the electronic control of the
subarrays could be used for sensing of distortion in the structure. With a pilot beacon
operating at 2.45 GHz, the phase measured at subarrays adjacent to primary structure
nodes could be used to estimate deflection of the node. We can also guarantee that ad-
jacent subarrays are never out of phase more than a fraction of a cycle of the pilot
beacon. So it is possible to count wavelengths frorn one primary node to the neat across
the subarrays and resolve ambiguity in phase at the nodes.
Perhaps the most difficult problem in the use of a pilot beacon and wavefront sensing at
each node is the comparison of the received signal to a single phase reference for the
entire structure. This comparison requires communication between nodes, and precise
delay information so that error in delay in the system is not interpreted as structural
deflection. Since solution of this problem is inherent in the use of electronically phased
subarrays, for this study the technology can be assumed to be available, and the use of
an external reference is a viable alternative.
Measurement of Strict Length
Measurement during the manufacturing process is eNpected to make use of special mea-
surement systems designed for that purpose only.
Measurement during fabrication may be automatic, or rely on operator assistance. In
most cases, the measurement system is expected to be located at the central hub of the
antenna where power, maintenance, repair, and other services are available.
The primary measurement required in the fabrication of elements of the antenna is in
establishing strut length. This is n,-Lost readily accomplished by comparison with
master tooling.
During assembly of the structure, some measurements will probably be made between
distant nodes of the truss to monitor tolerance buildup. This type of range measure-
ment can be accomplished with laser--type surveying equipment.
A highly accurate ranging system is the Kern Mekometer ME 3000 (Figure 3--28). This
unit uses a Xenon tube flashed at a rate of 100 Hz, with one microsecond flash duration.
The modulation frequencies are derived from a quarts cavity resonator with elliptical
polarization modulation effects by a Pockels crystal in the modulation cavity.
This system has an accuracy of + 0.2 mm y 10-6
 over 3, 000 m range. This is equival-
ent to 1.2 mm accuracy over the diameter of the antenna. Tour auxiliary frequencies
give unambiguous distance to 3, 000 m by using the frequency difference methods. The
basic unit is 46 x 16 x 22 cm, and weighs 14.5 kg. A distance measurement takes two
minutes and power consumption is 18w for the conventional unit. The system appears
to be adaptable to use in space and should demonstrate improved accuracy in the vacuum
environment.
F.
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Figure 3-25. Kern mekometer ME 3000
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The mekometer measures range, and can
be used to monitor variation in distance.
If only variation in distance is required,
e.g. , to monitor distortion from an arbi-
trary length, then laser interferometry
provides reliable, instantaneous, and ex-
tremely accurate leng-th variation measure-
ment.
An example of this type of system is the
Hewlett-Packard 5526A Laser Measurement
System. The laser is a two-frequenoy
helium-neon unit. The two beams are
orthogonally polarized so that two separate
channels of measu roment can be used.
Polarized mirrors are used to establish a
reference beam and the measurement beam
for each frequency. With two independent
beams, the unit can be used as a remote
interferometer, to measure the variation
in length between two remote points.
The laser head is 12.7 x 17.3 x 52.6 cm
and Nvotghs 7.8 kg. Accuracy is + 0.5 ppin for the conventional unit. A major error
source is variation of velocity of light due to atmospheric conditions. This accuracy
mould LxN considerably better for a space qualified unit.
These units are relatively inexpensive, For large truss structures, it could tkN possible
to locate a laser interferometer in each primary strut. A closed-loop system would
maintain the strait length in any anticipated environment. With this approach, once
aligned the structure would remain dimensionally stable. One drawback to the laser
interferometer is that if power is lost or the beam interrupted at any time, the length
reference is lost. The length would have to be reestablished by some other method.
Another alternative in the active strut approach is to provide an internal standard such
as a graphite/epo..V rod which is fabricated anti calibrated to provide essentially zero
thermal coefficient. This rod, protected from the ens tronment within the primary strut
would be used in a simple closed-loop system to maintain the effective length of the
strut to the design value.
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S.5 ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE FIGURE CONTROL
A primary objective of the study was to determine whether the required flatness could
be achieved without resort to an active figure control system. In Task 1, it was found
that maneuvering and thermal distortions are small, and the 1 fIPTS, if assembled or
aligned with sufficient initial aocuraoy will meet the operational accuracy requirements
with a passive structure. In Task 2, the thermal and acceleration environment was
examined in detail and its effects on flatness were found to agree with the preliminary
estimates of Task 1. Active control is not required.
Active figure control could still be a viable alternative if the resulting improvement in
efficiency offset the cost and complevty of an active system. Table 3-5 lists the range
of actuator options and their estimated potential for improved efficiency. The most
complex system, Option G, shows a one percent improvement in efficiency over a
passive system operating at 99 percent. Since the passive systems exceed this value,
the margin for improvement is even smaller.
Table 3--5. Active control options — performance improvement.
l^MS Slope	 Linn Effi ciencyOption	 Error (arc--min)
	
Improvement (70
1. Primary Shape Control 0.68 0.15
24 Actuators
2. Primary Interface 0.85 0.18
Coritrol
72 Actuators
3. Configuration A 0.90 0.21
Secondary Control
122 Actuators
4. Secondary Shape 1 . 10 0.25
Control (minimum)
732 Actuators
5. Secondary Shape 1.50 0.50
Control (ma dmum)
2, 928 Actuators
G. Subarray Interface Control 2.00 1.00
15, 700 Actuators
Option 1 is for a system of actuators within the primary structure which corrects the
primary only for major distortions. An 80 percent correction of rms slope error con-
tribution from the primary structure is estimated on the basis of random distortions
over the primary. Option 2 corrects the interface between the primary and secondary
but not the primary distortion. Option 3 provides 2 axis tilt correction to each
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secondary hexagonal element as well as correction for primaa:y distortio4i. Option 4
has 12 actuators per secondary hexagonal element providing first order structural
corrections. Option 5 has 48 actuators per element. Finally, option G provides com-
plete control of each subarray.
In view  of the poor return suggested in Table 3-5, the more complex systems are diff.-
cult to justify. A few percent larger solar collector, and some additional subarrays on
the corners of the secondary structure would give more usable energy at the reotenna
(and reduce sidelobes) at less cost and better reliability than an active system.
There is still the chance that a small number of actuators operating within the primary
struetuTe could correct first order distortions. This alternative, while not improving
efficiency more than a fraction , of a percent, could be worthwhile in minimizin g beamZP
pointing error.
Table 3-6 lists the coefficients of the first 28 terms of an optics fit to typical distor-
tions. The coefficients have been normalized so that relative size of the various types
of distortions can be seen. The first six cases are linear and angular accelerations.
The distortions are similar to those of the lowest frequency modal deformations. The
qualit r of fit is good for all except angular acceleration about the line of sight. The
structure deformed about the three support points in a distinct ' 13 leaf" trefoil pattern.
Figure 3-29 shows the contour plot for Z aids linear acceleration. The largest defor-
mation is change in focal length evidenced by the circular pattern. Trefoil distortion
causes the 3 way symmetry in the pattern. Figure 3--30 shows the angular acceleration
about the Z mds. Now only trefoil distortion can be seen in the pattern. For compari-
son, Figure 3-31 shows the 11th case, a random strut length distortion.
Cases 7 through 12 are random distortions generated by using a normally distributed
temperature for each strut and constant E and CTE. The result simulates random
strut length in manufacture. The optics fit is not particularly good, an average of
about 80 percent. :almost all terms have significance, not like in accelerations where
only a few terms of the polynomial describe the surface. The last case was generated
by a gaussian disEribution of temperature over the aperture. It resulted in almost pure
defocus and spherical aberration.
A detailed placement of actuators in the primary structure was not attempted. From
the optics fit analysis we can project that 24 actuators, at best, would correct as well
as indicated by the optics fit. This would result in perhaps a 90 percent correction
of acceleration and 80 percent correction of random deformations in the primary.
In the long run, it would probably be easier to let the primary deform, and simply
correct the interface. This is Option 2. It would require 72 actuators. Actually 75
actuators would probably be used with three failures allowed before system degradation
would begin.
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Table 3--6. Polynomial fit to typical distortions.
w
1
co
! LINEAR ACCELERATION ANG.ACCEL,ABOUT
1 GAUSSIAN}{ I	 Y I	 ZCONDITION X I	 Y 1	 7-	 t RANDOM STRUT LENGTH T. DIST.POLYNOMIAL
CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13TERMS TYPES OF DISTORTION
1 1 0,07 0,33 -0.41 -0,32 -0,30 -0,25 -0,39 -0.30 GROUP PHASE SHIFT
PCOSO 2 0,37 - - - 0,38 - - 0.59 -0.11 -0,04 0,06 0.27 - TILT, LINEAR PHASE SHIFT
PSINO 3 - 0,37 - 0,38 - - 0.15 -0.07 -0,28 0.21 -0,12 -0.18 _
P2 4 - - 1,00 - - - 0,78 1,00 1.00 0.89 0.91 0.80 1 13 DEFOCUS
P2 COS9 5 - 0,66 - 0.63 - - 0.02 0.09 -0.14 -0,11 -0,24 -0,54 - ASTIGMATISM, A14TICLASTIC
P2SINB 6 0,66 - - - -0,63 _ -0,58 -3.25 -0.46 -0.11 -0,07 0,21 - BENDING
p3 COS8 7 0,99 - - - -1,00 - -0,96 -0.62 -0,18 -0,20 0,28 - -
P3 SINO 8 - 0.99 - 1,00 - - 0,46 0.62 0,26 0.21 0.12 1,00 - COMA
P3COS38 9 - - - - - 1.00 0,01 0,65 0,02 0,03 -0,04 0.06
- TREFOIL DISTORTION
P3SIN30 _	 10 - - 0.42 - - - 0.07 -0,27 -0,32 0.01 -0,07 -0,32 -0,16
p4 11 - - -0,36 - - - -0,39 -0,10 -0.54 -1.00 -1,00 -0.49 -0.90 SPHERICAL ABERRATION
P4 COS29 12 - -1,00 -	 -0.89 - - -0,19 -0,07 0.36 0.39 0,19 0.33 - ]
p45JN28 13 , -1,00 - - - 0,89 - 1.00 0,46 0.97 0.52 0.03 -o,Zl - } HIGHER ORDER ASTIGMATISMl	 ,
000S40 14 - 9.04 - - - - -0,16 -0,21 0,08 4,12 0,19 -0,10 -
P4SIN48 15 -0,04 - - - - - 0,29 0,18 0.16 0.16 -0,11 0,24 -
P5COS6 16 -0,46 - - - 0,48 - 0,53 0,49 0.17 0.29 -0,14 0,01 -
P5SINO 17 - -0.48 -	 -0.48 - - 0.27 -0,35 -0,26 0.10 -0.10 -0,67 - HIGIiER ORDER COMA
P5COS30 18 - - - - - -0.68 0,11 -0,40 0,04 -0,03 0,03 -0.13 - HIGHER ORDER TREFOIL
P5 SIN3Q 19 - - -0,33 - - - -0.11 0,13 0.24 0,10 - 0,15. 0,08 DISTORTION
PCOS58 20 0,02 - - - -0.02 - - -0.01 - -0,02 0,02 - -
PSiN50 21 - -0.02 -	 -0,02 - - -0,03 -0.08 -0,01 0,06 0,02 0,03 -
P6 22 - - -0,07 - - - 0,10 0,25 0.10 0.43 0,44 - 0;32 HIGHER ORDER SPHERICALABERRATION
1	P6COS20 23 - 0,51 - 0,44 - - 0,05 0,05 0,31 0,13 -0,09 -0.08 - ))
P4SIN20 24 0,51 - - - 0.44 - -0.61 -0.26 -0,49 0,34 0.04 -0,15 - )HIGHER ORDER ASTIGMATISM
1P6CO540 25 - 0.05 -	 -0,01 - - 0,20 0,07 -0.11 -0,15 -0.14 0.17 -
P6S?N40 26 0,05 - - - -0,01 - 0,26 -0,24 -0,14 -0,16 0.12 -0,23 -
P5COS60 27 - - 0,01 - - - - - 0,04 -0.03 -0,02 0,04 -0,01
P6SIN60 28 - - - - - - -0.04 0.01 0.02 0,02 -0,01 0.05 -
QUALITY OF FIT('/.) 97,1 97,1 95.7 97,2 97,2 69,2 83.0 76,9 80.9 81,7 78,1 68,4 93.5
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Figure 3--30. Z-axis ana6 alar acceleration distortion.
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Figpre 3--31. Random strut length distortion.
3.6 STRUCTUR \L SPECIFICATION (BASELl TE s"'..1: SIGN)
It was determined that it would be helpful, to define the major elements of a structural
specification for the MPTS antenna. This specification is found in appendi.N A.
The mission of the MPTS antenna structure is to -provide a stable platform for mounting
ldystron/wsveguide/thermal radiator units (suba rays). For each subarray a slope
error of less than three are minutes is a primary requirement.
Interface control drawings will be prepared to describe the antenna assembly-, its
datum references, volume available for support structure, mechanical references,
and structural interfaces.
The structure is to be capable of withstanding both space and earth environments with-
out degradation in functional performance or operation below the requirements set
forth in the structural specification.
Materials for the MPTS antenna %,All be chosen on the basis of adequate strength allow-
a.bles for the e-%pected loading condit = - n,6, and environment.
When designing the structure, consideration will be given to the items listed below:
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a. Dimensional stability
b. Manufaoturability
c. Overall structural stiffness
d. aIMssion life
e. Stress margin
f. Serviceability
Active mechanical alignment mechanisms are not a preferred method to achieve the
required flatness, but if used, they would be required to fulfill the requirements as
set forth in Specification W=-A-83577 dated 15 O'une 1975 for moving mechanical
assemblies for space vehicles.
3.7 SUBARRAY SIZE TRADES
Variation in subarray size can have significant effect on slope error of the surface. A
larger subarray results in an apparent improvement in rms slope accuracy of the sup-
porting structure, but the gain is offset by larger slope error in the subarray itself or
by increased subarray structure weight.
All other analyses in this study are based on a 10-bay primary and 61 14-bay secondary
structures (the latter supported separately in configuration A, or joined to form a con-
tinuous structure in configuration B). Truss angles are derived from use of a regular
tetrahedron as the basic 3-dimensional truss building block.
In this analysis, the basic geometry is unchanged, but the number of bays in the pri-
mary and secondary structures axe varied to effect discrete changes in subarray size.
In addition to the 10-bay primary, 8 and 12--bay configurations are considered.
Similarly 12 and 16-bay secondary structures bracket the baseline 14-bay configuration.
These combinations provide an additional 8 configurations. The number of secondary
bays across the diameter of the reflector surface is:
Number of Secondary Bays
12 14 16
Number of	 8	 96 112 128
Primary	 10	 120 .140 160
Bays	 12	 144 168 192
The variation in number of subarrays across the diameter is 96 to 192, corresponding
to a subarray size ratio of 2:1. The baseline 10 x 14 bay baseline has subarray panel
size of 10.75 x 9.31 m (35.27 x 30.54- ft).
The options are ordered according to subarray size in the following listing:
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Option PrImaxy Secondary Subarray Subarvay=
$4QF Bus Ba""s Size m) Size (ft)
S 12 15.65 s Is. 58 51. 43 1 .14. 54
s 8 14 1S. 44 s 11.61 •14.09 t 38. 1S
3 10 12 13. 54 , 10.86 41.15 .l 35.64
4 S 16 11, 76 x 10.15 38.53	 SS.^1
10 14 10.75 X 	9.51 35. 27 x 30.54
v 12 13 10. 45.%	 9.05 34.29 1 29.70
10 16 9. 41 1	 5.15 30.86 x 36. 73
3 13 14 8.96 x	 7 . 76 39.39 \ 25. •15
9 13 16 r.84x	 6.7 9 ...5.72x3...:17
*Baseline
We have a set of nine suba.rray sites, with an overall t yea ratio of 4:1 which represA tits
the probable range of pa-actioal subarray size for the HEFTS.
experience has shown that surface deflections are Inversely proportional to depth
squared for these truss structures. A parametric study with modeling and aumk xuer
simulation of configurations Nvith varying bay numbers is beyond the scope of this study.
However, the e.dstitg data can be interpreted to get evidence to support the depth-square
approximation. R1IS normal error to the surface was computed for the secondary
structure, first for all nodes, then for all surface nodes except those on the tauter ring,
to simulate a 2-bad.• reduction, and finally, all node,, except those oil the outer ? rings
to simulate 3 4-bay reduction in couBigur ationa Cast? 4 randOt-a temperatures \Pere used
to generate typical deflections. The results are as follows:
1o.of RMS Scaled Meal Predicted
Bays Error To Full Diameter ratio Ratio
11 0.132 0.132 -
12 0.055 0.100 0.76 0. 73
10 0.056 0. 075 0.59 0.51
As seen above, with constant dkuw?ter, the risks surN.ce error is prnporti=al to the
square of the number of bays, hence .aversely* proportional to the square of the depth of
the truss.
Slope error is dimensionless. It is proportional to normal erwr, and invvrs.-' ;v pro--
portioual to bays size. Frorn this relationship, it follows that slope crrur is pr ey )or-
tional to the number of bays cubed.
The cube; rule, i5 used to estimate the gahx/loss in slope error for the, N trious bay
options re3lathre to the baseline:
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Option
Number
Primaly
Balls
Bay
Factor
Secondary
Bas
Bay
Factor
Total Slope
Error
1 8 0.512 12 0.630 0.607
2 8 0.512 14 1.000 0.916
3 10 1.000 12 0.630 0.729
4 8 0.512 16 1.493 1.341
5* 10 1.000 14 1.000 1.000
6 12 1.728 12 0.630 0.986
7 10 1.000 '16 1.493 1.401
8 12 1.728 14 1.000 1.201
9 12 1.728 16 1.493 1.550
*Baseline
In the last column, a total slope error is estimated relative to the baseline 10 x 14 con-
figuration. In combining the factors for the secondary and primary, a ratio of 1.87:1
was used as typical for the rms slope error of the secondary relative to that of the
primary.
The conclusions drawn from above are that for LOS accuracy where secondary slope
error is not significant, a reduction of primary bays from 10 to 8 would halve the
pointing error. For rms slope error, the secondary error predominates, and the most
improvement is made by reducing the number of bays in a secondary structure segment.
Before a trade in subarray size can be made, the probable loss in subarray slope
accuracy must be considered. If surface accuracy is maintained to a fixed fraction of
diameter of the subarray, and the individual radiating element spacing in the subarray
remains unchanged, then the slope error would effectively increase with subarray dia-
meter. Practically, with about the same comple; dty and weight per unit area of sub-
array, the slope error would 'increase with the square of dimension. Most of the gain
in the structural flatness accuracy would be lost in increased subarray error. Total
structural slope error is adjusted as follows:
Effective Subarray
Dimensions
ORtion	 Meters	 Feet
Structural Overall
Slope	 Subarray Slope
Error	 Factor Error
1 14.59 47.87 0.607 2.129 1.292
2 12.51 41.04 0.916 1.565 1.434
3 11.67 38.29 0.729 1.362 0.993
4 10.94 35.90 1.341 1.197 1.605
5* 10.00 32.82 1.000 1.000 1.000
6 9.72 31.91 0.986 0.972 0.958
7 8.76 28.73 1.401 0.876 1.227
8 8.34 27.36 1.201 0.834 1.002
9 7.30 23.94 1.550 0.730 1.132
*Baseline
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In the Above listing, thQ assumption is trade tliaLt as size increases, efs-eative slope error
increasers for the suburay Etocording to a SquEtre larva To be conservative, with reduc-
tiou in size, a linear relationship tit improvement is used.
The results show that an increase in size in the subarray can lead to a small improve-
ment in slope error. T!As is illustrated by Option 3 where the secondary is reduoed to
13 bays. The only other improvement that is indicated is going to a more symmetric
12 x 12 bay configuration. With some loss of LOS accuracy, a small improvement can
be made in rms slope error. The additional comple-zity of having 6 per auent more sub-
arrays must he considered.
The final conclusion is that if a subarvay size change is made, it should be an increase.
This results in reduction in complexity of the iapport structure, and improvement in its
accuracy. One discrete step size to an effective dimension of 11.67 m (33.29 ft) shows
most promise of improved performance. Larger panels can also be effeative, but in-
creased difficulty in maintaining the subaa:ray pEwel within tolerance must be considered.
This ohauge would result in a 26 percent decrease in the number of subarrays, and
equivalent reduction in the number of supporting truss elements.
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TASK 3
FIGURE AND POINTING CONTROL MATRIX
The LaCfeats of the control system on the structure were evaluated for diZerent control
techniques. Of the techmiques examined, mechanical actuators and mechetmieal cable
systems offer the most proini.se. Cable dynamic problems remain to be resolved be-
fore making a firm commitment to this concept. Magnetic and countnriveight concepts
are penalized by gross size and resulting configuration impacts.
Figure 4-1 summarizes Ttasl: 3 study :activities and flow.
Detail task considerations are given in the folloNving sections.
TASK :
METHODS FOR
DESIGN
REVISIONS IN
COMPARISON OF
COUNTERING CONFIG, A S 5
CONFIGURATIONS	 TASK 5
SPECIFICATION ENVIRONMENTAL TO ACCEPT A	
I3 S CHANCES
OF DISTURBANCES CONTROL TO STRUCTURAL.CONFIGURATIONS `POINTING SYSTE^1 SPECIFICATIONA & G
COUNTERWEIGHT
REACTION CONTROL
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
MAGNETIC
MECHANICAL
TASK 3	 TASK J
TECHNOLOGY
PROBLEMS
Figure 4-1. Task S flow.
4.1 CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
The exact requirement for the allowable angular error between the antenna normal and
the line-of-sight to the rectenna is still evolving, but a final value of one or two arc
minutes appears most probable at this time, A budgetary allocation of 1.4 arc minutes
is used in this study. The po,^ver bettm`is controlled by pleasing techniques to greater
accuracy than is the rigid body of the autenua and the tolerable error for the rigid body
is set by the tracking range of the phasing technique. Power beam phasing uses a pilot
or reference beaux Crony the rectenna which is also used for sensing rigid body pointing
errors in azimuth and elevation (Section IV-C-5 of the careen Book). This error sensing
.1-1
technique is expected to be accurate to 0.1 arc minute with a range of + 0.7 degree
before ambiguities occur. Thus an acquisition sensing system is required, in addition
to the phase sensing, to bring the antenna within + 0.7 degree so the t -acki.ng
 system
can take over.
The tracking motions vary with inclination, eccentricity, and longitudinal drifts that
result from earth oblateuess, lunar and solar gravity, and solar pressure. A worst
case actuation is shown in Table 3-2 where the antenna line-of-sight describes an
ellipse once a day. The ellipse has a major axis of 2.36 degrees and a minor axis of
2.02 degrees. The table also shows a fixed elevation angle of 7.3 degrees for pointing
to the U.S.-Canadian border at 49 degrees North latitude. Thus relative to an orbital
reference frame the required motion capability in elevation would be S. 3 degrees
(7.3 fixed and 1.01 from half the minor &,ds of the ellipse). Some additional motion
capability in elevation will be required since the solar collector will probably not
remain in precise alignment with its desired reference frame. Although the solar col-
lector attitude hold requirements are not known at this time, gravity gradient dictates
that off-nominal attitude errors be quite small. This is because the SPS is in an
orientation where gravity gradient acts as a negative spring: at zero error little or no
torque is needed to hold attitude, but any error results in torques which cause the
error to grow which results in the need for more control torque to stop the drift and
more work to return to zero error. Thus the collector motions have been assumed
small and the required maximum elevation capability has been selected to be 10 degrees.
There are two different cases for the minimum required elevation. If it assumed that
the same end of the SPS is always oriented in a northerly direction, a northerly eleva-
tion of 4.7 degrees will cover the southern tip of Florida. Allowing for the tracking
ellipse and solar collector motion gives a minimum northerly elevation of 2.0 degrees.
Thus for this case, the elevation pointing capability would be from 2 to 10 degrees or a
nominal angle of 6 degrees with plus and minus 4 degrees of motion. However, one of
the candidates for providing maximum SPS output at the peak load seasons (mid-summer
and mid--winter) while s4ill maintaining the perpendicular-to-orbit plane orientation
would be to point the individual collector elements about 23 degrees away from the
structure and invert the entire SPS every spring and fall. This turnover approach re-
quires 20 degrees of elevation capability, plus and minus 10 degrees about zero. In
either case, the antenna requires unlimited continuous freedom to rotate in azimuth.
The requirement that pointing be maintained in the presence of environmental disturb-
ances is usually implied rather than stated explicitly. However, the potential severe
impact of a rather unique gravity gradient problem on the pointing system deserves
more attention here than is usually given gravity gradient. The usual gravity gradient
torque arises from differences in principal moments of inertia: the problem here is
the gravity gradient force which acts on unbalanced masses. This force acting on the
lever arm from the support point to the unbalanced mass can cause torques which are
orders of magnitude greater than those from moment of inertia differences. Figure 4-2
shows the torque parametrically. One conclusion from the figure might be that an
elongated, narrow solar collector is undesirable and that reducing thia torque on the
antenna by use of a shape that placed the antenna closer to the total center of mass is
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Figare 4--2. Torque front gravity gradient and unbalanced mass.
a practical solution. However, geometries which would ease the antenna control pro-
blem would impart severe penalties to the solar collector control Because its gravity
gradient problem would be more severe.
4.2 TEC1MI QUES FOR COUyTERNG GRAVYrY GRAn11QW
The gravity gradient torque from the orbital force acting on an unbalanced mass which
is far front the system center of mass must be accounted for Before seriously consider-
in_g any pointiug technique. As various gravity gradient countering techniques are pre-
sented for consideration, it should be Dept in mind that these techniques are candidates
for comparison and not all of them will be reasonable solutions.
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4.2. 1
 COUNTERWEIGHT — The time-honored method for designing small gravity
gradient satellites is to use long thin, rods with tip weights to control the principal
moments of in4rtia. Thos it is reasonable to consider a counterweight on a long boom
for the .first technique.
Pointing the antenna at the continental United States from equatorial orbit prevents the
prinoipal axes of the antenna from ever Vein; aligned with a local vertical reference
frame. Therefore, the antenna as c=ently envisioned cannot achieve zero gravity
gradient torque unless all three moments of inertia. are equal. To eliminate the gravity
gradient force and the resultant torque, the antenna's center of mass must coincide
with the pivot point. When us:,ng a single counterweight there are an infinite number of
arm--weight combinations .Yhieh will provide either static balance or equal moments of
inertia.. However, given a spe- fic autema mounting, there is only one arm length and
one oolmterweight mass which can meet the dual requirement of balance and equal
inertia. Simultaneous solution of the two conditions gives the counterweight character-
istics shown in Figure 4-3. Several items of interest may be determined from the
figure. First is that for pivot-to-center-of-mass distances of 70 m or greater, the
mass of the counterweight starts to exceed the weight of the antenna itself. Second, the
counterweight arm becomes very long (greater than a kilometer) as the pivot point and
center of mass are brought together. There is a mathematical peculiarity as the pivot
point approaches the center of mass: the arm length is squared in the moment of inertia
calculation and a small mass value times the long arm length squared is able to com-
pensate moments of inertia although the mass times the arm to the first power makes
little change in the combined center of mass.
4.2.2 REACTION CONTROL — Although the 30 year life of the SPS would tend to make
mass expulsion or reaction control a poor candidate for overcoming steady torques, the
uuusuall•^ long arm (500 m) available to reaction control might tend to ;hake it an
attractive eandidate. Two reaction control systems were selected for evaluation:
02/112 using electrolysis represents a relatively conventional approach, and the MPD-
arc jet was used for an adwuiced approach. As a "first cut" the 30 year propellant
requireineas were calculated for the two different systems. A specific impulse of
390a ir./,; 1400 1bf sec/lbw,) was used for 02/H2 and 9500 m/s (10000 sec) for the IMPD--
csrc jet. It :Lust be emphasized that propellant weight is only part of the story:
thruster life, thruster weight, weight penalty for power, etc. have not been included in
this first out eMlCUlation. The propellant weight is shown parametrically in Figure 4-4
along with the counterweight mass from Figure 4-2. Inspection of the figure shows that
O2/H2
 is an order of magnitude heavier than the counterweight and that the counter-
weight is lighter than the MPD--arc jet except for very adverse configurations.
4.2.3 ANGULAR M014ENTUIVI COMPEN&,,1 rn'Nr — Proper seloc Lion of an internal
angular momentum to the antenna will result in cu; , gravi ty gradient torque providing
the useful function of pulling the antcanna around at the desirod rate. The relationship
of interest is
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
T = 6jo x K x sin $
where
T is the external torque,
wo is the desired angular rate (orbital rata),
H is the internal angular momentum, and
B is the angle between the torque vector and the angular
momentum vector.
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Figure 4-4. Propellant required to Overcome gravity gradient.
The angle between the torque and the angular momentum vector is placed at 90 degrees
by installing the angular momentum devices so the vector is parallel to the line-of
sight of the antenna. Then, if T!H equals 7.29 L 10-5 , the antenna Rill be driven so
as to rotate once per day.
The weight of past angular momentum devices is such that such a scheme could not
compete with counterweights or reaction control but the annular momentumk control
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device (ATACD) di.sc:;ssed in Reference 4--1 shows- promise of dramatically increasing
the angular momentum per mass. The reference shows that given the same shape
factor, Sorbing stress, &ad rim density, angular momentum per mass is proportional
to rim radius. Using data fromr, the wdstiug experimental AMCD, a conservative
estimate for the characteristic of interest is
II/m = 60ro Newton niter Sec per Key
where ro is the radius in Meters.
The required ATACD mass based on the above relation has been listed for two antenna
pivot distances in. Table 4-1 along with the mass for a counterweight and TIPD-arc jet
propellant. A radius of 0.8 meter (the present e-xperimeatal AMCD) is appreciable
heavier than the other two approaches. Using a radius of 10 meters gives a device
which is of about the same mass as thG other approaches and usin g the fell 500 meter
Table 4--1. Comparison of AMCD weights estimated
to counter gravity gradient.
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radius of the anterma give the ANICD a clear edge insofar as weight is concerned. Al-
though the comparative weights are attractive, the problems associated with fabricating
a 500 meter radius rim in space have not been studied and the possibility of fabricating
so as to be able to operate a laage rim at the same stress as a small rim is sufficiently
questionable that the huge ring is not considered a prime candidate.
4.2.4 'MAGNETIC CONTROL -- The earth's magnetic field is notuinally perpendicular
to the orbital plane for an equatorial orbit which is the correct orientation to interact
with a current loop around the outside perimeter of the antenna so as to act against the
Reference 4--1. Anderson, W.W. ; and Groom, N.J. ; The ilnnular Momentum Control
Device (AMCD) and Potential Applications, NASA TN--D- 78GG, March 19 75.
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,gravity  gradient torque. However, there axe several problems with magnetic control,
the first of which is the extreme weakness of the earth's field At synchronous orbit.
If the AatennA were statically balanced so that only moment of inertia differences pro-•
, duced torque, the current loop would re:^uire 50, 000 amp toes. Assuming copper and
a current density of 3 mops per square millimeter gives a. call weight of 460 metric
tons and a resistive loss of About 10 megawatts. Referring to Figure 4--4, this mass of
W0 I T. places magnetic control in about the same class as the 03/H, reaction con-
trol which was trot even competitive with a counterweight. A second limitation of
magnetic control is that either large energy storage or an alternate system would be
required to prevent total loss of control and possible structural damage during
occultation.
4.2.5 MECHo-kNICAL SUPPORT --- The techniques considered thus far have the desir-
able feature of not reacting the gravity gradient torque into the support structure. Al-
though we have not, as part of this study, evaluated antenna. support towers, it would
Appear that the additional strength in the tourer is a more reasonable solution than the
large masses required for the foregoing techniques.
Four possible arrangements for direct support against gravity gradient Are shown in
Figure 4--5. Candidate A retains an essentially free-floating characteristic by using
.force servos and cables to counter sustained torques and forces. Any standard space-
craft attitude control technique such as angular momentum exchange or reaction control
could be used for the fine pointing. The force servos mould be follow--up devices which
would change force level slowly when logic indicated that pointing control was encounter-
ing bias to-iques. An actuator with unlimited freedom about the long wds has been used
in all of the configurations shown. This actuator is required since the torque which
must be reacted is judged to be greater than could be handled by a ball joint alone. This
single degree of freedom actuator would include brushes for power transmission and be
driven essentially as a clock at a constant rate such that brush stiction breakout Is
never seen by the antenna. Power transmission across other limited freedom elements
would be by flea; leads.
Using position actuators instead of force servos as shown in Figure 4-5B, is another
possibility. In the B configuration, one of the actuators must serve as a rigid beans to
support the antenna. This support might be better supplied by a beam as shown In C.
The basic trade between B and C would be the requirement for three actuators in B, one
of which roust take lateral loads, versus two actuators with longer strokes as required
by C. Both B and C will have relatively appreciable torques at the tower/solar collec-
tor Interface that can be eliminated by use of the dog leg shape for the tower such that
the nominal center of mass of the antenna/tower combinations is directly above the
solar collector attach point.
4.3 POINTMG TECHNIQUES
All of the pointing techniques considered are strongly influenced by the particular
method of countering gravity gradient which is employed: pointing and gravity gradient
countering must generally be considered in combination.
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Figure 4--5. Direct support candidates.
4.3,1 ACQMI.TION —The first step in pointing is to acquire the rectenna within the
+ 0.7 degree range of the phase sensing system used for pointing error determination.
Since the antenna does not have sufficient rotational freedom to acquire from any arbi-
trary solar collector orientation, it is assumed that the solar collector Is in its proper
attitude. Since the solar collector thus provides a reference, an earth sensor and some
logic are the only additional items needed for acquisition. The azimuth drive can be
used to rotate the antenna until the earth sensor acquires earth. An alternate approach
would be to let the orbital motion bring earth into the view of a nonrotating antenna.
With the earth sensor providin r error signals based on ground-supplied data for azimuth
and elevation for that particular SPS at that time of day, the pointing system will be
operated to null the error signals. An earth sensor at synchronous altitudes typically
has an accuracy potential of 0.05 degree so that even with some installation misalign-
ment and tracking error, the phase sensing system should be well within its nonambigu--
ous range. At thus point the normal tracking mode can be engaged and normal pointing
operation achieved.
4.3.2 STABILITY —Ina dynamic system such as the antenna where the sensors and
the actuators are separated by fle:dble structure, stability should always be a concern.
However, based on such data as is available, there appears to be no unusual stability
problem. The lowest oscillatory mode of the antenna has been calculated to be about
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0. 53 radians per second (12 second period) whereas the first oscillatory mode of the
solar collector has been estimated to be 0.007 radian per second (900 second period)
or slower. Getting the control crossover frequency at the geometric mean of the two
gives a T4control fregftency' s
 of 0.06 radian per second. This is a factor of S.7 below
the antenna's first mode which is favorable for stability since a factor of 5 is commonly
considered adequate. At the same time solar collector bending disturbances are
countered by the open loop gain being up at least a factor of 5.7 which will provide
good apparent stiffness. The crossover of 0.06 radian. corresponds to a 16 second
time constant which coupled with a maximum tracking rate of 1.04 x 10- 4
 degree/sec
gives a dynamic tracking error of only 0.1 are minute even if integral compensation
is not employed. In short, the frequency separation between the structural character-
istics of the antenna and the solar collector shows the capabiUty for good stability and
good tracking performance. However, no data is available on the antenna/tower com-
binatioa and the above conclusion should be reviewed when antenna/tower dynamics
have been investigated.
4.3. a" DIRECT DRIVE -- For the antenna/tower arrangements shown in B, C, and D
of Figure -1--5, the pointing system is essentially brute force positioning of the actuators.
Assuming that the actuator attach points are 500 meters apart, positioning the antenna
to 0.1 are minute corresponds to positioning the actuator to within 1.5 centimeters. It
is not expected that actuator positioning accuracy will be a problem even w1th large
actuators.
The cable arrangement of Figure 4-5A can also be used for direct drive if the upper ex-
tension of the tower is made into the upper two arms of a "Y". This is probably the
simplest of the direct drive approaches since the long actuators with pivots at both ends
are not required. The cable drive could be ei,her with force servos and rate feedback
for stabilization or with position servos with force sensing for follow-up operation to
prevent the cables from pulling against each other to an excessive amount. Experience
has shown that cable systems such as this can be tricky and a detailed evaluation in-
cluding tower stiffness and dynamics should be conducted before seriously considering
them for a baseline.
4.3. s ANGULAR MO'kMINTUilf EXCHANGE -- If the essentially free floating arrange-
ment of Figure 4--5A can be pointed by angular momentum exchange, this would provide
smooth operation without any resupply requirements. Using the madmum rates shown
in Table 3-3
 and allowing 150 meters for the pivot to center of mass offset (moment
of h erVa ?acrease) gives a requirement of 1.15 x 10 6
 \Ten^ton-meter--seconds in azimuth
and 0.84 x 106
 n-m-see in elevation for a total capacity of 2.02 x 10 6 . This much
angular momentum in A1°ICDs sized as the current 0. S m radius unit would require
about 42 metric tons. However, 10 m radius units mounted with their spin, axes paral-
lel to the plane of the antenna would have a mass of 3.4 metric tons.
4.3.5 REACTION CONTROL — Again using the arrangement of Figure 4-5A, pointing
could be provided by reaction control thrusters mounted on the outside edges of the
primary structure so as to provide ma_dmum moment arras. The angular acceierrtious
of Table 3-2 were used to estimate the 30 year Impulse requirement to be I. S x. 108
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Newton-meter-seconds. The 30 year propellant requirement would be 46.3 metric
tons for an 02/H2 system and 1.8 metric tons for a MPD-arc jet system.
4.3.6 NUTATION CONTROL -- Using the angular momentum compensation of
Section 4.2.3 for countering gravity gradient introduces a. tendency of the antenna to
autate as a spinning body with a frequency of the net angular momentum divided by the
inoment of inertia. For a mounting which is unbalanced by 25 meters, the autation
period is 4.7 hours and a configuration with a 100 m offset would have a period of
about 1.2 hours. This oscillation is of sufficiently long period that it can be readily
controlled by the particular pointing technique selected.
4.3.7 MODAL DAMPING -- One• of the concerns with large space structures has been
the possibility of large structural oscillations which could exist for long periods of
time because of poor inherent damping. In order to evaluate the potential severity of
structural oscillation problems, the first three oscillatory modes of the antenna were
simulated along with an active damping system. The simulated structure was dis-
turbed by a step force of 44, 500 Newtons (10, 000 lb) applied to the center of the
antenna. A total of seven runs were made with different damping systems and time
histories from one of the runs are shown in Figure 4--6. There are four actuators
(or groups of actuators): X and Y actuators at nodes 1006 and 1086. The slope time
histories at the top of the figure show the maximum deformation at node 1006 to be
about 0.00'7 degree (0.4 are minute) about the Y axis. The lower traces show the X
and Y actuator torques.
It was found that with actuators mounted at the corner points of the hexagon structure,
all runs could 14e matched very well by;
Torque per Actuator = 33 x 106N T 1.
LS
where; N is the total number of actuators.
T2, is the time in seconds for the transient to damp
to half amplitude.
The above relation assumes the problem to be linear (no actuator saturation) so the
corresponding torque requirements for different sizes of disturbance can be readily
proportioned. Using Figure 4-6 as an example, the time to half amplitude is about 8
seconds. With T i = 8 and N = 4, the torque expression gives a torque per actuator of
about 106 Newtoa meters (8.8 x 10 6 pound-inches) which compares reasonably well
with the peak value of about 8 x 10 6 pound-inches exhibited by the Y actuator. It is
again noted that this need not be all from one piece of hardware but could be the sum-
med capability of any number of actuators acting about the Y axis at the specified
locations.
In view of the result that a large step of force only produced 0.4 arc minute in surface
deformation, active modal damping does not appear to be required. However, this
conclusion should be re-examined if vibration sources such a ^ rotating machinery are
present.
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,l. -i coftr oL SYSTEME  STRTICTURIA , 1=I®DIFICATIONS
Present oancepts for the MPTS aattotma require it to rctato about one or more axes
'With respect to the main struature. Notation is necessary to allotN' the solar collectors
to be diveoted to-va,Td thug sun while the tr=smittingp antenna remains pointed to a axed
gxottud raotenna {see Fi uro 41-7),
 
The joints must provide structural stability and
tasoohanisuts to provide the pauper autanua orientations as moll as a means to transfer
PONYOr-i
Preliutit:ary aual^rsis by NA&S has indicated that the use of slip rings and brushes for
transforring power across a 360-degree continuously rotating joint will be more
efficient and have lass mass than other concepts. Stsuotltiral. and thermal considera-
tions will most likely dotarmine the joint dimensions. Flexible cables are prime can-
didates for use across joints that have limited freedom.
Thera are nuiny options possible for the rotating joint configuration.. An extensive
trade study and design effort is required to optimize the system from the standpoints
of tvansporttttiou, assembly, complexity, and pointing performance, all of which is
outside the scope of this study . This study has assumed a rigid interface where the
antenna attaches to the joint, 1. a. , it accounts 'For aXI tolerance buildups between the
antenna, structure rotating joint interface to the mitemna structure suba ray+ interface.
A potential rotating joint and support structure at the 1IPTS mttenna/SPS interfaoe
aught loot. like Figure 4-8.
Besides the ability to rotate 360-degrees to tvaolc the sun, the ability to point the INIPTS
aattenna at various locations on the earth can be accomplished by linear adjustment
dog►icas (like screw jacks) at either the support tripod to primary space pol,;gon (node)
interface or by making the tipper and lower members in the support boom adjustable to
allow tilting tho rotating pivot joint (see Figure 1-8).
The suppot'L structure that attaches the 1IPTS antenna to the SPS is very similar to the
type of, oonstraction used to build the 1 PTS primary structure. Triangular struts
could bra used For the support tripod. They would be attached to the primary structure
at three of the si-, hard points on the lower surface of the common space polygon.
Where nose triangtaar support beams join together at the rotating joint, they Form a
hextigonal shape with unequal length sides similar to the joint discussed in Section 2.2
For the primary structures diagonal struts (see Figure •1-D).
Pointing control to lip be accomplished by a variety of methods as has been shotln in the
proceeding sections. The 1APTS antenna baseline design can accommodate most of
them very easily. The primary structures spice polygon, where all the struts attach,
is a "hard point." It lauds itself to mounting attitude control thrusters, etc., then to
distribute the load throughout the stiff geodetic structure. Likewise an annular
ummmntum control device (AMCD) such as the one developed For NASA Langley Re-
sanrah Center by Ball brothers Research Corp., and later modified by Sperry Flight
Systems (see Figure <1-10) would fit nicely inside the primary space polygons. The
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shape of the polygon structure being hexagonal provides
sit hard points to attach the magnetic suspension system.
4.5 CONTROL TECHNIQUES MATRIX
Having considered countering gravity gradient and
pointing as somewhat separable problems, this section
will address appropriate combinations of the two. A
summary of the combinations is shown in Table 4-2.
The counterweight technique can be combined with
direct drive, angular momentum exchange, or reaction
control. The large mass of the counten%,eight is a dis-
advantage and more control power will be needed be-
cause of the resulting larger moment of inertia. Al-
though counterweight techniques are not ruled out, they
are not considered prime candidates.
SIDE VIEW
Reaction control for countering the environment is
Figure 4-9. Support struts actually more massive than the counterweight when the
to rotating joint interface. 	 integrated 30 year propellant is considered but may be
somewhat more practical since all of the propellant
figure 4-10. Anuidar momentum control device being tested at
Sporry Flight Systems following modifications.
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Table 4--2. Control techni.clues matri,%.
GRAVITY POINTING TECHNIQUE
GRADIENT
COINTERNi G DIRECT ANGULAR REACTION
TECHNIQUE DRIVE MOMENTUM CONTROL
EXCHANGE
COUNTER GOOD PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL BUT MASSIVEWEIGI3T
REACTION NOT GOOD PERFORMANCE -- IWASSIVE
CONTROL COMPATIBLE 30 YR PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT
LARGE NOT GOOD PERFORMANCE BUT HAS
AMCD COMPATIBLE RIM FABRICATION QUESTION
MECHANICAL GOOD
ACTUATOR PERFORMANCE NOT COMPATIBLE
UNRESOLVED
HARDWARE
MECHANICAL & TONER NO DEFINABLE BENEFIT OVER
CABLE QUESTIONS DIRECT DRIVE
MAGNETIC MASSIVE & HAS OCCULTATION PROBLEM --
RECOMl	 ND NO FURTHER CONSIDERATION
need not be in place before operation of the SPS begins. If resupply is practical, re-
action control may be a better candidate than, the counterwei ght. Direct drive point-
ing is incompatible with this approach, but either angular momentum exchange or re-
action control pointing should perform gLAte well. Angular momentum would provide
the smoother system., but the propellant for reaction control pointing.would probably be
noise level compared to the amount needed to counter gravity gradient.
A large AMCD sized to interact with environmental torques so as to precess at the
rate required for the daily rotation will perform very well with either momentum ex--
change pointing or reaction control pointing. However, this is a questionable candidate
because of possible problems of fabricating a 1.0 Km diameter rim in orbit which is
balanced and which can tape the required spin loads.
The mechanical actuators for both environmental torques and pointing appear to be one
of two most promising approaches. Questions remain, however, about interaction
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and interface with the tower and about suitable laze actuators for 30 years of space
operation.
Using mechanical cable for environmental torques and pointing is the other very pro-
mising approach. Again, tower interactions and interfaces need .further study. Cable
dynamics have caused problems in some past closed loop systems and especially
careful study should be given the dynamics of cable, antenna, and tower interaction
before selecting the cable technique as a baseline system. However, it the dynamics
probleius can be resolved, this approach offers the payoff of maximum simplicity and
miaim,am weight.
4.6 SPECIMCATIOH FOR STRUCTURAL A10 ]IFICATIONS
The specification controlling the structure used to attach the various control devices
and the IMPTS support tripod beams will be the same as for the basic IMPTS structure
(reference App.„idbc).
The sizes of the structural elements will of course vary significantly. But in an effort
to simplify the in-orbit construction task, it would be logical to use the same beam
building method, construction techniques, joints, materials, etc. as acre used in the
construction of the MPTS structure.
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5TASK 5
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
5.1 COEFI FICEMT OF TEERiNAL EXPANSION
Use of composite materials with near-zero coefficient of thermal expansion is critical
to the construction of thermally stable structures. Laminates can be tailored to get*a
theoretical CTE of zero at one.temperature by use of mixtures of fibers, crossplies,
and varying fiber content. Although the mean value of a series of composite parts may
be near zero, the individual parts have CTEs which axe distributed about the mean.
The effects of the statistical distribution of CTE have been found to be more significant
than those of the average value in the achievable flatness for the IMPTS. The more
different materials used in the composite, and the reliance on critical fiber content or
crossply angles to achieve zero CTE may actually increase the variation in CTE of
individual specimens about the mean.
Pseudoisotropic GY--70/X.-30 is an eiample of a graphite/epoxy material with inherently
low coefficient, typically --0.04 p/m/C (-0.02 I Lin. /in. /r ). For the SPS structures, it
can be assumed that a materials development program will yield a more efficient com-
posite than GY-70/X-30. It would have higher E, lower CTE, lower cost, and less
dispersion in composite properties. Since it cannot be used at the anticipated opera-
tional temperatures of the MPTS, it is not recommended. However, it is being used in
similar dimensionally stable space structures, and statistical CTE data is available for
this composite. Its material properties provide a convenient baseline for this study.
Table 5-1 lists the measured CTE for 45 samples of GY-70/X.-30. This data was
accumulated for 10 batches of prepre g fiber. To be more specific, each value should
be associated with a temperature, or be saiO. to represent the average CTE for a parti-
cular temperature range.
In general, the values shown are for moderate temperatures. Actually CTE for graphite/
epoxy is relatively independent of temperature, so lumping the values in the table is
reasonably valid. On the basis of these measurements, the predicted CTE for pseudo-
isotropic GY--70/X-30 is -0.038 p/m/C (--0.021 pin. /in. /F) with a standard deviation of
0.0 72 (0.040).
As stated above, CTE for graphite/epoxy is usually relatively constant with temperature.
We calculated the temperature dependency of CTE for GY-70/X-30 pseudoisotropic
material. The temperature dependent CTE function is-
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CTE(T) =A(T - 70) + B
where: A is a random variable with mean Ka = --2.30E-6 and standard deviation
o-a = -2.52E-4
B is a random variable with mean µ b = -2.29E-29 and standard deviation
(-b
 = 2.71E-2
T is in degrees Fahrenheit, and CTE has units of pin./in./F
Table 5-1. Pseudoisotropic GY-70/-X-30 average
coefficient of thermal expansion.
Lot No.	 ^L/m/C*	 (p. in./in./F)	 Lot. No.	 4/m/C*	 (pi.n./in./F)
6B-90	 -0.103 -0.057 613-90 -0.059 -0.033
-0.077 -0.043 -0.040 -0.022
-0.061 -0.034 -0.027 -0.015
-0.049 -0.027 -0.000 0.000
0.036 0.020 60-37 -0.018 0.010
-0.094 -0.052 5D-2 -0.049 -0.027
0.009 0.005 4B-98 -0.077 -0.043
-0.045 -0.025 5C--48 -0.099 --0.055
-0.005 -0.003 4C-66 -0.144 -0.080
0.018 0.010 -0.108 -0.060
-0.067 -0.037 -0.092 -0.051
-0.121 -0.067 -0.133 -0.074
-0.104 -0.058 -0.083 -0.046
-0.167 -0.093 4C--79 0.041 0.023
0.004 0.002 0.036 0.020
-0.105 -0.060 0.068 0.038
-0.027 -0.015 0.029 0.016
-0.077 -0.043 HEAO 0.173 0.096
0.013 0.007 0.148 0.082
-0.099 -0.055 -0.034 -0.019
-0.050 --0.028 0.050 0.028
-0.040 -0.022 4D-1.7/18 -0.126 -0.070
-0.005 -0.003
*Measurement Accuracy is - 0.02 (± 0.01)
This model adjusts the CTE for temperature, and also incorporates the predicted dis-
tribution as a function of temperature. The variation of mean value of CTE is very
small with temperature, but the distribution broadens as the temperature moves away
from the reference 70F. A 100F temperature change doubles the effective standard
deviation in CTE. This analysis was conducted in English units to be compatible with
the test data. The final result is interpreted in metric units.
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The coefficients A and B were computed from 29 CTL measurements of batch 6B-90
GY-70/1-30 composite for which microstrain vs. temperature data was available.
Figure 5-1 shows straight line segments connecting the data points. The starting
microstrain value is arbitrary since only the slope of the curve has significance. In
Figure 5-2, a best fit (least squares) parabola:
a (T-70.) 2 + b (T-70) + C
was fit to each specimen's data points. In Figure 5-3, only a (T-70 )2
 + b iT-70) wa:3
plotted. This normalizes all the curves to 0 microstrain at 70F. The mean and
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Figure-1. Original test data -- 29 specimens (vL/L versus
temperature for GY-70/1-30).
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Figure-2. Smoothed original data makes use
of best fit quadratics.
standard deviation of a and b were than determined. In Figure 5-4, wa (T-70) 2 T 4b
(T-10) was plotted. This shows the stability of CTE over a moderate temperature
range since the slope is essentially constant. In Figure 5-5, A(T-70) 2
 + B(T-70) was
plotted where A and B were determined by use of ;;a , J_a , u.b , T  and a random number
generator. Twenty-nine cases of random A and B were generated to simulate the dis-
tribution of experimental CTE in Figure 5-3. We believe that use of this model gives
the most accurate estimate of the types and magnitudes of thermally induced distortion
for the MPTS in the operational environment.
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Figure 5-3. The smoothed data is then normalized to 70F.
The coefficient of thermal expansion is then the temperature derivat:. -C of the micro-
strain curves. The mean value of CTE, and the anticipated range of values anticipated
for a large sample at any temperature is illustrated in Figure 5-6.
The microstrain measured in the determination of CTE is small, t ypically less than 10.
The measurement requires the use of a laser interferometer or comlmrison of specimen
length to the length of a calibrated standard. In the latter approach, a laser beam is
deflected by a mirror balanced across the specimen and reference. The former method
is eery accurate, but difficult to use in routine CTE measurement. The latter method
has been used to measure the specimens analyzed in this section. There is consider-
able scatter in the data due to the measurement procedure. The true distribution of
D-c
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m
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T£MPERATURF tF7
Figure 5-4. best fit quadratic for 29 specimens.
CTE can be expected to be less than the measured distribution. This approach, which
was developed to determine average CTE and not necessarily distribution is accurate
for that purpose. Use of a laser interferometer to measure the distribution of a large
sample would be the more accurate method.
There are other considerations, however, which must be taken into account before a
Material is considered to be fully characterized as to thermal stability for use in the
SP5 structures. These include changes in CTE with time, under load, after Lhermmal
cycling, after thermal shock, and if applicable after exposure to moisture and dn?ing
cycles. All of these effects are being investigated.
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Figure 5-5. Example of random microstrain predicted
for 29 additional samples.
5.2 STRENGTH AND MODULUS
A relatively large sample of GY-70/Y-30 specimens, both unidirectional and pseudo-
isotropic, is available for analysis. The objective of the analysis is to determine
the statistical distribution in tensile and compressive strength of the composites and
the elastic modules. ',V -HDBK-5 specifications are then applied to determine "B
Allowable" values for these composites. In this study, the material properties of
GY-70/K-30 are used as typical of the G/E which will probably be available for use
in SPS fabrication. The fiber i t self would be suitable for theIIPTS application —
eicept for cost. The resin system does not meet mm^mum operational tempErature
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CTE = f (C) =	 CTE = f (T) =
-- 4.12 x 10-8
	- 2.29 x 10-3
+4.88x10-8 G	 -2.71x10-8G
- 7.45 x 10 -12 (C - 21.2)	 -- 2.30 x 10-12 Cr - 70)
-8.16x10 -12 (C -21.1) G	 +2.52x10-10 (T-70)G
Where G is a random gaussian variable with zero mean and unity
standard deviation.
T[gure 3-6. Random, temperature dependent model of
CTE for pseudoisotropic GY-70/X-30.
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requirements. Lower cost fibers (e, g. pitch fibers) are becoming available, and
high temperature resin systems are also in use. The statistical properties of these
advanced composites are not eipeoted to be very different from the GY--70/Y-30
baseline composite.
The accumulated strength and modulus data for GY--70/Z-30 is listed in Table 5-2.
In Table 5-3 the mean of the sample, _Z, the sample standard deviation, s, and the
number of specimens in the sample, m, are reported.
Ta order to establish design allovables it is necessary to have data adequate to re-
present the current process capability of a material. Normally, a minimum of 100
individual measurements are required. These data should contain measurements
from at'least 10 production batches or lots from each of a majority of the major pro-
ducers of the material. For materials on which there is little bacitommd, informa-
tion or the scatter in properties is great, more data is required. If possible, data
from more than one test facility should be used.
These test requirements are difficult to meet for graphite/epoxy materials. For
GY--70/5-30, the fiber GY--70 is made by one manufacturer, the resin. Y-30 by another,
and there presently are no alternative sources. The prepreg is made by a third
organization, then the layup and cure by a fourth. Variation in procedure at any
point in the manufacturing process can cause a significant change in the material
properties.
For the manufacture of SPS graphite/epoxy components, many manufacturers will be
involved but also uniform process specifications will be used, and the statistical
distribution of properties will probably be better than that reflected by the data in
Table 5--2.
In the design of aerospace components, the 1 13 Allowable" is a mechaaical-p ro party
value above which at least 90 percent of the entire population of values is expected to
fall with a confidence of 95 percent. That is, the confidence is 95 percent that at
least 90 percent of the entire population would exceed the 'B" values; determined by
x - ks. The coefficient "it" is the one-sided tolerance factor for a normal distribution.
Values for It are computed from noncentral t-distribution for n-=1 degrees of freedom.
A table of k(P, 0.9b, n) is given in MIL-HDBS-5, pages 9-76 to 9--81, 1 September
1971. Using this table, for P = 0.90 ("B" Allowable), the values of k are determined
for Table 5-3. The B allowable, x - ks is then shown for strength and modulus.
Since this method requires that the dist r ibutioa of the variable is normal, ad alterna-
tive method of computing B allowable is given in MIL-HDBX--5, page 9-82, which is
valid for any distribution. The data is rf peated here in Table 5-4.
The measured values are ordered from low to high. The table is entered at the
largest value of n equal to or less than the sample size. The value of the 'r'th
specimen counting from the lowest value is the best estimate for B allowable. The
5-9
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Table 5--2. Strength and modulus of GY-70/X 30.
07/31/76	 STRENGTH AND MODULUS OF GY-79/X-30
	 *^^	 PAGE i
c.n1
0
--------LOT H0.___..__ _- ..
----__--UNIDIRECTIONAL ----------
FTU	 ET	 UT	 FCU	 EG	 UG
6B-90 93.4 46.7 .310 64.9 41.1	 .2713
6B--90 94.8 47.s .300 83.3 45.1
	 .P40
6B- 917 81.7 46.5 .300 81.8 41.2	 .230
6B--90 83.8 47.3 .310 88.6 43.0	 ..^.__
68-90 99.9 46.3 .330 65.1 41.6	 .330
66--98 TAG iENOS
68-90 TAG ENDS ---- _--_ ____ ____ __--	 ----
6B-90 TAG ENDS
6B-900 TAG ENDS ---- -___ _--- ____ ____	 __ _
69-90 TAG ENDS
68-90 TAG ENDS ___- _--- ____ __-- __-_	 _-__
68-90 TAG ENOS __-- __w_ ---- --__ ----	 _ ---
68-90 TAG ENDS __--
69-90 TAG ENDS
6B-90 TAG ENDS
68-90 TAG ENDS
68-90 TAG ENDS
6G-37 96,8 45.8 -_-_ ---- _-_-	 _w__
6C-37 113.2 46.1 ---- -___ ____	 ----
5C-37 84.10 47.8
5€}-2 119.1 46.3 -_-_ _-__ __--	 -___
50-2 228.7 47.9 -___ -___ __-_	 _-__
50-2 114-1 46.5 ---.• _,._., .___	 ____
48-98 SHIPMENT 4 3.46,9 46.7 __-- _-_- ____	 __-_
48-98 SHIPMENT 4 347.7 45.1 ----_ _-__ _---	 ----
48--98 SHIPMENT- 4 143.5 46.0 ---- __w_ ----	 ----
48-98 SHIPMENT 2 141-5 48#2 ----- ____ .,___	 ----
4B-98 SHIPMENT 2 133.3 47.2 ---- ---- -----. _--_
48-98 SHIPMENT 2 97.3 48.2 ---- -__-
46--98 SHIPMENT 1 87.5 47„4 .330 185.6 ----	 ----
4B-98 SHIPMENT 1 -___ _-__ .__.. 114.7 --__	 _0000..
------ ------- ISOTROPIC -------------
FTU 	 ET	 UT	 FGU	 EG	 UG
35.1 15.6 . 3517 36.8 14.2 .3217
26.9 ' 14,3 .3237 33.5 13.7 .270
33.3 14.7 .300 X7.6 1.4.0 .275
32.1 14. 1 - 32(0
31. 4 15.5 9305 -.•..__ _.. __ ____
28.6 15.9 0320 -_.._ 00__00 00_00_
41.8 1 6. 2' .315
32.5 15.5 .320 -	 _00_00 _..__
35.2 15.3 «320
36.7 15.1 .300
34,8  S 4.8 .315
34.8 15. 11 .320
3713 i 6. D .313o
37.8 15.5 .330
326 fl 13..8
32.8 - 14.
3641  i 5.1
3 t r 8 6.1
	
_....^	 ..
37.1] 15.6
37.4 i6.4
732.3` 15.73w.8 15. 6 
50 s ,b i 5.8
43,2 15.9
43.4 16.8
Table 5--2. Strengtli and modulus of GY-70/X 30. (Cont'd)
D7/31/78
	 STRENGTH AND MODULUS OF GY-70/X-30	 PAGE 2
---LOT NO------- _w__--_--__ UNIDIRECTIONAL ---------- ------------- ISOTROPIC -------------
FTU.	 ET	 UT	 FCU	 EC	 UC	 FTU	 ET	 UT	 FCU	 EC	 UC
4B°-98 SHIPMENT 1
48.98 SHIPMENT 1
48 -98 SHIPMENT i
33-BLR
3B-88
38-88
4A-13
4A - 1 3
4A-37
4A-37
4A-37
11 ,
 
4A-48
F`	 [+A  -,^ 8
4A-48
4A-6i
4A-61
4A-61
4A-65
4A-65
4A-65
4A-92
4A-82
4A-a2
4A-87
4A-8Y
4A-87
4B-12
48-12
46--12
4A-99
4A-99
119.7 52 -1
103.2 48.6
96-8 45.0
127.8 43.8
131.0 45.0
83.3 47.0
97.4 x+5.9
70.6 46.9
86.0 47,6
88.5 46.7
82.2 48.9
88,4 48.8
103.5 48.4
101.7 50.0
103.9 45.8
109.5 46.0
121.0 45.2
129.5 44.8
131.8 44.4
148.4 46.6
135.4 48.7
91.4 48.2
1.16.1 49.4
159.6 47.1
130.6 47.7
140.9 47.3
119.4 44.8
119.Q 45.4
---- 9501 ---- ----
-340 i07.9 -_-- ----
. 310 1 i 0. 5 ------ ----
 _--- ---- ----
-_-_ ---- _--- s__-
---- ---- ---- ----
---- __-- --__ --_-
_-__ --__ _--- _-__
-_-- ---_ -_-- _-__
49.9 1E.3
28.4 13.0 .33 0
3 0.8 14.3 .290 -----
3 3.1 14,.1 .320 ---_
44.2 16.3 ----
38.7 1 $,,8
3066 1306
31,2 14.4 ---- ----
27.6 14.5
334,8
	
5.6
35.3 16.9 _..__ ....,._
33.6 15.9 ----
4 3.4 16.2
31.2 14.9 _--_ ----
34. 1 15.2
40.4 1. 15.6
41.0 14.8 ---_ -_--
36.2 13.8
39.03.
42.5 17. 2
41.7 17.9
Table 5--2. Strength and modulus of GY"-70/X-30. (Cont'd)
0 7/31/7 8	 STRENGTH AND MODULUS OF GY-70/X- 30	 PAGE 3
------- LOT h10. -___ - -----------UNIDIRECTIONAL ---------- ------------- I SOT RO^TG-..-________.._
FTU	 ET	 UT	 FGU	 EC	 UC	 FTU	 ET	 UT	 FGU	 EC	 UC
4A-99 200.0 48.7 -__-QC PANELS ---_ ..___ ____ __-_ ___,	 ..-__ 39.8 15.1 - .,_ ^....- __.....	 ..QC PANELS 42.0 6 2
QC PANELS -_ - . __.... ___.. _-_. __..-	 _w__ 33.7 15. 0
QC PANELS _-__ __.._ ____ _..__ - ..._	 _..-_	 31,.9 15.7
QC PANELS 36,6 ffi, 3
QC PANELS 38.7 1,5.2
6A-76 129,.4 5191 .240 ---- __--	 ----	 ---_ _-
&A-76 103.T 53.7 .295
6A-76 113.1) 51.4 .270 ------ ----	 ----	 ----
r3C-4$ 155.1 5 0i 5 ------ _w-_ ..___	 ____ 42.6 17. Ecn 5C-48 145.3 52.9 __-- _--- -- -_	 --__ 4$. 1 17.1
5C-48 155.1 5fl.2 ---_ _--- ----	 ----
58--63 --w.. __.._ _-w- _--__ »___	 _..__ 38.5 16.2 .32(1 --_- -. --	 -.._-
53-63 __-_ ____ _..._ __.._ _.. »_	 .,..__ 38.0 x.4.3 370 -.	 .. -^__..	 _,.....
58--63 _--- -__- _-_- __- , __-..	 _-__ 40.8 i5.3 . 254
5B-63 ----- _- -_ ____ _w__ ___..	 __.» _	 38.7 :0.2 .370
58- 63 40 0-8 14.8 .275
56-63 36.4 15.4 .303
PANEL H--4 11.3.1 51.5 .270 __.»_
PA NEL M-4 105.4 45.2 .2i 0 ---- _---	 _-__
PANEL H-4 122.6 51.1 ---- ---- -----	 ----
20-51 131, 0 4590 .280 ---- -----	 ---..---
20-51 127.8 45.0 .x'.50
20--51 96.8 43.8 .310 -___ ----	 ----
4C-66 ----- --.._ _.._.. 106,5 45.11	 -_-_ 36.3 15.11	 -----
40-66 ---- ---- ---- 104 * 4 46.5 -_-- __-_ ---- 35.6 14.9	 -^......
4C-66 ---- ----- ---- 10540 484	 -----	 ---- ------ --_- 34.1 14.7	 --_--_
4C -66 ____ ___» ___.. 8795 49.0	 -..__ ____ _-__ -___ 38.8 164.9	 ----
4C-56 ----w __-- ---- 95.8 4605 34.4 13..8
4C-65 __.._ .._-- ----- 9742 46.7	 -.._.. ---- ----- --__ 34.2 13.7	 ----
Table 5--2. Strength and modulus of GY--70/X 30. (Cant°d)
07/31/78	 STRENGTH AND MODULUS Of GY- 70/X-3A	 PAGE 4
-------Lc)T NO.------ ------------UNIDIRECTIONAL----------
	
--
FTU	 ET	 UT	 FGU EC	 UG FTU ET UT	 FCU EG UG
40•-66 _-__	 __--	
_-__ 102.3 ____	 --__ 33.5 13.5 --__
40-56 ----	 --__	 ____	 97.9 _---	 _-__ --___ .._.._ ..___	 340 ____ _y__
4C•-66 ----	 ----	 ----- 201.6 --__
	 _-_- ----
_ ._._
_-__	 35.1 14«6 ----
4C-56 -_-_	 ___-	
---- 134.0 ----	 --__ ---- __-_ ____	 4463 14.0 -_--
4C-66 -_-_	 -___	 -_-..	 96.1 ----	 ---- _-_- - __ -^-_-	 33„2 14.8 ._.._
4C-66 -----	 -.., _
	 ----	 87.6 ----	 ---_ --__ _...»_
___--	 34.3 14.0 ----
4C-79 ----	 -----	 ---_	 ---- 42 * 0	 ---- _---- ---- --_--	 31.0 12.0 -----
40-79 -__--	 __--_	 _---_	 90.9 44.0 39.0 14.0 _---
4 C-79 --__	 __ __	 __-_ 10949 41.5	 ---- ____ ____ ____	 38.9 12 ,, 5 -*--..
4C-79 ----	 ----	 -..__ 104.8 43.5	 -__- -..»,. ____ ----	 3844 23.0
to	 4C-79 -----	 --_.._	 ___- 108.4 42- 13	 -__-- _---- _,_ . --__	 37.8 13.6 ----	 O4C-79 __--	
----	 ----- 1Q8.4 A2.0 .._-_ ---_ _ ____ -..__	 34a7 13.7 _._.. ^
__-- _-.._	 »___ 41.4 15.6 ----	 34.8 14.0 ---- ho ^
40 .-18 ----	 __--	 _-__	 ____ ____	 ____ 41.5 15.2 ____	 -__-
40-18 ----	 -....._	 _--_	 ____ _..__	 ___-- 42.6 15.14D-49 ----	 ---_	 ____	 -___ ----	 ___- 48.9 17..0 ----	 32.3 14.0
40 -40 ....-.-	 __..»	 ___..	 ____ -..__	 _-__ 47.6 15.6
44.8 16.E ----
4D- 1.8/19/44 ---_-	 ----	 ---_	 -»--__ --_....	 ___- 33.5 16.4
_-_-	 35.0
35.fl 13.0  *`^ -^ C
40-18/19/4fl --_-
	 ----	 ..___
	 __--^ ___-	 ---- 40.7 17.0 -----
40-18/19/44 __--	 ___-	 ___..	 ____ _-.._	 _-__ 40. 0 1 6. 0 ----
	 --- :..
40--36/37 ----	 -_--	 ----	 _-_- _-__	 --__ 47.3 x.6.7 --.._	 36.6 13.6 ---_
40-36/37 ----	 -----	 ----	 ---- ----	 --- 42-2 15.3 ---__	 ---- _---4D-36/37 ----	 -----	 ----	 ---- ----	 ..__- 47.51 15.7 _-_-	 ----
4D-38/39 ----	 »----	 ----_	 ---- ----- 46.7 15.4 32.5 13.4
40-38/39 _-._
	 ----
	 ----	 -___ ---__
	
__.._ 43.4 15.5 .._....	 ---_
40-38/3 9 47.6 16.8 -_--
	 ---- __-_
...._..
4D-36 TO -39 _----	 ----	 -----	 -.-__ __.._	 ____ 47.1 17.7 _--_	 40.7 13.7 ----
4D-36 TO -39 ----	 - ---	 »--_-
	
---.-- __-- 37.7 14.
40-36 TO -39 ----	 _--_	 .,__-	 ____ ----	 ---- 45.7 16.2
4D-41/42/43 -_..M	 -----
	 ---_	
.-_..
___-	 __-_ 43.8 15.0 --_-	 33.5 14.9 -_-..
Table 5--2. Strength and modulus of GY--70/X 30. (Cont'd)
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--------LOT PLO.-----_
------- - UNIDIRECTIONAL ---------- _----. -- ---.._TSOTFtOPTC- __^..^...___..
Fru	 ET	 UT	 FGU EC	 UG	 FTU	 ET	 UT	 FGU	 EC	 UG
40-41/42/43
	
----	
_-__	 ....__ __.._	 --__--	 w_-_	 40 * 7 ib.2
4D-411/42143
	
_ _..	
..___	 .-__ - _-	 -___	 ---_	 46, S 16.2	 -_--	 ---	 ----	 _.....
40-44/45	 _-__	 _-__	 ..___ ____	 ____	 __.-_	 42.7 Ib. i	 -----	 35.4	 14.8	 ----
4D-4+/45	 -_-_	 ----__	 -__» __-_	 --_--	 -----	 38.9 17.4	 --_--	 -----	 -----	 ____
4D-44/45	 ----.	 __ »_	 ____ _--.._	 _-__	 --_-..	 45.1
y
6
.
16,
kD-41 TO Ifs	 --_-	 _---	 ----- _--_	 ----	 -_--	 41.0 .f1 &^	 -" '__	 36.2	 15.9	 -
40-41 TO 45 44s2 15. 6 	---_	 __--
40-41 T O 45	 _-__	 ___..	 __-_ ___-	 __--	 __-_	 47.4 17.1	 -----	 _--_	 --	 __-_
40-94	 ----	 __--	 ---_ __--	 _--_	 .-w__	 22.8 ^ 4.4
cn 4C-94 29.1 15.5	 -----	 -^----	 --	 _ _ __
4C-94 29.9 i 5.2
50-9140-91 38.8 16x4
50-9140-91
	 ----	 -----
	
----- ----	 ----	 ------
	 3997 14.8
3947 15.4
4E-17
	
----	
_---
	 ----- ----	 ------	 ----	 3E,.2 15,.1_.._-
4E -17	 -----	 -----
	
---- -----
	
----	 -----	 43.9 15.3-----
4E-17	 -----	 __-_	 ....__ --__-	 __----	 ----	 42.2 15.9
4C-94/4D--91/4E-17	 ------	 ----	 ----- ----	 -----	 ----
	 30.5 15.9 ..__-
4C-94/4D-91/4E-17	 ----	 ----	 ---- ---w-	 -__-	 _-_-	 29.2
4C-94/40-91/4E-17
	
----	 __.._	 ---- -----
	 --_-	 ----	 27; 8
TAG END SPEC.
	
-__-	 ____
	 _--- ----	 ----	 ___-	 41.9
TAG ENE} SPEC.	 -----	 --- -	 ---- ----	 -----	 ----	 hi 4 3 ----
TAG END SPEC.
	
- _--	 -----	
__-_ -___	 ..___	 -..__	 37.2
TAG END
	
SPEC.	 -.._..	 _---	 -.,__ --__	 -----	 ----	 41.4' 16.4
TAG END SPEC.	 -----	 -----	 ---- -----
	
-----	 ----	 4 2. 1 16,9
TAG ENO SPEC.	 -----
	
-----
	 ---- -----
	
-----	 ----	 39.1 16. 0 	-----	 ----	 _..._
54-73	 ------•--	 ----
	
----- -----	 ------	 -----
	 36.0 14. i
5A-73 ---	 31.2 1448
	
----	 _--._	 -^-__	 ----__
5A-73 	 _--	 _- __	 ____ ____	 ____	 __--	 36„2 17.E__---
5A-73 39.5 15.7
	
-----	
----	 -----	 ---_
5A-73 36.0 15*5
Table 5-•2. Strength and modulus of GY-70/X-30. (ConcIld)
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------- LOT NO ------- ----------- UNIDIRECTIONAL ---------- _---__-_--w-r_TSOTROPIG-------------
FTU	 ET	 UT	 l=CU	 EC	 UC	 FTU	 ET	 UT ' FCU	 EC	 UC
5A--73 .._.._ __.._	 ._.,-..
5A--16
5A-16
5A-16
4E-46
4E- 46
4E-45 __--
TA6 ENDS HEAD
TAG ENDS HEAD
u,	 TAG ENDS HEA3
^.,	 TAG ENDS HEAD ----- -_--	 _-__
TAG ENDS HEAD
TAG ENDS HEAD ---- ----	 _-__
4U-17/i 8 107.2 49.8	 ----
4D-t7/18 111.9 50.6	 .._--
40-17/i 8 109.1 5D.2
4D-88 136.4 48.0
4D-88 1.34.:.2 48.8	 ----
4D-88 143.1 48.5
C8-416 71.2 47.7	 ----
C8-416 87.7 47.3	 ----
C8-416 81.5 44 * 9	 ----
C8-362 91.6 44.8	 --_-C8--362 87.3 45.2	 ----
C8-352 87.9 45.4	 -----
C8-427. 83.4 44.0	 ----C8 •-427 79,8 41.2	 ----
C8-427 77.9 43.5	 ----_
__.._	
____	
.,......	 3306
----	 ----	 ----	 350.1
__r_	 _---	 ----_	 34* Z
29.9 -^_.._	 _.._..	 ....	 ....__	 _-.._
_r
-_	 _ -^_-	 ----	 37:7 ----	 ----	 _-
-___
	
___-	 _---	 Z 9:9 r___	 ____	 .._r-
26.6 17.5
----	 ----	 ----
	 3005 17. 0 	 ----	 - ---	 -_--	 __„_
-_r_	 -_r-	 ____	 24.8 16 *5
42,1 1, 6.8	 ---	 -_-_
-__r	 r_--	 _-__	 44.1 17.2
____	 _-__	 ----	 41, 6, 17.0
361.1 15.3
38.6 ib. q
____	 ----	 ____ ..__-	 __	 __r_
C
40a7
_.._r
	
__-_	 ----_
___-	 - ---	 _---
----
	
____	 __-_
15.1
--	 _--_
Table G-3. Statistical properties of strength and modulus of GY-70/X-30,
------- LOT N U .__.-_-- ----------- UNIDIRECTIONAL----------	 w-__ ISOTROPIC -------------
FTU ET UT FGU EC	 UC FTIJ ET UT FCU EC
	
UG
AVERAGE VALUE,, x 110.3 47.3 .291 97.2 44.il	 .293 37.8 3.5.7 .320 35,.2 14.0	 .287
STANDARO DEVIATION s 22.53 2.39 .036 12.76 2.56	 .052 5.85 098 .023 2,34 .89	 .029
NUMBER OF SAMPLES, n 74 74 16 27 0	 4 128 111 24 30 29	 3
TOLERANCE FACTOR,k 1,572 1.572 1,811 2,002 1,496 1.506 1,777 1,788
H ALLOWABLE 1 74.9 43,5 74.1 38.9 29.0 19,2 31,0 12,4
B ALLOWABLE 2 77,9 43,8 N/A N/A 28.4 14,1 30.9 12,0
1, NORMAL DISTRIBUTION, x` - ks
2, DISTRIBUTION UNKNOWN, RANK METHOD
ILw
i
Table 5-4. Ranks, r, of observations, a, for an unknova distribution
having the probability and confidence of A and B values.
'	 B Basis B Basis B Basis
n r n r n r
29 1 321 24 1259 110
46 2 345 26 1376 120
61 3 363 28 1483 130
76 4 391 30 1590 140
S9 5 413 32 1696 ISO
103 6 436 34 1803 160
116 7 459 36 1909 170
129 8 481 38 2015 180
142 9 504 40 2120 ...190
1S4 10 560 45 2230 200
167 11 615 So 2330 210
179 12 671 55 2430 220
191 13 726 60 2530 230
203 14 781 65 2630 240
21S 15 836 70 2730 250
227 16 890 75 2830 260
239 17 945 8o 2930 270
251 is 999 85 3000 277
263 19 1053 90
275 20 1307 95
298 22 1161 100
agreement is reasonably good between the two approaches. The latter approach is
probably more valid because the sample sizes have not been large enough to get good
approximation to a normal distribution.
5.3 SHORT TERM DIMENSIONAL STABILITY (UNDER TRANSIENT THERMAL
CONDITIONS)
As part of on-going programs for the shuttle Remote Maneuvering System (RMS) arms
and the Thematic Mapper, Convair has recommended optical/laser interferometric
measurement techniques for evaluating dimensional stability of components. These
same techniques, with only minor adaptation for size and, perhaps, remote operation,
are applicable to this study.
5.3.1 RMS ARMS —Thermal expansion tests are performed to determine the coef-
ficient of thermal expansion along the length of the test specimens. Both Arm Boom
Test Composite assemblies that completed thermal vacuum tests are subjected to
Thermal Expansion tests as follows:
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I. The Lower Arm Boom Test composite is fitted with 3/8 inch aluminum adapter
flanges with provisions for m%.anting mirrors to each flange. Both optical
mirrors are spring loaded to the respective aluminum end flanges. The front
mirror has two 3/8 inch diameter holes through which the laser beams pass to
reach the rear mirror. The distance between the mirrors is monitored by the
built-in sensor of the Hewlett-Packard Model 5526A Laser Dilatometer system
capable of measuring changes in the test specimen length within + 1 x 10 6
 inches.
2. The test specimen assembly is installed in a test setup similar to that shown in
Figure 5-7 with the test specimen suspended inside the environmental chamber
by means of a vibration isolating suspension system.
3. The pressure of the vacuum, chamber is reduced to 1 x 10- 6
 torr and maintained
during thermal expansion testing.
4. The test specimen is cycled through a sequence of;
-- 1 hour @ 75F
--- Increase to +232F; stabilize 1 hour
--a Decrease to --24OF; stabilize 1 hour
— Return to 75F; stabilize 1 hour.
At each temperature level measure and record the length of the test specimen.
LN 2 COLD WALL	 STRAIN/VIBRATION
FOR -240F	 ISOLATING SUSPENSION
TEiUiP	 ^ VACUUM GAGE
RECORD
WINDOW
]=BONY MIRROR
fSPRING CLAMP---3/8" END FLANGE
LASER/SENSOR UNIT	 A	 ^r	
REAR MIR
VACUUM CHAMBER
1 x i0-6 TQRR
/TEST SPECIMEN - LOWER OR UPPER ARM
WRAPPED WITH HEATER TAPE FOR =232F
Figure 5-7. RATS; typical thermal expansion test setup.
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5. Calculate and record the change in the length of the test specimen from its
length at 175E and the specimen length at the three temperatures of ,232F,
-100F, and --240F. This cal'., data is used to calculate the coefficient of thermal
expansion. The following formula is used to determine the coefficient of
thermal ezpansion.
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion = T in. /in. /F
L = Length of test specimen at 75F (inches).
AL = Change in length of specimen at +232F, --100F and --240F.
AT = Change in test specimen temperature from 75F.
5.3.2 THEMATIC MAPPER — A similar procedure, with a test setup adapted to the
different configuration of the mapper, is used, as follows:
1. Install two mirrors on the test specimen at points A and B, as shown is Figures
5-8 and 5--9, by use of spring clamps. The mirrors are used to measure longi-
tudinal thermal expansion of the test specimen. The distance between the
mirrors is monitored by the built-in sensor of a Hewlett--Packard Model 5526A
laser dilatometer.
NOTES: (1) Mirror locations at the scanner mirror
mount (A) and the optic bulkhead (B).
(2) Accelerometer locations are at positions
1 through 6.
(3) Accelerometer No. 3 to be centrally located
an the bulkhead along the Y axis.
k11PDATffth1 tQl11 A'rWrl C11CnOXICIAKIC
Figure 5-8. Thematic Mapper; thermal expansion test setup.
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A - LASER SYSTEM
REAR MIRROR
LASER
B - LASER SYSTEM
FRONT MIRROR
SPRING CLAMP	
W/I}OUSLE HOLE	 L
SECONDARY W',ROR MOUNT
	
BULKHEAD
TEST CHAMBER
MEASURED DISTANCE
	
WALL
Figure 5--9. Laser measurement of thermal expansion.
2. The test specimen is installed in a test setup similar to that shown in Figure
5-8. The test specimen, is suspended in a tem' perature--vacuum ^ba.mber by
means of vibration isolating suspensions. An aluminum ring is attached to the
forward end of the support cone to simulate the thermal expansion constraint
of the mounting ring.
3. Cycle the test specimen temperature ten times in the following sequence. This
temperature cycling is to stabilize the thermal expansion of the test specimen:
a. Room ambient
b. +165F
c. +5F
d. Room. ambient
A. Decrease the chamber pressure to 10 microtorr and maintain it during thermal
expansion testing.
5. Perform the daily schedule of temperature cycling and measurement as specified
in Figure 5-10. After each temperature change, allow the test specimen to
temperature stabilize for two hours before each measurement. Measure the
test specimen with the dilatometer as shown in Figure 5 -Q a Record the results.
6. After the completion of the temperature test of step (4), allow the chamber
pressure and temperature to return to room ambient conditions.
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180
	
160.	 ° -- +165P	
;~NOTES; (1) P - 2 hour minimum period
(2) ,ri - Dilatometer test measurements
	
140	 +	 I	
(31 initial & final temperatures are
room ambient.
120
100
	
80	 V	 83F	 V
!	 1
601
 \	 ^ Y	 !	 ^	 1	 I` T72Fr 	r I
	
40.
	
f	 !	 f	 4	 ! -- - 50i-	 f
	
1	 1	 i	 f	 1	 1	 1
	
20	
L--- =; — 4 +5F
	 ! I
	 i I
	 I	 i	 1
P	 P
	
P	 P	 P	 P --^
TIME
Figure 5-10. Temperature cycling schedule.
5. 4 LONG TERM DIMENSIONAL STABILITY (UNDER STEADY LOAD CONDITIONS
Experiments are currently underway at General Dynamics/Convair to measure the
long term dimensional stability of graphite/epoxy laminates under tension loading.
Long specimens (60 inches) of 8-ply GY-70/X-30 pseudoisotropic laminates are being
loaded at about 25 and 5001c of ultimate tension load. Measurements of the relative
motion of two points, 36 inches apart, in a uniform stress field is obtained using dial
gages. A spacer of ultra low expansion (ULE) glass provides a means of obtaining
these measurements. These tests are being conducted under controlled conditions of
temperature and humidity, so that these factors have no influence of the behavior of
the test specimens. Unloaded control specimens serve to identify any environmentally-
induced behavior that might occur.
The purpose of these tests is to determinelong term creep characteristics over a
period of several months, limits of such creep behavior, permanent set, if any, and
time required to stabi'_ize after removal of load.
Additional creep tests that are indicated include compression, bending and shear load
conditions to evaluate the influence of stress state on: the long tc r - i dimensional
stability of graphite/epoxy material.
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TASK 4
TECHNOLOGY PLAN
This study has indicated several areas in which technology developments are required
in order to support a 1987 new start commitment for the SPS. A 3-- to 4--year program
is indicated (see Figure 6-1). As a follow-on to these developments, or, at least
after some basics have been established, a further set of areas relating to on-orbit
operations can be projected. Typically, these include (Figure 6--1):
SCHEDULE
MAJOR EVENTS & ACTIVITIES 1978 1979 19'0 1981 1982}198 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
PROGRAM OVERVIEW: j-10/78	 '
PREFERRED CONCEPT(S) SELECTION
5/791 }
	
PRELIMINARY
o1	 UPElATED 11/80
FINAL 6/80
fPROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS +^
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY AREAS STUDIES
(SUMMARY) MATERIALS/COMPONENT DEVELOPMEN
GROUND TESTS
FLIGHT TESTS
r10/82 10/8^
	
10/86 r-NEW
1PROGRAM COMMITMENT 1 1	 1^^V START
.	 1	 ..400GRA l	 VI	 f	 10/87PROGRAM A SESSMENT 	 PROGRAM REVI EW­"'
FLATNESS STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS:
...,	 & REDIRECTION	 & DETAIL PLAN	
!
DYNAMICS STUDY
MATERIALS/PROCESSES
4	 -	 I
DEVELOPMENT t
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
!
^+•^•.
^.I...RZERO-TOLERANCE JOINTS
i
1000N BEAM DEVELOPMENT
'^'^"^'r"j"" DESIGN & FAB COMPLETE
PROOF OF CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION ;	 {	 PRELIMINARY DEMOS CONIF LETE
ARTICLE f1	 fl
SPS DEVELOPMENT: NOTE.	 THESE ITEMS ARE NOT DICTATED BY
RESULTS OF THE MPTS FLATNESS STUDY 0 {
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES ^^^:.•.+..+^ I
& SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SURFACE FIGURE/CRITICAL DIMENSION+
MEASUREMENT STUDY
AUTONOMOUS SENSING & TOLERANCE Y
CORRECTION SYSTEM STUDY l i
Fie re 6--1. Overall technology development schedule.
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* Orbital assembly techniques and support equipment.
* Surface figure/critical dimension measurement.
Autonomous sans= ig and tolerance correction.
These are not considered to be within the scope of the present discussion.
6.1 TECHNOLOGY AREAS
6.1.1 DYNAMICS/COIVTR0L TECHNIQUES -- The influence of gravity gradient on
antenna control has been found to be une%pectedly severe because of the great dis-
tance from the antenna to the SPS center of mass. As a result, the control problems
changed from that of a conventional space attitude control system for a freely floating
body to one where gravity gradient accommodation was the principal concern. Since
the techniques other than direct support carry severe mass penalties, direct support
should be evaluated in more detail. Whereas this study concentrated on the antenna
itself, an early study is required which considers the mounting of the antenga and the
tower as a single problem. Lower dynamics large actuators, cable systems, and
combined geometry need to be considered in greater detail to assure that direct sup-
port of gravity gradient forces and direct drive for pciating are indeed low-risk
solutions.
6.1.2 MATERIALS Material development to achieve a near zero coefficient of
thermal e-Npansion with a very Leigh modulus of elasticity (E). While Convair has
achieved CTE in the 0.04 x 10- 6
 cm/cm/C range with isotropic GY-70/Z-30, the E
is only 11, 2 s lo g l`i/m2 . Techniques to achieve the same low CTE with an E of 21
to 23 Z 10c' N/m2 should be investigated.
6.1.3 STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY Although the 1+IPTS antenna structure could
be manufactured using current technology, additional techno?ogy developments should
be directed to improved efficiencies in both the construction ^nd operation of the
system.
The 7IPTS antenna structure wil' require additional studies and further advancement
in space manufacturing of large beams, thermal coatings that maintain, their stability
over 30 years, assembly and service techniques for the 1verall structure, and im-
proved ground analytical techniques and methods for simulating static and dynamic
properties of large structures in space.
Specific items requiring attention are:
r Zero-Tolerance Joints
9 1000 Newton (Low Force) Beams
6.1.4 PROOF OF CONCEPT (POC) DEI4IONSTRATION MODEL —A POC model is
required to combine technology developments and SPS/MPTS structural concepts. it
then serves as a test bed and demonstration article for dynamic response,
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environmental testing, materials, fabrication process proofing, and member instal -C2
 and handling.
6.2 DETAILED TECHNOLOGY PLANS
6.2.1 DYNATMCS/CONTROL TECHNIQUES —This study has found that gravity
gradient acting on the TVIPTS antenna creates an environmental torque which requires
massive techniques for countering unless direct mechanical support is used for the
antenna. By designing the antenna and support structure such that the center of mass
of the combination is on the principal long axis of the solar collector, the gravity
gradient torque, is taken up in the mechanical support and not transmitted to the solar
collector. The first bending frequencies of the antenna, and the solar collector are
sufficiently separated frequencywise that no unusual bending/control system inter-
action problems should exist if the antenna support structure is considered to be rigid.
However, the support will not be infinitely rigid and it is unknown what constitutes
sufficient rigidity or whether any unreasonable penalties arise from achieving that
rigidity. The support stiffness requirements cannot be based on linear considerations
entirely since the excitation of bending modes by breakout friction is a potentially
major problem in achieving sufficiently accurate pointing.
Three candidate direct support/direct drive configurations are defined as follows
(see Figure 6--2):
MBAL/PIVOT
TWO ACTUATORS,
PIVOTED BOTH ENDS
360° GIMBAL/
ACTUATOR	
A^ PAGE[
0 
'1 
'R QU AI,IT`^
0
(1) GIMBAL SYSTEM
FORCE SERVOS
	 FORCE SERVOS& CABLES
	 & LINEAR
ACTUATORS
360 0
 CLOCK 3600 CLOCK
IX ORIVE	 DRIVE
SOLAR	 SOLAR
COLLECTOR I	 COLLECTOR
(2) CABLE `})RIVE SYSTEM
	 (3) LINEAR ACTUATOR DRIVE SYSTEM
Figure 6--2. Candidate systems for direct support/
direct drive.
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1. Gimbaled a conventional gimbal arrangement with the antenna supported
along the x-axis with limited freedom of rotation. The half-ring gimbal is
supported at the base by an unlimited Y rotation actuator. All actuators are
of the rotary type with flex leads transmitting the pourer across the elevation
actuator bearings and brushes or slip rings for the azirai;h drive.
2. Cable Drive — The antenna is pivoted on a single ceatra.l ball with three cables
for positioning the antenna in two limited degrees of freedom. The support is
a single dog-leaved tower with a clock drive at the base. Power is transmitted
across the ball via flex leads. Brushes or slip rungs are used in the clock
drive.
3. Linear Actuator — the antenna is pivoted on a single central ball with two linear
actuators used fox positioning the antenna in two limited degrees of freedom.
The dog leg tower and the clock drive at the base are the same as for the cable
drive concept.
The basic objective of the effort is to determine the feasibility of constructing MPTS
antenna support structures which could provide a suitable base for direct mechanical
pointing of the antenna to 1.4 are minutes with non--idealized actuators.
Task 1.: Parametric Stiffness Analysis
Perform design studies to identify design techniques and weight penalties for achieving
varying degrees of st;ifness lu each of the three candidate antenna support configura.--
tic,ns. The studies will incJnde two or more techniques of tying the antenna support
'nto the solar collector and the corresponding stiffness and weight characteristics.
Task 2: Paaa.metric Pointing Analysis
Perform dynamic studie[ to identify the relative merits of the three candidate pointing
techniques as to their pointing potential. Factors to be considered include estimated
friction differences., actuator to antenna stiffness, actuator attachment local stiffness
and solar collector stiffness.
Task 3: Pointing Simulation
Based on the results of Tasks 1 and 2, select and refine a point design for more de--
tailed evaluation. Perform computer simulation to establish pointing accuracy
potential at various levels of pivot and actuator frictions. Simulation will include as
a minimum support structural dynamics, estimated solar collector structural
dynamics, actuator dynamics, and all identifiable friction sources.
Task y : Requirements Definition
Establish required m i ni mum allowable friction levels to achieve I.4 arc minutes
pointing of the antenna as a rigid body. Conduct studies and surveys to establish
G-s
the feasibility of achieving the required friction levels. Establish antenna support
structure stiffness requirements and the attendant weight penalties, if any.
The feasibility, or lacy thereof, of accurately pointing the I VIPTS antenna by simple
direct drive techniques should be established during Calendar 1979 (Figure 6-3).
Should additional resolution of the issue be required, there will then be time prior to
1987 to consider alternate approaches such as active damping of the support structure.
ACTIVITY/EVENT
SCHEDULE (MONTHS)
HOURS
1 2 3 4 5	 1 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TASK 1: PARAMETRIC
STIFFNESS
480
ANALYSIS
TASK 2: PARAMETRIC
POINTING
480
ANALYSIS
TASK 3: POINTING 640
SIMULATION
TASK 4: REQUIREMENTS 320
DEFINITION j
TOTAL 1,920 HR
Figure G-3. Dynamics study summary schedule.
6.2.2 MATERIAL AND PROCESS SELECTION -- Large quantities of high-tempera-
ture graphite composites are required aor the fabrication of TVTPTS structures. We
know the operational environment, and required service life. The building of large
structural elements will occur probably in LEO, and handling loads are predictable
for the transport and assembly into the completed structure at GEO. Pitch fiber/
polyimide composites, either thermoplastic or thermosetting, are prime candidates
for this application, however, there are many options within these general categories
as yell as replacement matrices which could be developed to better meet the MPTS
requirements,
The selection of the process is inseparable from the formulation of the fiber/matri.^
composite. For a semi- to fully-automated process for manufacture of structural
elements in space, process control should ensure that material properties of the
completed parts are within tolerance. Combination of fiber and matrix-, if accomp-
lished in orbit, should not result in unusable by--products. The cure and/or forming
operations should not generate waste, either as a by-product or in unsatisfactory
structural elements. Automated process control is required to monitor the produc--
t'an, detect out-of--tolerance conditions and take corrective action without astronaut
participation.
Figure 6-4 summarizes the approach to materials/process/fabrication analysis.
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EANDOWN
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Figure 6--4. Material and process analysis study flow.
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The objectives of the first phase of this program are to determine the options of pro-
cesses and materials that can be applied to the IIPTS structure fabrication, the
general performance of each option in terms of cost, energy requirement, availability,
material properties, etc., and then selection of the best candidate systems for a
detailed comparison study.
The second phase is a laboratory program of development and testing of processes
and material options with the objective of selecting the prime candidate system. This
program will include planning of proof-of-concept shuttle experiments.
The final phase will include pilot-plant production of materials, and simulated and in--
space fabrication of major components of the MPTS structure.
Program schedule is shown in Figure 6-5.
ACTIVITY/EVENT SCHEDULE (YEARS) TOURS1 3
PHASE is STRUC, DESIGN
TASK 1: CHARACTERIZE SPS
STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS
STRESS
1,920
	 DYNAMICS
THERMAL
TASK 2: DERIVE MATERIAL
REQUIREMENTS
STRUC DESIGN
1,920
	 MATERIALS
SUPPORT(3,840)
PHASE II: PROCESSES
ANALYSIS
61720	 STRUC. DESIGNMATERIALS
Mr=G DEV.
PHASE III- PROOF OF CONCEPT MFG RES,
TASK 1: MODEL DESIGN 2,400
TASK 2; SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
DESIGN & FABRICATION
4,320
TASK 3; MODEL FABRICATION 3,360
TASK 4; MODEL ASSEMBLY
& OPERATION ^ 4,320I	 (14,400)i
TOTAL
t
24,960 HR
Figure 6-5. Materials/processes development schedule.
6. 2. 3 MATERIAL PROPERTIES -- Pitch fiber is a good candidate for SPS structure
fabrication 'because of its potential, savings in cost and energy over conventional poly-
acrylonitrile (PAN) fiber. Currentiy it lacks availability and duality has not been
consistent. It should be available in larger quantities and with more uniform pro-
perties within a year.
Pol.yimi.de matrix systems are usually recommended for applications requiring eleva-
ted operating temperatures. Polyimides may alleviate the high temperature problems,
but introduce others. Graphite/polyimide composites require special care in fabri-
cation to get repeatable composite properties. They are susceptible to voids and
del.amination, and uncertainty in their thermal stability.
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Very little material property data is available for this fiber/resin system. The
objective of this task is to characterize a representative pitch fiber/polyimide com-
posite for potential application to the 1=S support structures.
A test flow diagram is shown in Figure 6-6. Prepreg material is assumed to be
available from one or more suppliers. Prepreg material is evaluated for percent
resin solids, resin flow, percent volatiles and hardness time/temperature. An in
fra.red scan is made of one extracted matrix sample from. each batch to ensure that
no chemical change has been made in the resin system. Visual inspection of quality,
such as fiber strightness, gaps, lamina thickness and irregularities is made.
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FABRICATE TEST SPECIMENS
c UNIDIRECTIONAL LAMINA
. PSEUDOISOTROPIC
LAMINATE
THERMAL
CYCLE
10 TIMES
TEST
• TnSION
- LONGITUDINAL
-TRANSVERSE
a COMPRESSION
- LONGITUDINAL
-TRANSVERSE
r COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL
EXPANSION
- LONGITUDINAL
-TRANSVERSE
4 SHEAR
• MICROYIELD
PREPREG CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
s VISUAL INSPECTION
. RESIN SOLIDS
* RESIN FLOW
VOLATILES
• PROCESS GEL
• INFRARED ANALYSIS
- LONGITUDINAL
a THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
- LONGI 7 UDINAL
-TRANSVERSE
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVI
• CREEP
DOCUMENT, PREDICTION &
CORRELATION OF RESULTS
Figure 6-6. Test flow diagram.
For the destructive FTU and FCU tests, a minimum of 6 specimens is recommendedfor each test condition and for each batch of material tested. Measurement of CTE
would benefit from a larger sample, e.g. 12 specimens for each test condition. A
group of samples could be used to determine the CTE over the operational range,
100 - 200C (212 - 392F), then the average CTE to shadow (liquid nitrogen) tempera-
ture. After a number of cycles from full--sun operational temperature to dormant
shadow temperature, the CTE measurements would be repeated to detect nonrevers-
ible structural changes.
Other samples would be thermally cycled over the orbital extremes, then F T U and
FCU determined. Since ET and EC are important to flatness, these could be
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determined before and after thermal cycling. CTE specimens could be used to
determine strength and modulus after CTE tests are completed.
Thermal capacity and conductivity are included because of their importance in simu-
lation of the temperatures of the MPTS structure.
A period of 2 to 3 months would be required at the beginning of the program for
material specifications, ordering and procurement. Formalization of the test plan
would also be accomplished in this time.
All of the tests considered here except creep could be accomplished in a short time,
perhaps six months. CTE measurement would be the pacing item since limited
numbers of laser dilatometers are available. Convair has developed a 4-specimen
dilatometer that will Expedite measurement of larger sample sizes.
An. important consideration, and one not easily satisfied, is the measurement of long
term, microstrain. The composite is required to maintain dimensional stability under
load, and at elevated temperatures. Some test specimens should be prepared and
placed under stress in an arrangement where microstrain can be monitored.
A summary schedule is presented in Figure 6-7.
ACTIVITY/EVENT
SCHEDULE(MONTHS)
HOURS1 2 1	 3 1 4 5 1	 6 1	 7 1 8 9 1101111121
TASK 1: PREPARE
MATERIAL 240
SPECIFICATIONS)
TASK 2: MATERIAL
PROCUREMENT 320
TASK 3: RECEIVING/
1NSPECTION/PREPREG
CHARACTERIZATION
MAIL	 240560	 { TEST
	
320
TESTS
TASK 4: FABRICATE TEST
SPECIMENS
MAIL
	
160
480
	
ENGR	 80
SHOP
	
240
TASK 5: CONDUCT PROPERTIES
TESTS
I I t 25b0	
MATL	 720
,	 ENGR
	
400
TEST
	
1,440
TASK 6: DOCUMENTATION 160
4,320 HRTOTAL
Figure 6--7. Material properties summary schedule.
6.2.4 ZERO TOLERANCE JOINTS — Multi-jointed tetrahedral truss structures are
subject to potential surface distortions caused by manufacturing tolerance buildups at
individual truss member intersections. Structures with free-play or slack in their
joints do not respond to thermal, static or dynamic loads in a linear manner. In some
cases joint free-play may completely alter load paths and hence structural response.
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ISTRUCTURAL
ALIGNMENT
SYSTEM
JOINING
TECHNIQUES
MATERIALS OF
CONSTRUCTION
TRUSS ASSEMBLY
TECHNIQUES
Early in the assembly.of a tetrahedral truss, a stable configuration is reached.
After this point, if additional struts axe not of perfect length they must be stretch
or shortened to fit the available space and thus induce fabrication loads and deforl
tions into the structure. Such loads can be quite high, greatly exceeding the strez
ability of an E'VA crew member, and will necessitate the use of a jack-like tool to
apply the required installation force.
I 1	 To alleviate these design deficiencies some form of zero tolerance joint will be re-
quired to attach adjacent struts at their common intersection points.
Figure G-S summarizes the study activities and task floor required to arrive at a
rational joint design which will address these problem areas.
v. SPECIFICATION
INPUT
LOADS
ENVIRONMENT
GEOMETRY
TOLERANCES
OTHER
I
PREDESIGN J
JOINT 
JISTUDIES
IN-HOUSE
INFORMAL
DESIGN REVIEW
INPUTS
STRESS
DYNAMICS
WEIGHTS
TOOLING
MFG
STUDIES -
PREFERRED
CONCEPT
Figure 6-8. Joint study flow diagram.
Task x: Requirements Review
Review member configurations, materials and alignment systems to define generic
types of joints and requirements for each type. Assembly techniques and associated
tools and support equipment will also be considered in this review.
Task 2: Joining Techniques Evaluation
Review typical joining techniques:
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-- Solid State Welding -- Cold Welding
- DiMsion Welding
- Ultrasonic welding
— Electronic Beam Welding
— Resistance Welding
— Laser Welding
— Brazing
— Adhesive Bonding
Mechanical Fasteners
Evaluate techniques for parameters and characteristics such as outgassin;, residual
stress/distortion, loose materials (fasteners, debris), weld quality, joint quality,
power requirements, operations (EVA, tools, support equipment).
Task 3: IvEaterial Selection Trade
Review member materials and evaluate joint materials for compatibility, workability
and net contribution to dimensional stability.
Task 4: Joint Predesign Study
Develop joint predesigns for various member configurations, loads and tolerance
requirements.
Task 5: Joint Trade Study
Evaluate the joints designed in Task 4 for feasibility, comple4ty, support require-
ments, and on-orbit fabrication/assembly. Select one or two candidates for farther
development.
Task G: Technical Support
Provide stress, weights, dynamics, thermal, tooling and manufacturing support for
Tasks 1 through 5.
Task 7: Design Full-Scale Joints
Conduct detail designs of candidate joints and attaching structural members;'level to
be of sufficient detail for production operations.
Task 8: Fabricate Development Parts and Subassemblies
Fabricate a sufficient quantity of detail parts and subassemblies to conduct production
process proofing tests (approximately G of each type of joint).
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Task 11.- Assemble Qualification Test bladel(s)
Using the processes developed in Task 9, assemble joints of each type for use in the
qualification test program..
Task 12: Conduct O'oint Qualification Tests
Perform typical qualification tests of the selected joints under load, as follows:
— Tension	 -- Thermal cycling
— Compression	 -- Thermal Expansion
-- Bending/Buckling
A summary schedule for joint development is shown in Figure 6-9.
6.3..' 1000 NEWTON BEAMS —The possibility exists to design a structure that will
not e-roerience the large thermal loads when the antenna is in the all-cold condition.
AssuL Ing this design is selected, the structural beams could be reduced from their
present size to possibly as little as a beam designed to carry only 1000 Newtons. The
111000 Newton Beam" follow-on program would investigate candidate materials, sizing
of beam, manufacturing and Dandling of beam in space, and joining methods including
the possibility of having a spring-loaded detent joint that allows load relief at say 950
Newtons to prevent catastrophic failure of the beam.
s
The task flow for this study is shown in Figure 6-10.
A potential joint design may incorporate a spring-loaded detent that would be designed
to move if the load on the beam exceeds a set amount. One such joint design is shown
in Figure 6-11. This consists of a strut end with slopes in two directions to a center
detent groove. Balls are inserted and held in place by a spring-loaded collar. If an
excessive  load is applied the balls roll out of the detent and expand the outer spring.
When the load is reduced the spring forces the balls back into the detent.
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SCHEDULE ( MONTHS)
118 1ACTIVITY/EVENT HOURS1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 1	 9 110 11 12 13 14 15 116117
A.	 PREDESIGIi:
TASK	 1:	 REQUIR EMENTS REVIEW i 80
2:	 JOIHAUG TECHIJIQUES 240
3:	 MATERIAL TRADES ! 80
4:	 JOINT PREDESIGUS 400 
f- SELECT PREFERRED JOIN I S
5:	 J01HT TRADES T I 80
6:	 TECHNICAL SUPPORT
f
200
€
I (1,080)
B.	 EfIGINEERIIIG MODEL DEVELOPMEUT: (
^ 320TASK	 7:	 DESIGN FULL-SCALE JOINTS(W/ASSOCIATED MEMBERS) I
8:	 FABRICATE DEVELOPMENT
^ "
1,280	 EIIGR	 320PARTS & SUBASSEMBLIES SHOP	 960^ ^
MATL 4809:	 DEVELOP ASSEMBLY 2 ,400	 EIIGR	 480PROCESSES & IDEIITIFY TOOL	 480
REQUIRED TOOLS SHOP	 960
10:	 FABRICATE PARTS &
^
EIIGR	 160
880 ^SUBASSEMBLIES SHOP	 720
11:	 ASSEMBLE QUALIFICATIOII EIIGR	 160480TEST MODEL(S) SHOP	 320
12:	 COfIDUCT JOINT EIIGR	 4801,920 i SHOP	 x}80QUALIFICATIOU TESTS ( TEST	 9601
(7,280)
8,360 HRTOTAL
Q,)-
00
d
O ^
C^
^-+ t7Figure 6-9. Zero--tolerance joint development schedule,
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Figure 6-12. Stress reversal distribution under hoop tension loading.
Substitution of cables for redundant struts would facilitate assembly at nonoperational
temperatures in a relatively stress-free condition.
6.2. G PROOF OF CONCEPT DEMONSTEATION MODEL -- A Proof Of Concept (POC)
model is proposed to demonstrate the MPTS antenna elements. As shown in Figure
6--13, a combination of bays from both primary and secondary structures is recom-
mended. This will demonstrate, at a subscale level, typical bays and their constituent
structural elements, joints, connections and materials. It will also demonstrate
installation and interface controls between primary and secondary structural elements.
A summary plan for development of the model is shown in Figure 6-14. The comes--
poudina preliminary schedule is presentod in Figure 6--15.
Task 1; POC Model Design
Prepare drawings for:
— constant length primary structure surface struts and diagonal members for
3-bay structural assembly.
— constant length secondary structure sr-- gnce struts and diagonals for two 14--bay
structural assemblies.
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Figure 6-13, Proposed POC demonstration model.
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Figure 6--14.	 POC demonstration model plan.
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-- 3-bay primary structure spider assemblies, including both Mont and back of
spiders.
--• 14-bay secondar y structure spider assemblies.
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Figure 6--15. POC demonstration model development schedule.
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-- structural assembly of 3-bay primary structural assembly and 14-bay second-
ary structural assembly.
— modulus to simulate subarray panels, including installation on secondary
structural assembly.
-- demonstration model assembly.
Task 2: Model Scaling and Gages
Perform dimensional analysis and scaling of the tetrahedral truss elements for the
demonstration model.
Task 3: Fabricate and Assemble POC Model
i PROCURE-MENT — Provide procurement assist to engineering in procuring raw
material/purchased parts and subcontracted hardware items.
e TOOLNi G — Provide tool design and tool manufacturing support during model
component fabrication and assembly. Prepare tool orders and planning docu-
ments.
MANUFACTURE -- Fabricate 3-bay primary structural members (struts and
diagonals) from graphite/epoxy material.
-- Utilizing mandrels, lay up graphite/epoxy materials in accordance with
engineering design. Vacuum bag laid up part, cure in autoclave, debag and
trim.
--- Fabricate simulated subarray panel modules in accordance with engineering
design,. Perform subassembly of modules.
-- Fabricate attitude control mockup and load point pads.
a ASSEMBLY -- Assemble 3-bay primary and 14-bay secondary structural
assemblies utilizing shop aid assembly fixture and procure parts (spiders,
pins, etc.) and raw material (tubes). Assemble MPTS demonstration model,
including installation of simulated subarray panels. Attach attitude control
and load pads.
r QUALITY CONTROL — Provide receiving-inspection services to engineering
during material/purchase parts procurement cycle. Provide inspection support
during fabrication of tools and MPTS model detail parts fabrication and assembly.
Task 4: Test Plan
Prepare a detail MPTS demonstration model test plan which will include test environ-
ments, eondit'.ons, etc. to prove the concepts which the model is intended to demon-
strate. These include simulation of structural and attitude control systems. The
G-18
plan covers testing to be performed at the contractor is facility, as well as those to
be conducted by NASA in conjunction with other SPS/MPTS demonstrations.
Task 5: Contractor Test Program
Typical tests include attitude control responses, natural frequency modal survey,
static and dynau3ic if ads, deployment, assembly, and utility of support tools and
equipment, and environmental tests.
Task S: NASA Test Program
Contractor will provide support, as required, for NASA test program.
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1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the performance criteria, environmental, manufacturing,
test, handling, and shipping requirements for the microwave power antenna structure.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.
In the event of conflict between the documents referenced herein and the contents of
this specification, the contents of this specification sball be considered the superseding
requirement.
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	 GSFC Magnetic Field Restraints for Spacecraft Systems and
Subsystems
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Structures
Other Documents
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S. U REQU1T. - MENTS
3.1 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
It small be the mission of the micronmve power ;antenna structure to provide a stable
platform for mounting Idystron./wareguide/therival radiator units (subarrays). Slope
error of less than 3 are minutes for each subarray is a primary requirement.
In addition the antenna must be capable of stationicee ping, and have figure and pointing
control.
S. 1.1 MTERFACES — An interface control drawing JCD) (Drawing `o.
shall be prepared to describe the antenna assembly, its datum references, and volume
available for support structure, mechanical references, and the structural attachment
interface requirements for the primary structure to gimbal and secondary structure to
subarray attac lament. The ICD shall show the physical relationships between the
antenna assemblies aLd the adjacent spacecraft structure and other components.
3.-2 DESIGN REQ IRENIE\tTS
3.2.1 DESIGN ATTRIBUTES -- Throughout the various stages of design, considera-
tion shall be given to the items listed below.
a. Dimensional stability
b. 1lanufacturability
c. Overall structural stiffness
d. Mission life
e. Stress margin
f. Serviceability
3.2.' S'IfiUCTUR-AL REQUEREMENTS — The priivary and secondary structure, sub-
.arra<< supports, and the antenna assembly supporting structure shall be shown by
analyses to be capable of withstmidin;• , or shall be protected against degradation in
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functional performance or operation., the environments noted in this section. Factors
for design purposes shall be introduced commensurate with the objectives of safety,
reliability, and producibility.
Selected deliverable structure (hardware) shall be proof-tested, using a load which
will be determined from stress analysis.
3.2.2.1 Mass Properties --The total antenna assembly weight, including the primary
and secondary structure, interconnecting hardware, and the subarray kinematic links,
but not the subarray panels or their loose hardware, shall Have a design target of
1. SM kilograms.
3.2.2.2 Center of Gravity --- The center of gravity (eg) of the reflector assembly
shall be computed (predicted) during the design phase. Selected components shall be
weighed and their cg determined prior to assembly to verify the analyses. The loca-
tion of the cg shall be referenced to the datums defined on ICD No. im—m=.
3.2.2.3 Moments of Inertia (ibIOI) -- The MOI of the reflector assembly shall be com-
puted about 3 orthogonal ayes through the cg. The MOI calculations shall be accurate
within 5 percent.
3.2.2.4 Interchangeability -- All parts, subassemblies, and assemblies having the
same part number shall be interchangeable with respect to form, fit, and function.
3.2.3 IDENTIFICATION AND I VLL\RKING — Each deliverable unit and each shipping
container at the time of delivery shall be permanently identified to the exteat listed on
ICD No. :c-ac-..
3.2.4 SURFACE PROFILE — To achieve the primary goal of the antenna structure to
maintain a pointing accuracy of within 3 are minutes for the subarrays, the manufactur-
ing/assembly tolerances, maneuvering accelerations, and thermal distortions all need
to be controlled.
A total slope accuracy budget of 2 are minutes is to be used as a design goal. The
allocation of the above mentioned three major error categories are as follows:
Are Minute Budizet
Manufacturing Tolerance 	 1.5
Maneuvering Accelerations 	 1.1
Thermal Distortions	 0.7
RSS Total	 1.99 arc min.
a_A
Sufficient information shall be submitted to ascertain that the antenna design meets
the above requirements.
3.2.5 ACTIVE MECHANICAL ALIG21MIENT PROVISIONS — It is preferred
that the structure be constructed so as to meet the less than 3 are minute error re-
quirement without active controls. Their use as an alternative to the close-tolerance
manufacturing of antenna truss elements can be considered in addition to baseline de-
sign using only "passive" adjustments to meet the requirements of this specification.
(A passive adjustment is one that is required to be done only during the assembly/
manufacturing phase.)
3.2.5.3. Subarray Adjustment and Afechanical Reference -- The subarray support sys-
tem small incorporate provisions for an optimum position passive adjustment (one time
only adjustment) of the location of the subarrays, and shall incorporate a method that
will define this physical location for reference purposes after :adjustments are com-
pleted. The adjustment mechanism shall permit removal and reinstallation of a sub-
arrav to the original 3 arc minute pointing accuracy.
A system shall be provided for replacing an adjustment mechanism without losing the
subarray's adjustment.
3.2.5.2 Surface Tolerance, Worst Case in Orbit -- Considering manufacturing
deviations and the worst case thermal distortion in orbit, it shall be shown by
analysis and component tests that the requirements ,Stated in this section will be met.
3.2.6 ANTENITA GEOIMETRY — The baseline geometry is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
It is a tyro-tier structure consisting of one large 10-bay primary and 61 smaller 14-bay
secondary tetrahedral truss structures. The primary truss structure is made from
equal length truss struts joined at 60 degree surface angles at each node to form a flat
surface. A passive alignment system may be used between the primary and secondary
structures to compensate for loss of surface flatness due to manufacturing tolerance
buildup, etc. A kinematic attachment method is assumed necessary to accommodate
thermal expansion differences between the primary and secondary structures.
A modification of the above attachment method may,  also be used for the subarray
support system.
Reference ICD No.
	
for complete details of the antenna structure.
3.2. r ANTENNA 1LAN`L'FACTURR4G/A SSE MBLY TOLERANCES — M Mufact -Li
 , and
assembly tolerances are the largest contributor to the rms slope error of the sub-
arrays.
The allowable budget amounts are shown in Table 1. These values assume a passive
configuration, i. e., no active adjustment control.
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Figure 1. Basic configuration.
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Table 1. Tolorance budgets
Function
Spider Fabrication
Strut Length
Alignment (SLraightness)
Strut Joint Slop
Actuator Joint Slop
Measurement Tolerance
Miscellaneous (Assembly Tolerance)
RSS Subtotals
RSS Total
Are Min. Equivalent
(Design Goal
Primary Secondary Subaraay.
+ 0.030 + 0.010 N/A
+ 0.150 + 0.020 V/A
+0.030 +0.010 +0.010
0 0 0
+ 0.001 + 0.001 N/A
0 0 0
+0.050 +0.010 +0.010
0.164 0.025 0.014
= 0.168 in.
- 1.49
s 1.5 arc min.)
3. 2. S MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND ALLOWABLES
3.2. S.1 Sources — Material strengths and other mechanical and physical properties
shall, be from Seller's test data or other verified engineerin g development test values
when appropriate. Strength allowables and other mechanical properties used shall be
appropriate to the loading conditions, design environments, and stress states for each
structural member.
3.2.8.2 Values — Allowable material strengths used in designs shall consider all of
the effects of temperature and time associated with the design environments. Allowable
yield and ultimate properties are as follows:
1. For Metals
a. For single load path structures, the minimum guaranteed values (A values in
MIL--HDBK-5) are to be used.
b. For multiple load path structures, the 90 percent probability values (B values
in MIL-11DBK-5) are to be used.
2. For Grap ite
a. For single load path structures, the minimum guaranteed (2 sigma) values
are to be used for tension and compression strength based on test results,
16 samples each.
b. For multiple load path structures, the typical (average) values are to be used.
Load Factors	 Limit Load	 Ultimate Load
Slight loads
	
1.0
	 1.25
Nonflight loads	 1.0	 1.5
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3.3 ENVLHOi i , NTAL 11EQUIPE, iV l- NTS
3.3.1 STIIPPtNi G, IIANDLMG AND STORAGE ENVIRONMENTS
S. 3.1.1 Antenna Hardware in Shi.ppiug/Storage Containers -- The deliverable antenna
hardware, when packaged in accord with IMIL-B-26105, shall. be capole of warehouse
storage for 5 years without degradation.
The requirements of MIL-P-116E shall be incorporated for long term storage.
S. S. 1.2 Antenna. Hardware Out of Shipping/Storage Containnr — The degradation of
the haxdware projected through 5 years of storage and 7.5 years in orbit based on the
measurable degradation at the end of three years storage outside of the shipping/
storage container under the followiug environmental conditions, shall not degrade the
performance of the antenna hardware below the specification requirements.
1. Temperature: from +25 to +150Y
2. humidity: less than 60 percent
3. Saud, dust, fungus, salt, and corrosive atmospheres: the unprotected reflector
assembly will not be exposed to sand or dust, nor intentionally to fungus, salt,
or corrosive atmospheres.
4. Handling shocks: accelerations and impacts applied to the antenna assembly
through the handling equipment are not to &meed 1.1 g.
5. Vibration: not applicable.
3.3.1.3 Handling Equipment for Deliverable Hardware -- All equipment used to handle
the deliverable hardware shall conform to DILL-S--8512B.
3.3.1.4 Support Egvipment — All equipment used to support the deliverable hardware
shrill conform to AIL-S-8512]3.
3.3.1.5 Handling Provisions -- Strong; ports shall be provided as suitable to allow
tTansporting• , assembling, supporting, hoisting, or otherwise handling the deliverable
hzxdware.
All completed hardware shall be protected against contaniintrtion and pacl^aged in
handling/storage containers.
5.3.1. G Handling Load Factor --^ For general handling purposes during manufacture,
assembly, test, hoisting, and erection, a resultant load factor of 2.0 shall be con-
sidered to act in any one direction. This load factor is equivalent steady--state value,
inclusive of dynamic effects, to be applied to all structural elements simultaneously.
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3.3.2 PRELAUNCH ENTV RONIVIEIr1TS AT THE LAUNCH SITE
3.3.2.1 Temperature and ]:Tumidity -- Air conditioned temperatures range from +25
to +100F; relative humidity will be less than 60 percent until liftoff. Prior to air
conditioning, the temperature range is from +25 to +150F. Prevention of condensation
to protect thermal control surfaces Shall be provided.
3.3.3 BOOST AND ORBIT — The antenna hardware shall withstand the following
specified boost and orbit environmental conditions without damage or degradation of
performance (reference Table 2 for environmental condition tolerances).
3, 3.3.1 Flight Profile Figure 3 describes the expected fllg t profile for design
purposes. Assume the space shuttle as a launch vehicle.
The orbital parameters are also shown in Figure 3.
Table 2. Tolerances on environmental conditions.
Temperature + 5F degrees
Humidity (relative) :L5 percent
Acceleration + 5 percent
Barometric pressure + 20 percent
Sound pressure level + 3 dB(1/3 octave band) -^
Sound pressure level (OSL) + 1 dB
Acoustic spectrum (1/3 octave + 10 percentbawd canter frequencies) --
Natural frequency percent
These test condition tolerances shall not apply on un-
defined ambient conditions.
3.3.3.2 STS Temperatures During Launch and Orbit —The STS arbiter is designed
for attitude bold capabilities. During the 3--hour thermal conditioning periods, the
vehicle bolls at approximately five revolutions per hour (barbecue mode) about the t-
axis with the orientation of the 1-ads perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line within + 20
degrees, or it can be oriented at preferred thermal attitudes. On-orbit thermal con-
ditioning lasting as long as 12 hours (before the deorbit maneuver) is allocated for
missions on which the thermal protection subsystem temperatures exceed the design
limits associated with a single-orbit mission.
Cargo temperatures for a typical flight are shown in Figure 4.
3.3.3.3 Orbital Temperature Cyclic; -- The antenna assembly shall be exposed to
temperature cycles in orbit for 7.5 years minimum considering a maximum of 3600
eclipses of approximately 60 minutes duration.
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3, 3.3.4 STS Vibration -- The estimated random vibration and appropriate exposure
durations for the cabin and mmzidfuselage to payload interfaces caused by the fluctuating
pressure loans are shown in Figure 5. The levels shown axe typical of liftoff, tran-
sonic flight, and performance at ma_ximunn aerodynamic pressure. The midfuselage/
payload interface vibration environment is based on the response of unloaded interface
structure and should be considered the upper limit. The vibration inputs at the inter-
face will be reduced by addition of the payload and support structures between the inter-
face and payload component.
Vibration resultiug from acoustic spectra is generated in the cargo bay by the engine
w haust and by aerodynamic noise during atmospheric flight. These predicted niwd--
mums are illustrated in Figure G. The data presented are based ou an empty cargo
bay and may be  modified by the addition of payloads, depending on their characteristics.
Aerodynamic noise during entry is significantly less than
	
ascent,
3.3.3.5 Thermal A geasynchi ouous orbit with an altitude of 19, 325 and and an
orbit period of about 3 -1 hours is specified for time large 1 Ism microwave power antenna.
Time antenna/solar array system orientation is such that the solar array is normal to
the solar flux (mmdmxxumn power generation) whereas the antenna is essentially pointing
at the center of the earth (depending on receiver antenmma location). For the thermal
anal,vsis, an angle of zero degrees between the earth--sun vector and the orbit plane is
to be employed. This case yields aiwdmum solar heating and thus highest tempera-
tures for the subarray radiator panels. It also yields the madmum earth shadow time
of about 1. 16 hours. Referewe ICD No. 	 for thermal load information.
a
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FigtYre 5. Randomu vibration at mmridfuselage main longeron payload
attachment points interface and in the cabin.
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cargo bay acoustic spectra.
3.3.3, 6 Steady State Solar Illumination -- The antenna system design shall be capable
of meeting performance specifications when subjected to direct illumination for steady
state thermal conditions with the sun incident on the antetana from any direction includ--
in- shadowing by the adjacent structure and other elements (see ICD No.
3.3.3.7 Generated Environments -- No liquid or gas which is corrosive, erosive, es--
plosive or noxious shall be exhausted from the hardware. All materials shall be com-
patible with an absolute pressure of 10- 6 torr for the test and 10- 13 torr for operational
life. All materials shall be selected in accordance with report GSFC Z-735-69-471.
3.3.3.5 Pressure and Venting With the vents open, the STS cargo bay pressure
closely follows the flight atmospheric pressures. The payload vent sequencing I q as
follows:
Prelaunch
Liftoff (T = 0)
T + 10 seconds
Orbit insertion
On orbit
Preentry preparation
Closed (vent no. 6
in purge position)
Closed
All Open
All open
All open
All closed
Entry (high heat zone)
Atmospheric (75, 000
+5, 000 ft (23 + 1.5
kilometers)) to
landing
Postlanding purge
All closed
All open
Closed (vent no.
6 in purge
position)
During the orbital phase, the cargo bay operates unpressurized. Pressures for other
flight phases are shown in Figure 7.
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3.3.4 NATURAL R.ADUTTON EXVT-,ON1TETNT -- The autenna assetnbl y shall be de-
sigmed to withstand the following.; radiation ent qrounieant and duration "without damage,
deterioration, or degradation of performance.
Solar and trapped particle radiation for a minimum of 7.5 years. The dail y
 t1mres of
trapped electrons and protons are given in Tables 3 and 4. The integrated solar proton
fluence shall be as in Figure S.
Table 3. Trapped electrons.
The time--averaged daily integral flux spectrum for trapped electrons is:
Flwz with energies greater than E
Enern, (E) MEV ElectonslcM2 - day
0.1 0.439E12
0.5 0.316E 13
1.0 0.72SE10
3. 0 0.157E 10
3.0 0.455E9
4.0 0.149E"9
5.0 U.509ES
6.0 0.1 Sol: 8
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F!,-"a 4. Trapped protons
The time--averaged daily integral flue spectrum for trapped protons is:
Ph= with energies greater than E
Protons/cW_ dayEnergy LE ) WIE- V
0.4 0. G1G3312
1.0 0.1153312
410 0.1103311
15.0 042941;9
30..0 0. 5 01E S
50.0 0.111ES
100.0 0. 572E7
300.0 0.537EG
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 GENERAL
Dimensions, design features, material suitability, and functional requirements
specified in this section shall be formally verified to establish the acceptability of the
product. All testing shall conform to requirements of iVlIL-C-45662 and
lTIL--STD-531.
4.2 MSPECTION
Items not conforming to the criteria specified herein are to be submitted to Material
Review, Individual evaluation, and dispositioni.n g by designated representatives.
4.2.1 TOLERANCES — Compliance of the antenna assembly with every tolerance
specified in this document or on ICD No. Z--i-sz-1 shall be adequately= demonstrated by
Quality Control records. This proof of compliance may involve physical measurement
of the manufactured items or, where appropriate, proof that the tooling will
guarantee compliance.
4.2.2 SPACE ENVELOPE — Fit cheer tooling shall be used to show that the antenna
is within the limits of the space envelope, as defined on ICD No. 	 Compliance
with this paragraph shall be documented in duality Control records.
4.2.5 SOURCE hNSPECTION — A resident source inspector may be provided for the
duration of product manufacturing and testing.
4.3 QUALITY PROGRAM
A formal Quality Assurance Program shall be implemented.
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4..3.1 CALIBRATION -- Records of the calibration of all test and pleasuring equipment
used shall be generated and documented, in accordance with document
4.3.2 INSPECTION AND TEST PROCEDURES --- Verification, acceptance inspection,
and acceptance test procedures for the antenna hardware shall be prepaxed and docu-
mented by the subcontractor in accordance with document
4.4 PHYSICAL QUALIFICATION
4.4.1 WEIGHT DETERMINATION -- The weight of each deliverable component shall
be measured with an accuracy of 5 percent.
4.4.2 CENTER OF GRAVITY DETERIIMqATION — The location of the total cg shall
be calculated and shall meet the requirements of paragraph 3.2.2.191.
4.4.3 TESThNG — STRUCTURAL;
4.4.3.1 Acoustic Vibration —A qualification test unit "vin be required to withstand,
without damage, the acoustic levels shown in Figure 9.
4.4.3.2 Environmental Test — It shall be demonstrated that the equipment will meet
all functional requirements when subjected to an, environment which simulates the
effects of exposure for 7.5 years in the space environment given in paragraph 3.3.2.
If no data exists on substantially the same materials, samples of the actual materials
shall be tested in UV and in electron and proton beams to establish conformance with
this section.
Environmental testing shall be accomplished in accordance with MIL-STD-81013.
4.4.3.3 Loads Verification — Verification of the load-carrying capabilities of the
deliverable hardware will be via a static load test. This load test will be performed on
a representative deliverable package, and on a representative STS payload package if
different than above.
4.4.3.4 Factors--of-Safety
Condition
a. Ground Handling and Transportation
1. Involving personnel safety.
2. Where personnel safety is not involved.
b. STS Flight Operations
1. Involving crew safety.
2. Where crew safety is not involved.
c. Emergency Landing
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Figire 9, Acoustic spectrum (STS couRguiatiou),
The guiding safety? requirement for STS operations shall be that a failure of any com-
ponent does not endanger the orbiter vehicle and its flight crew. The loading conditions
which could cause crew safety hazards are listed in Table 5.
Table 54 Applicability of 1.4 factor-of-safety.
(Emergency landing events)
Loading
Phase	 Potential Hazard	 Condition
Ascent	 Puncture of orbiter . doors or fuel tanks below	 +X, zY
caxga-bay liner	 r"
Where failure on ascent could result in puncture of 	 -Z
crew-cabin bulkhead at orbiter station 582 during
landing for about-once-around condition.
Landing	 Punm. are of orbiter fuel tanks below cargo-bay liner. 	 -Y
Puncture of cxew-cabin bulkhead at orbiter station	 +Z
582.	 —
6.0 PREPARATION TOR DELIVERY
Packing and packaging arrangements shall provide adequate protection for the antenna
component parts to withstand the environmental conditions incident to transportation,
handling, and storage.
Each deliverable unit shall be cleaned, and'labeled prior to shipment.
6. 0 NOTES
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